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The acoustic development of the Energy Efficient Engine combined testing and analysis using
scale model rigs and an integrated Core/Low Spool demonstration engine. The scale model
tests show that a cut-on blade/vane ratio fan with a large spacing (S/C = 2.3) is as quiet
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This report represents the results of an effort to develop higher thermo-
dynamic and propulsive efficiencies in the Energy Efficient Engine without
sacrificing co_aunity noise concerns. The work was performed by the General
Electric Company for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis
Research Center, under Contract NAS3-20643. Mr. R. D. Hager is the NASA Project
Manager, and Mr. A. F. Schexnayder is the General Electric Manager. This report
was prepared by mr. S. P. Lavin and Dr. P. Y. Ho of the Ceneral Electric
Company, Evendale, Ohio.
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Higher thermodynsmic and propulsive efficiencies for commercial turbo-
fan aircraft engines were developed and demonstrated in the Energy Efficient
Engine Program (E3), without sacrificing conuuunity noise concerns. This was
accomplished by component acoustic development, testing, and analysis; design
integration of recent acoustic technology advancements; and was finally demon-
strated statically in an integrated component test (Integrated Core and Low
Spool).
Component testing was concerned with two major studies. The first was
an investigation into the effects of blade/vane ratio with respect to fan
generated noise. The second was an investigation into the effects of forced
mixer exhaust nozzle configuration. As a result of the fan blade/vane ratio
study, it was demonstrated that a cut-on blade/vane ratio fan with large spac-
ing (s/c = 2.3) is as quiet as a cut-off blade/vane ratio configuration with
tighter spacing (s/c = 1.27). The conclusions of the mixer test investiga-
tions are that for subsonic velocities, separate flow nozzles are the noisi-
est, conic nozzles are the quietest, with the forced mixer nozzles in between.
Recent acoustic technology advancements which were incorporated into
the E3 design included the utilization of Kevlar and Astroquartz mat mate-
rial as a bulk absorber acoustic suppression material, and the selection of
turbine vane/blade ratios so that the blade passing frequency tones are
cut-of f.
Projecting the statically demonstrated Integrated Core and Low Spool
levels to flight, an average growth margin of 3.7 EPNdB is observed relative
to FAR 36 Stage 3 at approach, 4.5 EPNdB at full power takeoff, and 7.2 EPNdB
at the sideline conditions.
2.0 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The overall objective of the Energy Efficient Engine (E3) program was
to develop, evaluate and demonstrate the technology base for achieving higher
thermodynamic and propulsive efficiencies in future commercial turbofan en-
gines. This overall objective was achieved through a program involving the
development of components and their technologies, integration of components in
a core and a core/low spool test system, and evaluation of the integrated sys-
tem performance.
2.1 PROGRAM NOISE GOALS
The noise program goal was to ensure that the Flight Propulsion System
(FPS) meets FAR Part 36 (as amended July 1978) with provisions for engine
growth corresponding to future engine applications.
2.2 PLAN TO ASSURE MEETING NOISE GOALS
The plan to ensure meeting noise goals required active integration with
component designers, development of advanced technologies, and demonstration
of principles with component and system testing. The work structure to








Integrated Cove/Low Spool (ICLS) Testing.
3.0 FAN SCALE MODEL TEST
A scaled model fan vane-frame test program was conducted in 1978. The
primary objective of the test was to evaluate the impact on forward radiated
fan noise of a non-cutoff (i.e., all tones are acoustically propagating)
vane-frame design (V/B ratio = 1.09) and compare the results to a conventional
cut-off design (V/B ratio = 1.95).
3.1 TEST FACILITIES
The test series was conducted in the fan noise anechoic chamber at the
General Electric Corporate Research and Development Center in Schenectady,
New York. The interior free space of the chamber is approximately 10.7 meters
(35 feet) wide, 7.6 meters (25 feet) long, and 3.1 meters (10 feet) high
(Reference Figure III.l.1). The air entering the chamber is drawn through the
porous walls between 0.71 meter (28 inch) polyurethane foam wedges. The dis-
charge air of the fan was ducted out of the building through an acoustically
treated exhaust stack and a downstream discharge valve.
Acoustic measurements were made using an array of twelve 0.635 cm (0.25
in.) diameter microphones (B&K Type 4135) located on a 5.2 meter (17 feet)
radius arc, centered one rotor diameter (approximately 0.5 meter) upstream of
the rotor front face. The microphones were arranged on a grazing incidence at
I0 ° intervals from 0 ° to II0 ° relative to the fan inlet centerline. Micro-
phone signals were recorded on a Sangamo Sabre IV 28 track FM recorder.
A 2,500 horsepower motor-gear system was used to drive the fan. The
model fan rig used for the test was the NASA 0.508 meter (20 inch) diameter
transonic fan, designated as Rotor II. The centerline of the fan was posi-
tioned 1.27 meters (4.2 feet) above the tip of the foam wedge on the floor.
Detailed aerodynamic performance was reported by Kovich et al. (Reference 1).
The original set of fan stators (48 vanes) was modified to simulate the ICLS
engine (at that time) fan rotor - outlet guide vane (OGV) spacing (Reference
Figure Ill.1.2). This fan has a maximum rated tip speed of 427 meterlsec
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Figure III.I.2 Fan Rotor/0GV Configurations
ratio can be actively varied, with the stage pressure ratio controlled by the
setting of a discharge valve downstream. The pertinent fan style design
parameters for Rotor 11 as modified for this test are shown in Table III.l.1.
3.2 TEST PROCEDURE
A total of six configurations were tested during the fan scale model
program (Reference Table III.2.1) .1 During the test program, it was dis-
covered that a feltmetal strip in front of the fan rotor, intended to be used
as an intake suction surface decreasing the boundary layer thickness, actually
acted as a triggering device for boundary layer turbulence as well as a sup-
pressor for high frequencies.
Each configuration had a total of 14 fan operating points (Reference
Table III.2.2). The corresponding fan pressure ratio associated with the dif-
ferent discharge valve (DV) settings can be seen from the fan performance map
shown in Figure III.2.1. The specific speed points tested were selected so as
to be consistent with previous data taken with the facility. The discharge
valve setting of 1.27 represented the fan being operated at or near the de-
signed operating line defined in Reference 2.
3.3 TEST RESULTS
Detailed comparisons and discussions of the validity of the test data
measured with the feltmetal strip in the inlet are given in Reference 3. The
following sections highlight the results reported in thisreference.
3.3.1 VANE/BLADE RATIO EFFECTS
The primary objective of the scale model test was to evaluate the
impact for forward radiated fan noise of a non-cutoff vane-frame design
1Configuratlon numbers assigned to the different configurations are arbitrary




ROTOR 11 TEST FAN STAGE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
E3 Baseline
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85.5% (80.9% Measured)
TABLE III. 2.1
DLSCIIPTION OF E 3 CONFIGUmATIONS TESTED
CONFIG_JRATION
NO.
TCS_ INNER PLOWPATH INNERPLOW
FELTMETAL STRIP TREATED INLET PATH SUCTION
3 No Yes No No
4,9 x Yes Yes No No
5 No Yes Yes No
6 Yes Yes Yes No
7,8 *x Yes No No No
10 Yes Yes No Yes
NOTES: x Configuration No. 9 is repeat of Configuration No. 4
.x Configuration No. 8 is repeat of Configuration No. 7
TCS is an inflow cleanup device, commonly referred to
as Turbulence Control Screen
TABLE IXI. 2.2
TEST MATRIX FOR EACH CONFIGURATION
% FAN SPEED (1)
DISCRARGE VALVE (DV) 54 60 69 74 80 86 100
SETTXNG
0.0 X X X X X X X
1.27 X X X X X X X
(1) NOTE: Each Condit£on Repeated Except 60, 74, 80 and 100% Speed with












_1 bO Percent Corrected Wan Speed
5;
_5 _ _5 .5O 55 6O 65 7O
Cor'r'tcted YeiQht Flov I i.bs./mec.
Figure III.2.1 Fan Performance from E3 Scale Model Fan Test
IO
(Vane/Blade ratio = 1.09), with and without a Turbulence Control Screen (TCS),
when compared to a conventional cut-off desisn (V/B ratio = 1.95) run under
the same conditions. The latter is defined as the Baseline configuration on
Table llI.l.1. It was the Rotor 11 base design reported in Reference l.
Comparisons of the blade passing frequency (BPF) one-third octave tone level
directivity (Figures 111.3.1 to 111.3.3) shows that the scaled model E3 vane
frame configuration is slightly less than the baseline cut-off configuration
which was previously tested by General Electric under a connercial engine
prosram when a TCS was used. This is believed to be caused by larger
vane/blade spacing for the E 3 configuration than the cut-off vane/blade
ratio commercial engine configuration; Without a TCS, there is little or no
difference between the configurations due to high rotor-turbulence interaction
noise controlling the tone levels (Figures 1II.3.4 to III.3.9).
3.3.2 INFLOW TURBULENCE CONTROL SCREEN EFFECTS
The second objective of the scaled model test was to evaluate the im-
pact on forward radiated fan noise of reducing the inflow turbulence to that
of flight conditions. This effect, often referred to as flisht clean-up, pri-
marily affects only the tone levels and not broadband noise. Figures 1II.3.10
to III.3.12 show the BPF tone level directivites at three fan speeds for the
hardwall inlet configuration, with and without a TCS, for the simulated E 3
vane-frame configuration. There appears to be a large change in clean-up
effect between 60% and 74% speed. However, analysis of the spectra indicates
that the 60% speed point has no discernable BPF tone on a one-third octave
basis, either with or without a TCS. At 14% speed, the tone is much more pro-
nounced for the case without TCS, and, consequently, the reduction is much
_reater when the TCS is in place (Figures III.3.13 to III.3.15).
3.3.3 INLET TREATMENT EVALUATION
The scale model tests were also used to evaluate inlet treatment ef-
fectiveness. The inlet treatment panels were 0.965 cm (0.38 inch) thick
filled with DuPont Kevlar material to act as a bulk absorber. The treatment
length was selected to give similar treatment length normalized by diameter
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Figure 111.3.1 Comparison of BPF Directivities of Cut-Off
(V/B:I.95) Ratio and Cut-On Ratio (1.09)
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Figure 111.3.2 Comparison of BPF Directivities of Cut-Off
(V/B=I.95) Ratio and Cut-On (V/B=I.09) Ratio
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Figure 111.3.3 Comparison of BPF Directlvities of Cut-Off
(V/B-I.95) Ratio and Cut-On (V/B-I.09) Ratio
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Figure 111.3.4 Comparison of BPF Directivities of Cut-Off
(V/B=I.95) Ratio and Cut-On (V/B=I.09) Ratio
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O Cut-On Ratio (Config.3,Pt.7)
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Figure 111.3.5 Comparison of BPF Directlvities of Cut-Off
(V/B=I.95) Ratio and Cut-On (V/B=I.09) Ratio
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Figure 111.3.6 Comparison of BPF Directivities of Cut-Off
(V/B=I.95) Ratio and Cut-On (V/B=I.09) Ratio
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Figure 111.3.7 60 ° Spectral Comparison of Cut-Off (V/B=I.95)
Ratio and Cut-On (V/B-I.09) Ratio Configurations
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Figure 111.3.8 60 ° Spectral Comparison of Cut-Off (V/B=I.95)
Ratio and Cut-On (V/B=I.09) Ratio Configurations
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Figure 111.3.9 60 ° Spectral Comparison of Cut-Off (V/B=1.95)
Ratio and Cut-On (V/B=I.09) Ratio Configurations
Without a TCS, at 86% Fan Speed, DV=I.27
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Figure 111.3.15 Effect of TCS on Typical Fan Noise Spectrum
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Figures III.3.16 to III.3.18 show the PNL directlvities obtained from
the scale model test without TCS, treated and untreated, scaled up to E 3
ICLS size. This data indicates that forward of 40 ° the treatment benefit was
small. Inspection of the spectra near the inlet axis indicates the treatment
had little effect at any frequency, resulting in the small PNL reductions.
The probable reason for this is that the treatment is ineffective at suppress-
ins the low order modes which tend to peak in amplitude at these shallow
angles.
Figures III.3.19 to III.3.21 show the treated and untreated PNL direc-
tivities obtained from the scale model (with a TCS) scaled up to ICLS size.
The figures suggest that treatment evaluation without a TCS tends to be
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Figure III.3.16 Effect of Inlet Acoustic Treatment on
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Figure 111.3.17 Effect of Inlet Acoustic Treatment on
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Figure III.3.18 Effect of Inlet Acoustic Treatment on
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Figure 111.3.19 Effect of Inlet Acoustic Treatment on
Forward Radiated Fan Noise
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• with TCS
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Figure III.3.20 Effect of Inlet Acoustic Treatment
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Figure 111.3.21 Effect of Inlet Acoustic Treatment on
Forward Radiated Fan Noise
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4.0 MIXER TEST
In support of the forced mixed flow exhaust system design, acoustic and
flow field survey measurements were made on several scale model exhaust sys-
tems. The primary objective of these tests was to provide experimental evalu-
ation of the noise reduction potential of high bypass mixer nozzle exhaust
systems relative to conventional separate flow nozzles.
4.1 TEST FACILITIES
All mixer acoustic testing was performed at the General Electric Jet
Noise Anechoic Chamber located at Evendale, Ohio (shown schematlcally in Fig-
ure ZV.1). The chamber is a cylindrical building 21.95 meters (72 it) high
and 13.1 meters (43 it) in diameter. The chamber's inner surfaces are lined
with anechoic wedges made of Owens Fiberglass "Intermediate Service Board."
The installation is designed to meet a low frequency cut-off requirement of
below 220 Hz and a 0.99 absorption coefficient above 220 Hz.
This facility was certified for acoustic measurements under Task 1 of
the DOT/FAA High Velocity Jet Noise Source Location and Reduction Program
(Reference 4).
4.1.1 ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTATION
Acoustic measurements were made every 10 ° in a polar angle measured
from the nozzle inlet centerline, from 40 ° to 160 °. The microphones (Bruel &
Kjaer 0.64 cm (0.25 in) diameter, Model 4135) were placed at various distances
from the center of the nozzle exhaust plane along the chamber walls. All
microphone data were corrected to a constant 12.2 meters (40 feet) arc dis-
tance and to a standard day of 25°C, 70% relative humidity using the methods
developed by Shields and Bass, as discussed in Reference 5.
As previously described, all testing was conducted with B&K 4135 mi-
crophones. In order to obtain the best frequency response, the microphone
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transistorized cathode follower, B&K type 2619, powered by a B&K type 2801
power supply to increase the signal strength over the inherent noise floor of
the cabling. The signal was further amplified by a line driver, adding 10 dB
gain to the sisnal, as well as adding an additional 3 dB at 40 KHz and 6 dB at
80 KHz "'pre-emphasis," increasing the ability to measure low amplitude, high
frequency data.
The tape recorder amplifiers had a variable gain from -10 dB to +60 dB
in 10 dB steps and were used for normalizing incoming signals to the optimum
dynamic ranse of the tape recorder. The prime system used for recording
acoustic data is a Sansamo Sabre IV, 28 track FM recorder. The system was set
up for Wideband Group I (intermediate band double extended) at 120 ips tape
speed. The tape recorder was set up for +_40% carrier deviation with a record-
in8 level of 8 volts peak-to-peak.
All 1/3 octave analyses were performed on a General Radio 1921
1/3-octave analyzer, lnteEration time was set for 32 seconds to insure hish
statistical confidence of the low frequency content. The analyzer has 40
one-third octave filter bands ranging from 12.5 Hz to 100 KHz, and has a rated
statistical accuracy (lo) for the region of Interest (i.e., 200 Hz to 100
KHz) of + 1/4 dB in each band.
The digitized 1/3-octave levels are passed through an interface compu-
ter from the analyzer and stored on the General Electric Aircraft Engine
Group's Honeywell 6000 computer for further processing. Post processing
includes correction for microphone and amplifier system response (including
de-emphasis) and correction for test day atmospheric conditions.
4.1.2 AERODYNAMIC DATA ACQUISITION
The flow parameters associated with the three flows in the anechoic
chamber (core, fan, and tertiary) are measured using type k thermocouples for
temperature and standard transducers for pressure. Flow rates were determined
in two ways. One method used upstream pressure and measured change in pres-
sure across an orifice. The other method used total pressure at the nozzles
and effective area to calculate the flows.
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A laser doppler velocimeter (LDV) was used for two nozzle configura-
tions to measure the mean and RNS turbulent velocities in the plume of dif-
ferent jet streams. The description of the LDV system is given in Reference 6.
4.2 TEST PROCEDURE
Acoustic data were obtained for the seven configurations listed in
Table IV.2.1 at several combinations of fan, core, and tertiary stream veloci-
ties, pressures and temperatures, corresponding to typical FPS engine operat-
ins line conditions between approach and takeoff thrust. The fan stream was
maintained at ambient temperature, while the core stream was heated to between
717"K (1290*R) and 856"K (1540°R), depending on the power settins (Table
IV.2.2). Simulated flisht conditions were tested with the free jet operating
at free stream Mach numbers of Mo = 0, 0.15, and 0.3.
The configurations tested were designed for a 12% scale model geometric
simulation of the exhaust system flowpath, including the fan duct, turbine
rear frame, core flow duct, mixer, centerbody, and exhaust nozzle. Reference
7 reports the results of aerodynamic performance characteristics measured on
these same scale model configurations.
LDV measurements of nozzle axial mean velocity (u) and axial component
of turbulence velocity (u') were made on four nozzle configurations: 3C, 4S,
confluent, and separate-flow. Mixer 3C was selected because it was found to
be the noisiest of the mixers. Mixer 4S was selected because it had noise
characteristics about the same as the other lobed mixers and had good aero-
dynamic performance as well. It also had the same lobe number as mixer 3C
(18). The conical nozzle and separate flow configurations were selected as
baselines for comparison with the mixer results.
A sketch of the nozzle exit plane measurement location grid used in
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(1) PT set such that ideal expanded velocity is achieved dependtnq on temperature of air supply on day
ot test and ambient atmospheric pressure.
(2} Approximate values; PT set such that specified TT and ideal expanded velocity are achieved
depending on ambient atmospheric pressure.






















Figure IV.2.1 Typical Jet Plume and Nozzle Exit Plane LDV
Survey Data Grid Point Matrix
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4.3 TEST RESULTS
4.3.1 STATIC ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS
The measured static (M° = O) acoustic data of all seven configura-
tions ace compared on a PNL basis in Figure IV.3.1, for a typical takeoff
point as normalized for variations in size and test conditions:










= Normalized Perceived Noise Level
ffi Measured Percieved Noise Level
ffi Measured Thrust
= Reference Thrust
The PNL characteristics are seen to be about the same for all configurations
in the forward quadrant (i.e., 40 ° to 90"). In the aft quadrant, the conic
nozzle is seen to be lowest in level, while the separate-flow nozzle is the
highest, 3 to 4 PNdB higher than the conic nozzle.
All the mixer configurations fall between these two extremes. The con-
fluent mixer is only slightly quieter than the separate-flow configuration,
while all of the forced mixers are 2 to 3 PNdB quieter than the separate-flow
configuration.
Comparisons of a typical forward quadrant 1/3-octave spectrum at take-
off conditions are shown in Figure IV.3.2. The spectral levels are virtually
the same for all configurations, except for low frequencies. In the low fre-
quency range (i.e., below 200 Hz of the full scale transformed data), the
separate flow configuration has the highest levels (approximately 2 to 3 dB
higher), while the lobe mixers are 1 to 2 dB lower than the conical nozzle.
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Figure IV.3.1 Comparison of Measured PNL Directivity
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Similar trends for the low frequencies are observed for typical aft
quadrant 1/3-octave spectral comparisons (Figure IV.3.3). Here, the separate
flow configuration is 2 to 4 dB higher than the conic and 3 to 5 dB higher
than the lobed configurations.
4.3.2 SIMULATED FLIGHT ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS
The measured simulated flight acoustic data (M° = .15, .3) of all
seven configurations were compared on a normalized PNL basis (Figures IV.3.4
and IV.3.5). These comparisons consistently showed the separate-flow and con-
figuration 3C to be the noisiest, the conic to be the quietest, with the other
lobed mixers in between. Differences were more accentuated between configura-
tions under simulated flight conditions than they were statically.
Corresponding typical flight spectra are shown in Figures IV.3.6
to IV.3.9. Again, much larger differences are observed between the various
configurations than was observed in the static case. At 60", the low fre-
quency differences are similar to those observed for M° = O, but the high
frequency portion of the spectrum changes considerably from one configuration
to another. The conical and separate-flow configurations show the lowest
levels while the 3C mixer levels are the highest. The confluent mixer has the
lowest high frequency noise of all the mixers, while mixers 2S and 6 fall in
between. The 120" spectra show similar trends with the 3C mixer again being
the highest.
Another comparison which can be obtained with static and flight data is
the derivation of flight effects. As discussed in K.W. Bushell's paper (see
Reference 8), flight levels can be correlated to static levels according to
the following relationship:
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Figure IV.3.4 Comparison of Measured PNL Directlvlty Characteristics
Under Simulated Flight Conditions
• M ffi 0.15
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Figure IV.3.5 Comparison of Measured PNL Directlvity Characteristics
Under Simulated Flight Conditions
• M = 0.3
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Figure IV.3.6 Comparison of Measured Forward-Arc
Spectra Under Simulated Flight Conditions
• 60 °
• F N " 36,500 ibs.
• 1500 Ft. Sideline



































Figure IV.3.7 Comparison of Measured Aft-Arc Spectra
Under Simulated Flight Conditions
• 120 °
• F N - 36,500 ibs.
• 1500 Ft. Sideline






























Comparison of Measured Forward Arc Spectra
Under Simulated Flight Conditions
• 60°
• FN " 36,500 ibs.
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Figure IV.3.9 Comparison of Measured Aft Arc Spectra
Under Simulated Flight Conditions
• 120°
• FN - 36,500 ibs.
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SPLstatic = Static Sound Pressure Level











= Jet Mixed Velocity
= Relative Velocity = Vj - Va
= Aircraft Velocity
= Aircraft Mach No.
= Acoustic angle re Inlet
= Experimentally derived correlation exponent
By comparing the Overall Sound Pressure Levels (OASPL) between static
and flight, the correlation exponent can be derived from the scale model
data. The values of the experimentally derived correlation exponent for the
2S and the conic mixer ace compared to pretest prediction values in Figures
IV.3.10 and IV.3.11. These plots suggested that early status predictions were
overpcedicting the flight noise at mid angles (40" to 110") and underl_redict-
inn the flight noise at extreme aft angles (140" to 160°).
4.3.3 NOZZLE EXIT PLANE VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
Because of the large gradients in exit plane velocity which occurred
over relatively small circumferential and radial distances, it was not pos-
sible to develop a very useful velocity contour map with the limited number of
measured data points. Instead, it was found to be moremeaningful to plot
measured velocities as a function of diameter normalized distance from the
centerline, putting all of the data points on the same plot.
Figure IV.3.12 shows the exit plane mean axial velocity as normalized
by the mass-averaged velocity Vm, for the 3C mixer, conical mixer and sepa-
rate-flow nozzles. It can be seen that the data for the 3C mixer
collapses fairly well as a curve except in the region of .3 < r/D < .4,
eg
where a large spread in the data is observed. This range corresponds to the
region between the lobe inner and outer diameters.
A similar exit plane axial velocity survey plot for the 4S mixer is
shown in Figure IV.3.13. A4_ain the greatest variance in axial velocities oc-
curs in the region between the lobe inner and outer diameters.
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Figure IV. 3.10 "m" Factor Directivity Pattern
• Takeoff
• Full Scale
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Figure IV.3.12 Mixer 3C Exlt Plane Mean Axial
Velocity Survey Profile
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Figure IV. 3.13 Mixer 4S Exit Plane Mean Axial
Velocity Survey Profiles
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Figure TV.3.14 shows the exit plane t_ms axial turbulence intensity as
normalized by the mass-averaged velocity for the 3C mixer, conic mixer and
separate-flow nozzles. Similar to the mean axial velocity plots, the greatest
data scatter occurs in the lobe region. Figure IV.3.15 again supports the
observation that the data has a high degree of scatter in the lobe region.
In comparing the mean axial velocity, Figures IV.3.12 and TV.3.13,
along with the axial turbulence intensity, Figures IV.3.14 and IV.3.15, a
paradox is observed. Both the mean axial velocity and the axial turbulence
intensity levels for mixer 4S are higher than mixer 3C, but 3C has higher
noise levels. It is apparent that the exit plane mean axial velocity and
axial turbulence intensity levels are not good correlation parameters for
determining the noise characteristics of these mixers.
4.3.4 JET PLUME SURVEY MEASUREMENTS
Axial distributions of axial mean velocity and axial turbulence inten-
sity along the nozzle centerline are shown in Figures TV.3.16 and TV.3.17,
respectively. These distributions are indicative of jet plume decay rate and
turbulence generation in the jet plume and are related to the noise genera-
tion/emission processes of the jet plume itself. From Figures IV.3.16a, b, it
can be seen that the mixer nozzle mean velocity decay characteristics are
similar to that of the separate-flow configuration, both statically (N o = O)
and in simulated flight (N o = 0.3). Similar trends are also observed for
centerline turbulence intensity development, Figures TV.3.17a, b. Axial dis-
tributions of u and u' along the nozzle lip line are compared in Figure
IV.3.18 for N = 0.3. These comparisons show no real difference between
o
mixers 3C and 4S either, except very close to the nozzle exit plane (X/Deq
< 2.0), where turbulence levels for the 3C mixer are seen to be about 10%
higher.
Radial distributions of axial mean velocity and axial turbulence inten-
sity at several axial locations along the jet plume were compared at No =
0.3 simulated flight conditions. Comparisons of u and u' vs. r/Deq at
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Figure IV.3.16 Comparison of Measured Jet Plume
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Figure IV.3.17 Comparison of Measured Jet Plume







































Figure IV. 3.18 Comparison of Measured Jet Plume Llp-
Line Axial Distributions of Mean
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Figure IV.3.19 Comparison of Measured Mean Velocity
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Figure IV.3.22 Comparison of Measured Mean Velocity
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respectively. These comparisons show similar plume development for all noz-
zles examined in the similarity region X/Deq > 8.0. In the potential core
zone x/D < 4.0, only the conical nozzle prdTiles are appreciably diffe-
eq
rent; and this is because the conical nozzle exit plane profile is nearly flat
(Figure IV.3.12), whereas the mixers and separate-flow nozzle have an initial
two-stream profile shape. Note that the large differences in mean velocity
profile at the exit plane (Figures IV.3.12 and IV.3.13) between the mixers and
the separate-flow nozzle rapidly diminish with axial distance, as the profiles
are very similar at X/Deq = 2.0 and 4.0. On the basis of available data, it
can be concluded from these LDV measurement comparisons that the jet plume
development is very similar for the two mixers tested, and no differences were
observed which could explain the observed noise differences.
One final LDV measurement was made to further distinguish between the
two mixers. Each mixer was run with equal fan stream and core stream condi-
tions, PT/Po = 1.44 and TTIT o = 1.56. The purpose of this test was to
assess the relative importance of turbulence and/or noise generated by the
internal flow over and through the mixer lobes as opposed to the turbulence
and/or noise generated by the mixing of the fan and core streams after exiting
from the lobes. Exit plane LDV surveys were made for this condition, and the
results are shown in Figure IV.3.25. The mean velocity profiles are seen to
be nearly uniform and similar but about 5% lower in level than the conical
nozzle. The turbulence levels are, however, significantly higher than those
of the conical nozzle; and it appears that mixer 3C exhibits hiEher levels in
the lobe region than does mixer 4S. Compared to the takeoff fan stream/core
stream conditions of Figures IV.3.14 and IV.3.15, the 4S mixer turbulence
levels are much lower while the 3C mixer levels are comparable to the levels
shown in Figure IV.3.14.
Although the results in Figure IV.3.25 do not truly isolate the inter-
hal flow generated turbulence over the lobe surfaces, they suggest that the
mixer 3C lobe design does introduce higher surface generated turbulence and
therefore a higher internally _enerated noise level. Since the 3C mixer lobes
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Figure IV.3.25 Exit Plane Survey of u and u' for
Mixers 3C and 4S with Equal Core
and Fan Stream Conditions
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cutting back of the lobes may have caused the additional turbulence genera-
tion. Comparisons of jet plume centerline and lip line distributions of _ and
u' for the two mixers (not shown herein) showed the mixers to be virtually
identical and the same as the conical nozzle distributions for equal fan
stream/core stream conditions.
4.3.5 &EROACOUSTIC MODEL PREDICTIONS
Attempts were made to predict the acoustic characteristics of each noz-
zle using the aeroacoustic prediction model developed by Mani, Gliebe, and
Balsa (M.G.B.), (Reference 8) and the aerodynamic performance data measured
with the laser doppler velocimeter. The N.G.B. aeroacoustic prediction model
allows the specification of arbitrary temperature and total pressure profiles
at the nozzle exit plane. The downstream jet plume flow characteristics are
then computed from the inital exit profiles. From these flow characteristics,
the mixing noise spectrum and farfield directivity are estimated.
As a baseline, the acoustic levels for the conical nozzle were pre-
dicted using M.G.B., and comparisons with measured data were made (Reference
Figure IV.3.26 and IV.3.27). There is reasonably good agreement of the pre-
dicted and measured spectral levels and directivities, except under flight
conditions, where the levels tend to be slightly overpredicted.
The mixer nozzles were similarily evaluated with comparisons of predic-
tions and measured data (Reference Figures IV.3.28 and IV.3.29 for a typical
example). Again, the static levels were predicted reasonably well, but the
flight levels were overpredicted. Inspection of the power level spectra shows
significantly different spectral shapes between the measurement and predic-
tion. The largest differences in spectral shape occur at high frequency
(approximately 5 KHz, to 40 K}{z, unscaled). These differences are probably
due to internally generated mixing noise, which the M.G.B. prediction is in-
capable of modeling due to lack of internal aerodynamic perfoc'mance informa-
tion. This performance infocmmtion could not be obtained with an LDV system
due to the fact that the outside nozzle shrouds the inside mixing process.
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Figure IV.3.26 Conic Nozzle Model OASPL Directivity
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Figure IV.3.27.a Conical Nozzle Model Power Levels
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Figure IV.3.27.b Conical Nozzle Model Power Levels
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Figure IV.3.27.c Conical Nozzle Model Power Levels
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Figure IV.3.29.a P4 Mixer Model Power Levels
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Figure IV.3.29.b P4 Mixer Model Power Levels
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The full scale demonstration of technology developed under the Energy
Efficient Engine (E 3) program was accomplished during the Integrated
Core/Low Spool (ICLS) Test series. The important acoustic technology features
which were demonstrated during this program are highlighted in Figure V.1.
5.1 TEST PLAN
A total of four different nacelle suppression configurations were ini-
tially planned to be tested on the ICLS. But, due to an acoustic panel face
sheet deformation (see Photograph V.l.1 and Reference 10), one configuration
was changed, and another configuration was added using a readily available
hacdwall performance bellmouth inlet as opposed to previously planned
aero-acoustic inlet, for a total of five different nacelle test configurations
(Reference Table V.l.1).
The hardwall nacelle configurations, unless otherwise noted, were
achieved using Scotch Brand aluminum tape #425 (5 mil thick, with pressure
sensitive adhesive), run axially along the panel, with approximately 25% tape
overlap (Reference Photograph V.1.2). The one-half treated inlet configura-
tion (#2) was accomplished by taping the leading 0.48 meters (19 inches) of
the inlet. The hardwall exhaust configuration (#4) had a treated turbine plug
and a treated fan frame region between the rotor and the stator.
Three acoustic fan speed operating lines were tested for the first four
acoustic test configurations. Each operating line consisted of at least seven
stabilized speed points (eight on configurations 1 and 2, Reference Table
V.I.2), selected to be within 50 RPM of the FPS operating speeds.
The last acoustic test configuration was tested for only one operating
line, but it was held longer on point (2 minutes as opposed to 1 minute) so
that multiple acoustic samples could be taken to improve the statistical ac-
curacy of the results.
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Figure V.I.2 Hardwall Taping Procedure
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TABLE V.1.2
ACOUSTIC TESTING - FAN SPEED OPERATING LINE









*This point was not ceached on Configucations 3, 4, and 5 due to cestcictions












All testing was performed at the General Electric Aircraft Engine
Group, Peebles, Ohio, Site IVD test site. This acoustic arena consists of a
0.15 meter (6 inch) thick concrete test pad and a 3.96 meter (13 ft.) high
engine centerline test stand (Photograph V.1.3).
5.2 INSTRUMENTATION
Nineteen 45.1 meter (150 ft.) arc microphones and four in-duct dynamic
pressure transducers were recorded on a 28 track FM tape recorder, along with
fan speed, core speed, time code and a reference oscillator. Sixteen of the
45.7 meter arc microphones were positioned every 10 ° in a polar angle measured
from the inlet centerline, from 10" to 160 ° (Bruel & Kjaer 1.2/ cm dia., Model
4134) pointing towards the ground, 0.64 cm (1/4-inch) above the center of a
metal plate which was glued to the concrete test pad (Figure V.2.1). The
other three microphones (also Bruel & Kjaer Type 4134) were pointing upwards
3.96 meters (13 ft.) above the concrete surface at 30 ° , 90 ° , and 120" (Photo-
graphs V.2.2 and V.2.3). The dynamic pressure transducers were located at the
positions defined in Table V.2.1.
The nineteen microphone signals were preamplified through transis-
torized cathode followers (Bruel & Kjaer Type 2619), powered by Bruel & Kjaer
Type 2801 power supplies. The preamplified signals are then fed through
approximately 230 meters (750 ft.) of coaxial cable into the tape recording
room of the Site IV control building. Here, the signals are fed into variable
gain amplifiers with gains settings ranging from -10 dB to +60 dB in 10 dB
steps for normalizing incoming signals into the optimized dynamic range of the
tape recorder. The tape recorder used was a Honeywell 9600, 28 track FM
recorder. The recorder was set up for Wideband Group I at 30 ips tape speed.
The four dynamic pressure transducers are of the piezo-resistive bridge
type excited by a lOvdc power supply. As low signal strengths were expected,
20 dB of gain was provided before the signals were fed through approximately
250 meters (820 ft.) of coaxial cabling into the tape recording room. As with
the microphone signals, the induct transducers were fed through a second set





Figure V.2.1 E 3 Test Setup
• No TCS
• With Vortex Destroyer
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All 1/3 octave analysis were performed on a General Radio 1921 1/3 oc-
tave analyzer. Integration time was set for 32 seconds. The digitized 1/3
octave levels are passed through an interface computer from the analyzer and
stored on the General Electric Aircraft Engine Group's Honeywell 6000 computer
for further processing. Post processing included correction for microphone
and amplifier system response and corrections to standard day [25°C (77°F),
70% RH] atmosphere conditions using the SAE ARP 866A recommended procedure
(Reference II).
All narrowband, enhanced waveform, and probability density analyses
processing were performed at the General Electric Aircraft Engine Business
Group's Acoustic Data Analysis Center (ADAC). This center is equipped with a
DEC PDPII-34A based digital signal processing system (Photograph V.2.4).
Wind speed and di[ecti. L, along witr_ ?empersture _,4 _!z_v& [u"_?ity
were measured at the engine site using the General Electric Portable Environ-
mental Data System (PEDS). Wind speed and direction were measured at 0.3
meters (I ft.) and at 3.96 meters (13 ft.). Temperature and relative humidity
were measured at 3.96 meters (13 ft.).
Acoustic shadowing of the ground plane microphones were monitored
on-line during testing and verified with post-test data reduction to ensure
that all data acquired was not contaminated by shadowing effects. Shadowing
was considered to be present when the difference between the high and low
microphones in the one-third octave bands between 5kHz and 8kHz was beyond the
range of 3 ± 1.5 dB.
5.3 ICLS DATA
5.3.1 FAIRFIELD ONE-THIRD OCTAVE DATA
The ground plane data were averaged by taking all of the runs and re-
peats, normalizing the RPM differences using a correction determined from a
second order localized curve fit for the data, then arithmatically averaging
the corrected data to find an estimate of the mean of the distribution. Six
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dB was subtracted from these ground plane averages to simulate free field con-
ditions. A typical tabulation of the statistical standard deviation for the
data is given in Table V.3.1 for a sample size of 3.
5.3.2 FARFIELD NARROWBAND DATA
All narrowbands were digitally processed on the ADAC system with a 1024
line analysis, valid 0 to I0 KHz, with a Hanning window, giving an effective
bandwidth of 18.75 Hz. A total of I00 ensemble averages were taken, yielding
an estimate of the normalized random error of the narrowband levels to be 0.4
dB. The 45.7 m (150 ft.) arc ground plane narrowband spectra levels are dis-
played for configuration I, one pass through the fan speed operating line, in
Appendix 9.2.1.a to 9.2.8.p.
5.3.3 FARFIELD ENHANCED WAVEFORM DATA
Enhanced Waveform Analysis is a digital processing technique designed
to improve the signal to noise ratio of a sinusoidal signal, in the presence
of high random (Gaussian) background noise. The procedure requires the ave-
raging of the digitized time domain signal before it is Fourier transformed,
and it is accomplished using the following process (Reference Figure V.3.3.1):
The analog time domain signal from a microphone is digitized, with
the digitization for each ensemble commencing concurrently with a
once-per-rev signal from the low speed rotor.
Each ensemble element is arithmetically averaged with all of the
other ensembles corresponding elements, yielding a mean time domain
ensemble.
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Figure V.3.3.1 Example of Enhanced Waveform Technique
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This analysis procedure can be used where turbomachinery noise is mea-
sured in the presence of high random inflow distortion, the contribution of
interaction effects between, for instance, a rotor and a stator can be identi-
fled.
5.3.4 PROBABILITY DENSITY ANALYSIS
Probability Density Analysis is the study of the amplitude distribution
of a signal (see Reference 12). This is accomplished by digitizing the time
domain signal from a microphone, computing a mean and standard deviation of
the digitized amplitudes for each ensemble, then sortin_ the amplitude levels
into mean and standard deviation normalized accumulators so that a probability
density distribution can be determined.
This procedure has the application that it can determine the random and
sinusoidal content (i.e., signal-to-noise ratio) of a blade passing frequency
tone or harmonic, by first isolatin_ the tone with a tracking band pass
filter, then determine the probability density distribution for the band
passed time domain signal. If one makes the same assumption as in Section
5.3.3 that rotor/stator interactions are sinusoidal in nature, and rotor/tur-
bulence interactions are random in amplitude as for the enhanced waveform,
then the relative contribution to the tone levels for these two mechanisms can
be identified.
Typical results of this procedure as used for the ICLS are given in
Figure V.3.4.
5.3.5 IN-DUCT DYNAMIC PRESSURE TRANSDUCER NARROWBANDS
The in-duct dynamic pressure transducer narrowbands for Configuration I
are in Appendix 9.3. All narrowbands are digitally processed with a 1024 line
analysis, valid 0 to i0 KHz with a Hanning window, giving an effective band-
width of 18.75 Hz. A total of i00 ensemble averages were taken, yielding an
estimate of the normalized random error of the narrowband levels to be 0.4 dB.
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The acoustic suppressive treatments used on the ICLS engine are all of
the fibrous bulk absorber type with characteristics sun_narized in Figures V.I
and V. 4.
Two different techniques were used to select the optimized treatment
designs. The approach adopted for designing the inlet treatment was developed
by Dr. E. J. Rice at NASA-Lewis (Reference 13). This method allows determina-
tion of the optimum impedance values and the corresponding suppressions from
the knowledge of the cutoff ratio, the flow Mach number, the shear layer
thickness ratio, the lined length ratio, and the duct diameter to wavelength
ratio. The design approach adopted for the fan exhaust was purely empirical.
It was based on the optimum impedance curves derived from a series of labora-
tory tests carried out in a curved duct representing a segment of a fan ex-
haust duct.
5.4.1 PORTABLE IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM EVALUATION (PLUNKER)
Prior to any testing of the engine, and prior to acoustical testing of
the engine, the acoustic impedance properties of the engine treatment panels
was quality insured to be to design intent using General Electric's non-de-
structive, portable impedance measurement system (Plunker). The Plunker is a
short tube, driven by a speaker, with two dynamic transducers to evaluate the
direct and reflected pressure waves, thereby determining the real and imagi-
nary parts of the acoustical impedance characteristics of a treatment sample
placed normal to the tube (Reference Figure V.4.1.1).
The results of these tests confirmed that the acoustical impedance
properties were as intended, and they did not degrade with approximately 43
hours of engine running time. Figure V.4.1.2 shows a typical example of the
normal impedance characteristics of the fan exhaust duct evaluated at six dif-
ferent locations prior to engine testing.
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Figure V.4 E3 ICLS Acoustic Treatment
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Figure V.4.1.1 Plunker System Used for Quality Assurance of
ICLS Engine Treatment Panels
Ol
Figure V.4.1.2 E3 Fan Exhaust Duct. Plunker Measurementson the
2 ib/cu.ft. Kevlar-filled treatment panels on the
inner and outer surfaces of the duct.
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5.4.2 FARFIELD TREATMENT EVALUATION
The benefits of acoustic treatment on farfield levels was obtained by
comparing the averaged 45.7 meter arc data projected to 1,000 ft. level fly-
over of the different test configurations. Specifically, each treatment sec-




Configuration 3 - Configuration 1
Configuration 3 - Configuration 2
Configuration 4 - Configuration 1
Descriptions of the test configurations are reported in Table V.I.1,
and the results of these comparisons are shown in Table V.4.2.1
5.4.3 IN-DUCT TREATMENT EVALUATION
The differences between upstream and downstream dynamic pressure mea-
surements as made for the fully treated (Configuration 1) case, corrected by
the differences determined by the hardwall (Configuration 4) case, gives an
independent measure of the treatment effectivity. The results are summarized
in Figure V.4.3.
5.5 FLIGHT PROPULSION SYSTEM PROJECTION
The ICLS engine levels were projected to the conditions of the flight
propulsion systems using the procedures discussed in the following sections.
Assuming the Flight Propulsion System (FPS) has the same treatment effective-
ness as that of ICLS, the resultant levels for the four study aircraft are
given in Table V.5.
5.5.1 STATIC DATABASE CONSTRUCTION
To accurately project the ICLS engine static noise levels to FPS flight
conditions, the composite system levels needed to be segregated into its sepa-
rate primary components: fan noise, turbine noise, booster noise, jet noise,
and combustor noise. This was accomplished using the procedures schematized
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First, the static jet and combustor levels are predicted using the pro-
cedures discussed in SAE ARP 876B (Reference 14) and the engine performance
cycle as determined at the time of testing. These predicted levels are loga-
rithmically subtracted from the averaged freefield 45.7 meter arc one-third
octave data (as tabulated in Appendix 9.1).
Next, the booster and turbine tones are identified in the narrowband
spectra based on blade counts (Reference Figure V.5.1.2) and physical fan
speeds. The one-third octave contribution of these tones are determined, and
their effect is removed from the averaged 45.7 meter arc one-third octave data
with the combustor and jet noise components removed.
The net result of this analysis is the generation of three separate
component databases:
• Fan noise database
• Booster tone database
• Turbine tone database
The FPS fan noise database was obtained by scaling the previously de-
termined static fan noise database, correcting for cycle differences in fan
total weight flow and fan tip speed between the ICLS and FPS engines. The
scaling procedures used were based on General Electric's commercial engine
experience.
The FPS booster and turbine databases are the unscaled component data-
bases as determined in the previous paragraphs, selected to have a slightly
higher tip speed than the FPS target tip speed. This selection tends to
slightly overpredict the levels, for a more conservative estimate of the mar-
gins expected relative to the FAR 36 Stage III rule.
5.5.2 FAN NOISE FLIGHT CLEANUP DETERMINATION
As the ICLS engine was tested statically without a turbulence control
structure, strong inlet turbulence distortions generated abnormally high fan























Figure V.5.1.2 E3 ICLS Blade Counts
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Electric's commercial turbofan experience, it has been found that modern sig-
nal processing techniques, such as those discussed in Sections 5.3.3 and
5.3.4, accurately identify the relative contribution of the turbulence distor-
tions, so that their effect can be isolated from the data. These contribu-
tions can be summarized in a table of corrections, based on the assumption
that flight turbulence levels are significantly reduced, or "cleaned up"
(Reference Table V.5.1).
These corrections have been determined for each individual speed
tested, then they were averaged over two speed regimes to improve the statis-
tical significance of the estimate. Two speed regimes were selected as the
directivity characteristics of fan noise source change due to the extremity of
operating conditions.
5.5.3 FPS FLIGHT PROJECTION PROCEDURE
The flight FPS jet and combustor noise components were predicted using
the methods discussed in Reference 14 and the projected FPS performance
cycle. The predicted jet and combustor, along with the FPS fan, booster, and
turbine components were projected individually to flight using corrections for
spherical divergence, air attenuation, Doppler shifting, and dynamic amplitude
effects. The flight projected components are then summed and an Effective
Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) is calculated.
5.5.4 COMPARISON TO PRETEST PREDICTION
Predicted fully treated and measured noise levels are shown as a func-
tion of angle from the engine in Figure V.5.4.1 to V.5.4.8. Data is presented
for three test configurations over a range of fan speeds. In Figures V.5.4.9
to V.5.4.14, the frequency distributions are shown for 60 ° and 120 ° angles for
selected fan speeds.
The measured ICLS test data show that the overall engine's acoustic
performance was, in general, as expected. However, there are three minor
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High speed aft measured levels are underpredicted - All measure-
ments were made on a polar arc centered on the fan face. As jet
noise is a distributed source, with an apparent source location
located several diameters downstream from the fan face, the mea-
surements were made in the nearfield of the source. The jet noise
prediction methodology used (SAE ARP 876B) does not have a source
location procedure to account for this.
Low speed forward quadrant and 120 ° levels are overpredicted - This
is probably due to an overprediction of the fan rotor-turbulence
interaction noise effects on the higher harmonics.
Aft angles, all speeds show overpredicted turbine levels - The tur-
bine tones appear to be broadened spectrally and lower in amplitude
than expected, probably due to turbulence in the jet mixer.
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6.0 COMPARISON AND DISCUSSIONS
6.1 CUT-ON FAN NOISE CHARACTERISTICS
It was demonstrated during the fan scale model test (Section 2.3.1) and
confirmed by comparisons to scaled CF6-50 data (Figures VI.I.1 to VI.1.3) that
cut-on fan blade passing frequency levels with wide rotor-stator spacing are
similar to cut-off fan blade passing frequency levels with tighter spacing.
6.2 EXHAUST MIXER NOZZLE NOISE CHARACTERISTICS
The exhaust nozzle scale model test demonstrated that forced mixer ex-
haust nozzles are quieter than separate flow nozzles and similar to conic flow
nozzles for the same thrust. (Reference Photograph Vl.2 for example of ICLS
mixer.)
6.3 KEVLAR BULK ABSORBER CHARACTERISTICS
Both the fan scale model test and the ICLS test verified the suitable
applicability of Kevlar as a bulk absorber material for acoustic treatment
panels.
6.4 FAN NOISE SCALING TECHNIQUES
Comparison of the Rotor II scale model data scaled up to ICLS condi-
tions and the ICLS full scale data verified the fan modeling techniques used.
Rotor hi data was scaled up to the full size ICLS conditions by first
selecting tip speeds equal to those tested on the ICLS. Then after shifting
the blade passing frequency tone to the correct frequency band, the amplitudes












Figure VI.l.l Comparison of 1/3 Octave BPF Directivity for E 3 ICLS
and CF6-50 LNN at Equal Tip Speeds
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Figure Vil.2 Comparison of I/3 Octave BPF Directivlty for E3 ICLS
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Figure VI.2 ICLS Exhaust Mixer Nozzle
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Where:
LFS = Full scale tone level
LSM = Scale model tone level
WFS = Full scale weight flow
WSM = Scale model weight flow
VFS = Full scale tip speed
VSM = Scale model tip speed
No adjustments were made to the data to reflect hardware design dif-
ferences, e.g., vane-blade ratio and spacing (for BPF and harmonics), blade
metal angles (for broadband noise), blade details (radial mode distribution)
and booster effects (combination tones).
Figures VI.4.1 to VI.4.3 show the comparisons of the hardwall inlet
configurations at 30", 60", and 90 ° at 45.7 meter arc freefield conditions for
3,100, 2,800, and 2,320 RPM corrected fan speeds. The scaled model data is
generally in good agreement with the ICLS data, except, as expected, at 90 °
where exhaust radiated noise contaminates the ICLS data. As there are higher
induced inflow turbulence levels at the ICLS outdoor test stand structures
than the scale model anechoic chamber structures, higher fan tones were ex-
pected at the cutback (2,800 RPM) and approach (2,320 RPM) speeds. In addi-
tion, at low speed, the booster and booster plus fan combination tones become
significant and contribute to the corresponding one-third octave bands.
Figures VI.4.4 to VI.4.6 show the similar comparisons using the treated
inlet configurations. Again, the scaled model and the full scaled data are in
reasonably good agreement.
It should be noted that there is a potential problem with the scaling
techniques used. By shifting the scale model several one-third octave fre-
quency bands so that the blade passing frequencies of the model and full scale
coincide, the assumption is made that the size and magnitude of the ingested
turbulence is also scalable. The scale model data is typically between 16 KHz
to 40 KHz. If the turbulence effects are not scalable, then it would be
expected that its effect at these frequencies would be rapidly diminishing
with harmonic number, and the scale model will have a higher fall off rate.
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Figure Vl.4.1 Comparison of Full Scale E3 ICLS Test Results with
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Figure VI.4.3 Comparison of Full Scale E 3 ICLS Test Results with
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Figure VI.4.6 Comparison of Full Scale E 3 ICLS Test Results with
RII Scaled Model Fan Pig Data (Treated Inlet)
6.5 JET EXHAUST MIXER SCALING TECHNIQUES
Comparison of the scaled mixer nozzle model data presented in Section 4
of this report to the full scale ICLS data verified the jet scaling tech-
niques, and it substantiated the use of scale model tests for exhaust nozzle
acoustic design purposes.
The mixer nozzle model data was scaled to the ICLS conditions using the
data points which had similar bypass ratios and mean mixed velocities. The
one-third octave frequency bands are shifted to lower frequencies based on
maintaining equivalence of Strouhal numbers. The relationship relating the
scale model and full scale frequencies is:
ffs = f {dsmh
sm \dfs /
Where: ffs = Full scale frequency, Hz
f = Scale model frequency, Hz
sm
d = Scale model diameter, m
sm
dfs = Full scale diameter, m
No adjustments were made to reflect differences in jet apparent source
location and the directivity and spherical divergence corrections associated
with such.
Figures Vl.5.1 and VI.5.2 show typical directivity comparisons of the
overall sound pressure level of the scaled model mixer levels and the full
scale ICLS data. These comparisons show good agreement between the scaled
model and the full scale data at these high power points (low power points
were not compared due to contamination of the OASPL's because of turbo-
machinery related noise).
Figures VI.5.3 to VI.5.8 show selected spectral comparisons correspond-
ing to the high power 0ASPL directivities discussed above. The spectral
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Figure VI.5.3
60 ° Spectral Comparison of
Scaled Model Data to Full













90° Spectral Comparison of
Scaled Model Data to Full
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120 ° Spectral Comparison of
Scaled Model Data to Full
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frequency attributable to mixer cycle differences, measurement arc differences
(the ICLS measurement arc was centered on the fan face, the scale model mea-
surement arc was centered at exhaust nozzle exit plane, approximately 4.8
meters different), and apparent source location differences between the two
measurement schemes used (apparent source locations are different between the
two tests due to differences in the relationship of distributed source effects
and microphone locations). Large differences are expected at frequencies
above 1,000 Hz since ICLS full size engine included other turbomachinery
component noise contributions, while the nozzle scaled model data was for jet
noise alone.
6.6 COMPARISON OF ICLS TO THE CF6-50 AND REFERENCE ENGINE
The overall demonstration of the acoustic technology developed under
this program can best be seen by comparison of the ICLS to the CF6-50 refer-
ence engine. One of the more dramatic comparisons is the PNLT vs thrust cor-
relation shown in Figure VI.6.1. This figure shows the substantial reduction
of noise generated by newer technology E 3 engine when compared to the older
technology CF6-50. The reduction of lower powers are due to improvements in
fan rotor/IGV spacing, turbine vane/blade ratio selection and treatment selec-
tion. Reductions at higher powers are primarily due to the improved exhaust
mixer nozzle as opposed to the separate flow nozzle used on the older tech-
nology engine.
These differences in design technology are further evidenced by com-
parison of the margins relative to FAR36 Stage 3 rule (Reference Table VI.6).
For example, the margins of the newer technology E 3 powered Douglas Trijet
are significantly better than the older technology CF6-50 powered DC-IO Trijet




Figure VI.6.I Comparison of E 3 ICLS Peak PNLT to Thrust Corrected
CF6-50 Leve]s
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Note: "-" denotes exceeding FAR36 limits.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
It is projected that advanced aircraft powered by engines using the de-
sign concepts developed under this contract will meet noise regulation goals
with a minimum average growth margin of 3.7 EPNdB (Table VII).
Several notable acoustic technological contributions were made during
this contract:
Demonstration of cut-on fan noise characteristics and acceptability
• Demonstration of jet exhaust mixer nozzle noise characteristics
• Demonstration of Kevlar bulk absorber suppression panels
• Verification of fan model noise scaling procedures
• Verification of mixer nozzle model noise scaling procedures




PROJECTED AIRCRAFT NOISE LEVELS MEET ACOUSTIC PROGRAM
GOALS WITH AVERAGE GROWTH MARGIN RELATIVE TO FAR36 (STAGE 3)
Approach : 3.7 EPNdB
Full Power Takeoff: 4.5 EPNdB
Sideline : 7.2 EPNdB
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1250 90.9 94.8 92.0 90 I 87 2 83_5-"-81_.--9"---81.2 8N I 80.8 81 4 8_ 2 8._.3 81.8 804 79.0 140.3
1600 85.1 85.5 84.2 82.1 80 2 77 5 762 76 4 76 9 78 6 79 2 RO 2 tJu.2 7_.1 77.3 77.4 134 2
2000 90.1 97.0 9_ 9 88 6 _3.0 81 4 78.2 76 8 76 2 78.0 78 6 80.4 811 78 7 76.9 74.7 140.2
2500 96 2 97.1 930 910 1_6 6 83.1 80.8 78 4 78 0 79 4 uO _:... 83 7 84 /._NI 879.D 76.2 141.8
3150 86.6 87 9 875 89.5 RG.9 83 9 79 7 77.7 768 77 3 78 4 8_.5 83.4 78 9 76.2 74 0 138.1
4000 87 5 88 I 86.8 67.2 85.2 81 5 78.4 78 2 78 .'_ 80 7 81 4 8:' 7 81. J 799 17 2 75.2 138.0
5000 89 4 89 7 872 872 84.5 61.0 779 77.8 78.9 81 _' 82' 9 84 t 8_1._ 8(J.2 77.9 7'_.7 138.6
6300 874 877 86 2 872 84__8 81 3 78.3 77_2 7_7=2 79 I 81 8 8.1.4 8(;.I 81 3 77.8 74.9 138.7
8000 86 3 86.8 85 7 85 6 83.4 80 O 76. 7 16 9 75. I 76 9 78 7 80 4 F2 "1 79 9 75 5 72.8 137.3
IOO00 84 e 84.7 83.5 83 4 819 79.1 75.6 77.0 73.9 76.1 76.6 76 _5 60.1 71.6 /2.5 70.0 136.4
OASPL 100 2 102 _ 99.5 98 3 95 4 9_ 7 90. 9 90 7 90 9 9_ 5 93.6 95 3 96 9 96 2 96 5 96. ! 150.3
PNLT 1180 119.4 I16,1 114.9 III.9 I(]8.7 105.9 ICi4 9 I04 4 105 7 107.1 109 0 III 2' 1079 106.0 104.0
DBA I01 O 103.4 IOO 2 g8 6 95 7 ci,_ 6 qO.I n9 4 O9 3 90 9 919 93 7 9"-. 0 _? 2 qO 2 88.1
APNL_= 112.3 IPNLW= 121.4-----LAPNL_= lOP-8 LIPNLW: 106.7 TPNL_.4= 12D.2
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE tOCATION ACOU-_,TIC RANGE REFEREN('E RPM ARITH AVG FNK IAI PHA PARD PWL AREA
-C_()3"G'_p I 23,'?.0A0 OC-,_=[ _3-'--PEFtH E_, 4D -- -_501F-I A,(('; ........ 23_(_ -- .... 16,_.23. SAE77 28.74 FULL SPttERE











I I / 14/83 8. 9355 PAGE I
AVERAGI_ $Ot_NO PRFSSURE LEVELS
IDENTIFICATION
AV [ RAGE_Cl Ak/0-36 ;F _ 2500A0 ....................
INPUT - CIAEIO30/P 1 X02550 CIAEtO3G/P I X02470
C1AE 1C):_O/p ] xoz41g ..........................
ANQI ES MEASURED FROM I NLE T, DEGREES
to. ao. 30. 40, so. 60. 70. eo. 90. 100 116. 120 13_:-- m40:--1550. 160.
FREQ
Pt4L
50 70.8 71.5 71.6 73.4 73.7 74.4 75.0 76 I 77.6 76 8 80 s 628 85.3 87.7 90.9 93,1 137.4
__63 74.7 749 74.0 76.0 7_L7"___7__7-6_.___Z__9_77_f_ e O 9 ..00,0 _87_6 .a_ ,1_ 87:_,__0__LJ!._._.117.1.___
80 74 6 736 73,55 73.8 742 75 I 76 2 77,1 71.9 79 8 RI.7 83 P 857 87,8 80.7 90.2 136.8
100 74.55 73.3 74,6 75.= 755.1 75.7 76,7 77.6 78_,4 8U 3 01.7 83 9 H5 :t 80,1 90.0 88.6 136.8
1255 74.8 755.8 762 76,55 75 7 76.6 77.6 78 4 79 3 80 8 I'm2. 55 84 3 R_,3 87 8 89.7 68.0 137.0
160 755.3 76, I 7.%. 6 76.4 75 8 76--____-72 4_770_]___7_L_. _80 _, _;, I._8,l: I 85 _." 81.L_@8__L__8/, .2,_j;_6,___
200 75.8 77.2 76 9 774 77 3 77 2 78. I RD 0 80 2 81 2 82 G 8,1 7 I;_ 4 87 3 87.7 855.7 136.7
250 74,9 76.8 76 7 77,0 77,2 776 77.7 78 3 7_ 2 81 0 H2" _- 83r 9 8_l 5 86 2 66,55 83.7 135,8
315 76.4 77 0 77.2 77.5 77 8 775 78,'_ 78 7 79 6 81,2 8;_ 2' 8t 55 85.2 R5 7 85,_ F2,4 135.6
400 75.8 77,4 76.7 77.7 77.6 77_6 782 7_.LI 00.4 8_--. Q____3 | 84 I '85 0 0.___0______ 84.6 81_7__J___,.?
500 755.3 75 9 76.1 77.1 76 8 77.3 78 4 78 9 O0 3 82 I 827 F4 0 R4 R 84.4 R3,6 80.4 135.4
630 7715 77.2 77.5 78.0 77.4 77.5 78.4 79.4 81.1 837 83.0 83 7 04 SS 83 4 82.6 79.4 135.55
800 80 0 80 I 783 79 4 77.6 77.1 77.4 78 2 7PJ.O 81.1 82 I 82' 5 83 3 A;" ,% 151,2 78.3 134.5
1250 93 0 92' I 95 "% 91.4 90,7 87 9 849 83 3 830 8"1 3 832 8"5 0 85 _ 84 9 82.7 80.4 1422
1600 87 7 88.0 88.8 866 85 I 82.6 80.6 79 1 79.8 81.3 80.9 82' 3 82.7 81.7 80.2 77.6 137.6
20n0 87 I 88 2' 84.5 844 o1 9 79 5 77 9 773 70.0 79.7 80.55 8_' 0 81 6 80.2 780 755.4 135,9
__.2500 99 I 97 8 96 0 92.4 89 3 8a:7_ 85___2 82 9 82 9 8_.__q__82.7 84.9 86 8 83 '_ 81.7__._..7_.9J_4 Q
3150 9(3 2 90.4 90 ;? 89.0 80.55 83.6 80 8 ;'9.3 79 3 79 8 81.4 83,4 851 81 0 78.9 76 3 139.4
4000 89'1 90.3 92 0 89 8 889 86 7 83.2 81 1 81.7 82 8 t"4.2 857 876 82.1 79,7 77.4 141.3
5000 90.0 91 3 88 5 89 I 87 ,__ 8,4 6 8_,2' 8(')9 82 4 84 3 06 4 883 80 D 82.1 80.1 78.2 141.1
6300 89 1 89 1 883 886 86,8 8:1 9 81.6 79 0 797 815 84.3 86 I 86 3 82.3 79.1 76.6--L_0 '4
.................................. i
8000 87.7 87 9 877 87 6 _5 7 82 8 a() .% /79 7_9 78 .% 91.55 83,'?. 85:1 82 5 78.0 75.6 139.6
I0000 66 2 86.4 859 85.8 850 81 9 79,4 77.1 758 76 3 78.55 806 81 6 78.9 74.2 71.5 138.55
OASPL 102 2 101.8 101.5 995 97.8 959 93 9 93 0 93 7 95 I 96 3 97.9 99 I 98.9 99 6 99,2 155_.3
111,2 109 7 I07 ,4 10C_ 9 I0[; 3 IU7 G l[|g_ 2' I16_--11"I=->_'0_T0-I07:8 I05 8
PNt_! 120 3 119.1 lib./ 115 8 114 I 112 3 1(19 3 107 6 1078 II)A 5 109 7 Ill 9 117.9 I10.0 108 9 107.2
DBA 103 0 1025 102.2 99 9 98. I 9(, 0 93 3 91 8 9, _ 3 "33 4 9,1 6 9_ 2 96 'J 94.5 92'.8 90.4
APNLW= 114.7 IPNLW= i:?3G---LAPNL-w--=/O_ /-"--L-IPI_LW:-iOg_l ..... TPIILN: 1224
IDENTIFICATION ]FST ...............DATE lOCATION ACO ST _" RANGE REFERINrE,_ RPM ARITH AVG FNIK ALPHA PAPNE], PNL AREA
CIAEIO3G/p I 2500A0=-- 06 07 G3 PEEl_.l._i 41) 15L1 FI ARC 2:,0_ .......................... 192703 SAE:77 28. 74 FULL SPlit:RE






AVERAGE SOUND PRFSSURE I_EVFLS
IDENTIFICATION
AVERAOE - C1AEIO30/P I 2800A0
INPUT - CIAEIO30/P I X_2560
C I AE I (_3(; / p_J_.3Q_4 _ Q
C1AEIO3G/P I X02420
11/14/83 8.935 PAOE I
ANOLES MEASURFO FROM INLET, DEGREES
I0. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. 110 120 130. 140. "-150, 16O_'_--_'--
FREQ " '
PWL
50 74.3 74.9 74.9 76.6 77.6 78 4 79 2 80 3 81.5 82.9 84.8 87 2 89 4 92 9 96.5 100.0 143.0
63 77.4 77.3 76.6 78.1 78,5 78 9 79.9 e_1,1 82 I 83 4 84.9 8/ 0 89 6 _2 6 9_.8 98.q__J4_.___
80 78.5 77.6 771 77.7 77.8 78.9 80 ? 81 4 8_ 5 83 7 R_.fi--87 8--_cJ,_q_:O---9:_4 - 9_1 1"41.8
100 79.5 78.3 79.0 79.1 79.2 79.7 81.3 82.0 83 0 843 86._ 88 4 906 93.5 93.5 94.5 142.0
125 79.7 79.6 79.4 80.1 79.9 80 9 81.4 8_ 5 83 5 88 I h6.8 8_7 90.'_ 93.2 95.5 93.5 141.9
160 78 6 80.1 79 6 80 6 79.9 80.5 81 4 8_ 4 83 5 84 8 86 5 8_ 6 90.9___3.0..____94_ ! Q2.6 |4L,_._
200 79.5 80.7 813 81,8 _0.5 81 3 8_ 2 _3,5 84,3 88,5 870 890 91 _ 9_.8 93,3 91.7 141.5
250 78.0 80.2 80.7 81.1 81.1 81.7 822 8_.7 83.8 85.1 86.7 8d15 90.6 91.7 92.2 89.6 140.7
315 78,6 800 80 I 81.0 813 81.4 8_ 4 83 0 84 I 85.2 _; 6 8_ 2 90,1 91.3 910 88,3 140.4
400 77.8 79.9 79.8 81.1 81.2 81 5 82 2 83 I 84.2 857 87 3 88 5 90.1 90.5 90.0 86.7 140._
500 782 79.3 79 5 80 9 80.7 81 5 R2 6 _3 _ 84 / 86-/--_G_9_-_6 I 89 c _9 7 8_.6 85.7 /39.8
630 79.1 79,5 80 I 81.1 81.0 81.4 82.3 83 6 854 86 _ 81.1 88 I 89.0 889 87.7 84.4 139.7
800 80 9 81.5 80 I 81.3 80.7 _09 81 _ 82 6 837 _5 3 86 I 87 3 88 2 87.5 86 0 829 138.8
I000 837 83.4 81.9 822 818 81.4 81 3 82 4 83.1 84.6 8_ 6 __86 7 fi7.0 86 6 85.0 81.8 138.4
1250 88.8 90.3 90 D 68.7 rG 8 U5.6 84.4 _41 83 9 84 9 05.8 8(; 6 67.0 86.6 85.4 81.4 140.7
1600 96.3 100.4 I01 2 98 2 94.9 94.4 927 91.4 87 6 88.4 88 9 8_9 89.4 09.7 87.3 85.1 148.3
2000 86 6 87.3 858 8% 2 843 82.6 81.9 81.6 8_.4 83.8 _4.4 8_ 8 8_ _ 84.4 85.7 79.4 138.7
2500 90 4 91.6 89 9 89 6 877 855 83 4 828 82 7 84.5 84 7 87 I 87 3 84.2 84.2 79.7 141.0
3150 97 4 94.7 9_.2 96.2 94 5 91.1 85.2 85 9 84.6 87.1 86.1 878 8?.8 85._ 84.3 81.0 145.5
4000 90.3 91.2 90.8 909 89.2 86.5 85 2 83 6 850 86.1 875 885 91.7 85 4 82.6 81.0 143.0
5000 90.5 91.4 90 6 91.0 89.6 87.1 860 84 5 86.3 87.5 89.7 9t_ I 90._ 85 6 83.0 80.8 143.6
6300 9_) 7 913 89 8 91 0 89 3 866 85 3 83 ? 83 8 85.3 87.8 8_3 89.1 85.1 82.1 79.5 143.1
BOO0 88 7 89.3 88.9 89.7 _8.1 85 0 84.0 81 5 80.9 82.5 85.5 87.4 8fl.4 848 806 78.5 142.1
10000 86.8 86.9 86,3 86.9 860 83,5 82,3 79 0 788 80.2 P2.1 84 0 84,4 81.7 78,0 75.4 140.3
OASPL 102 5 I03 8 103.9 102.9 1009 99 3 98,2 97,6 97.7 99 0 100.3 I01 8 In3 2 103.9 105.1 I05,2 156.1
PNL 117.1 116 6 I16.7 116.8 II_3- 113 0 11J 4 110 3 II0_- II_--6--113-0--I142 I_5"_6 IT,_.0_12.2 I_.7
PNLT 120 0 120.5 122.3 1?1.5 118 4 116 4 11_.5 113 1 111 6 113.0 114 3 I1_ 4 IIG.7 114.4 112 6 111.3
DSA 103 2 1044 104.6 103.5 101.3 995 97.9 96 7 961 97.5 98 5 9_ _ 100 5 987 97.5 94.6
APNLW= 118.1 IPNLW= 126 2 LAPNLW= 108.7 LIPNIW= 107.8 TPNLW= 125 0
IDENTIFICATION TFST DATE I_CATION ACOUSTIC RAH_F RFFFRFNCE RPM ARITII AVG FNK
CIAEIO30/P I Z_OOAO nG_'O7--O3_EF_I_S 40_ ..................
150 FI A_C _800. 25193.
OP MICS/FUILY TREATED/GOB FRFEFIELD CORR /1211_2
IALPHA PAPIB PWL AREA







16214 ES / FSDR/RPI'tAVG
11114183 9.935 PAGE I
AVERAGF SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
77.0 DES. F., 70 PERCENT R.H. DAY, SAE 150.0 FT. ARC
IDENTIFICATION
AVERAGE - CIAEIO3G/P I 310OA0
INPUT - CIAFIO3G/p I X07430 CIAEIO3N/P I X02450
ANOLES MEPStlREO FROM INLET, DEGREES
|0, 20 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90 I00--- 1/0_---_0_--i30. 140. 150, 160.
FRED
PWL
50 780 78.7 78.6 80.5 81.0 81.8 829 83.9 85.1 863 883 909 93.6 97.1101.9105.9148.1
63 81. e 80.9 80.9 819 81.6 82.2 83.4 84,L__._L__Z,4_O_,Q___._3_____4___97__4_IO0.6103.9147.2
80 83.1 81.8 81.2 81.9 820 8? 6 83.6 85.0 862 874 89.6 919 949 97.6100.7101.8146.7
I00 83.8 82.6 82.5 83.2 83.3 A3 9 84 7 85.7 86 7 88 3 90.3 92 6 95 4 98 2 101.0 99.7 146.7
125 82.8 83.4 82.8 83.8 83.7 84 5 85 2 86.2 87.3 80 9 90.8 948 95 5 97.9 In0.7 98.7 146.6
160 9_.4 84.0 83.4 84.3 83.7 842 85.2 86.0 -O_,-_L-to.-O---#-_____L__EL_L_2_,_4.___ZJ__L_.3
200 81.S 84.2 84.7 849 85.1 049 _58 812 882 89.3 91.2 932 95 _ )75 _8.6 96.7146.0
2_0 91.9 83.7 84.4 847 84.5 85.2 0_9 86.5 879 893 910 929 U5.3 97.0 97.3 94.8145.4
315 82.1 83.1 8, ° 3 95 I 85.2 05.2 86.1 06.8 67.9 894 91.0 929 Y% I 96.0 96.2 93.1145.0
400 81.3 83.1 835 84.6 65.1 854 863 86.9 88.1 898._.1.3_32 94646_._._L__.__4.9 91.9144.7
500 81.4 52.4 82.9 845 84.9 85.4 86.4 87.2 U8.6 90.2 91.2 93 G 94 _ 946 93.7 90.4144.3
630 82.0 83.4 83.1 84.5 84.7 85.6 864 876 88.9 902 91.1 929 938 9_.6 92.5 89.6144.0
800 83.6 836 82 t 84 I 839 84.6 857 868 88 I 897 90.6 92.1 92 O 92.5 909 87.9143.2
I000 85.7 859 84.5 844 84.7 84.8 85.4 p6j_ 973 893 __0.3_ 917 _9!:6 q/__6__._p.999..__Q07142.8
1250 89.6 90 5 89.0 96,9 86.2 85 7 86 2 86 3 87,5 88 8 89 5 91 6 91.1 90 8 89 I 85.9 143.1
1600 98.310141005 999 97 O 96.0 94.2 924 916 92 I 92.7 957 952 94.8 92.9 89.7150.2
2000 90.6 91,8 90 8 91 0 885 87.9 87.3 86,7 81.1 88 7 89.5 913 90 7 898 88.2 84,9 143.7
2500 89 3 89 I 88.5 89 2 87.3 86 6 86 4 96.1 86 8 98 7 89 7 90 6 89 4 88.5 86.1 83,l__]_._._
3150 963 95,9 97.3 97.7 94.2 91.6 909 89.7 895 904--9/_7_-9_:'_-90._--89.6 870 85.5147.5
4000 91.1 91.2 91.0 91 5 69 5 88.0 87.5 87.0 87.7 888 09 8 912 895 87.9 85.1 83.4 144.2
5000 93 7 93.8 92,7 94 3 92.1 90.4 893 88.8 89 6 90 9 91.8 930 91.0 88 3 859 84.0 146.4
6300 91.6 91.3 907 92 2 90 4 88 9 87 7 8G6 87 fl 9_ 9 q2 2 9_ 0 9;' 3 O, 5 85.7 83.S 14_ 9
eooo 89.2 89.2 89.7 90.3 89 3 862 88_ 84.2 84.7 8D 5 89.7 90 R 89.q 87.9 83.6 81.3 144.1
IO000 87.4 86.9 87.0 877 86 2 84 5 83 7 817 82,4 84 3 65.8 87 6 87 6 P6.7 80,fl 78.1 142.4
OASPL 103 6 104.8 104.5 104 G 102 4 101 5 101 0 IOO._ Inl 6 103 0 104.4 lOG 2 107.3 1086 110.2 110.8 I89._
PNLT 120 2 121,3 121.6 122 2 119 4 117.7 116,7 115,7 115.6 116 5 I_7 8 llq 5 119.1 llfl 9 117,7 115,8
OBA 104.0 105.4 105,0 1051 1025 101.2 100.4 99,6 I00. I 101 4 102.5 104 1 103,8 103,3 101,9 99.4
APNLW= 121.2 IPNLW= 127.7 LAPNLW= 113.5 LIPNLW= 108 7 TPNLW: 126 6
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE IOCA]ION ACOUSTIC RANGE
CIAEIO3G/P 1 3100A0 06-07-83 PEFR/£_4D----/50_'FT ARC
GP MICS/FULLY TREATED/GDB FREEFIELD CORR /=21102










11114/83 8.935 PAGE I
AVERAGE SOIINn PRESSURE LEVFLS
77 O DEG. F,. 70 PERCFNT RTH.-OAY_---_A_ --isoo FT ARC
IDENTIFICATIDN
AVERAGE - CIAFI03G/p I 3267A0
INPUT - CIAFIO30/P 1 X02440 CIAEIO3G/P I X02570
ANGLER MEAStIRED FROM INLET. DFRREES
10. 20. 30. 40. 50, 60. 70. 80. 90. I00 110"='-120 130_ 140, 150. 160.FREQ
• PWL
50 80 6 81 2 81.0 82.2 83.1 836 84.4 85.8 87.1 8g 0 91.3 92 9 9S.5 9C.9 105.0 I10.1 151.5
!.1 84.3 83 2 84.0 @3=7 84 0 84 7 6_.4 87.0 69 I _91.3 93 I 96.3 99.7 104.0___QZ__Z_I_o,__
80 85.4 83.6 83.0 83.5 83.9 85 2 06.0 86.5 87.7 89.7 91.9 94 1 96.5 99.9 1¢13 0 104.8 149.1
lOG 86 3 85.4 85.4 85.8 85.7 86.3 86.9 88 2 88.8 90 6 92.6 9_1 97.7 I00 9 103.8 102.9 149.4
125 04.3 85.6 85.3 858 05.5 864 67.6 80 4 89.7 90 8 92.7 954 97.5 1_0.9 IN3,5 101.8 149.2
84 4 86.0 06.1 86,8 85 9 86.4 87 ____.88r _.._._@8_9 91 0 93 0 955 97.|L_LQO._ 101.9 100.4]48.6
200 83.7 86.3 87.2 86.9 86.8 86.6 87 9 894 89.6 91 6 _,3 G 9_. 7 97.7 100.4 101.2 99 5 148.5
250 83.9 86.1 87.0 87.4 87.5 87_0 87.8 888 89.6 91.5 93 3 9% 5 98.1 99.3 100.1 97.8 147.9
315 84.2 85.9 66.5 87.6 67.7 876 88.6 80.9 89.8 92 O 93.5 95 2 97.5 99.Z 98.5 96.1 147.5
400 834 8_.0 8S 5 87.6 ca. I 87,7 8_ 6 88.6 9Q.7 _2 4 93 7 95 6 97.4 98. I 97.5 94._ ].47.j_
500 83.1 84.3 85.7 87.3 87.7 87.5 89.0 Bq 3 90.8 92.1 93.8 9_ 0 97.0 _7.4-_--'96.5 93.6 147.0
630 82 6 84.1 85.0 86 9 878 88 3 88.3 89 8 91 0 91 9 93 6 9_ 4 96.6 96.5 95.6 91.8 146.6
800 84.8 84.9 84.0 85 7 87.0 862 87 9 891 90 6 91.8 92.9 95 0 95.1 95.7 93 9 90.7 |45.8
1000 85 7 87.6 879 860 864 87 I 87 8 88 4 90 4 91 6 92 8 94.8 94.P 93 9 92.7 88._.___
1600 97.0 97.7 9fl 5 976 g7.5 97 2 94.8 94 2 9_4 96 9 o6.6 98 5 _5.1 93 6 95 3 91.1 150.7
2000 944 94.7 94 6 94 9 94.2 93 2 91 3 91 4 91 6 926 93.9 9,_.1 93.2 _.3 92.5 89.4 147.7
2500 69 _ 88 9 88 9 89 9 69.6 88 6 88 4 88 _ 09 7 91 I 917 94 11 91.7 9o 9 88.8 87.0 145.0
31_0 98 4 96.6 938 9_.0 93.6 91.6 91 6 90 9 905 91.1 92 0 93 4 91 7 90.3 08.8 8_6.4_-/47.3
4000 94 0 93 6 92._ 93 4 935 91 0 90 A 90.7 _1.3 91 6 925 93 5 91 4 Rq8 86 6 85.9 146.9
5000 9_.6 93.3 93 5 93.8 934 913 90 1 901 91.8 931 94.1 9C 2 9_7 90 I 88.5 86.3 147.9
6300 90.7 90 5 91 0 92.3 90 5 89 P R8 7 08 0 902 92 0 91,0
9%0 93 % 91.2 88 8 86 2 147.1
8000 ee 4 88.8 89,3 90,3 88 9 86 8 85 7 949 86,7 88 8 92,3 93_1--_f_6--89-6-_6_ -84.6_-- 145.6
10000 86 5 85.7 86.3 86.9 86.7 84.9 84.1 82 7 84.3 86 3 _8.3 90 8 89.5 88.1 65.4 03.5 143.9
OASPL 104 3 1043 104.1 104.4 104.0 103.2 102 7 103 0 1038 1055 1069 108 8 109 4 III 0 113.0 114.3 161.8
PNLT 121.1 120.0 119 0 119 9 II9.3 1182 1175 116 9 1169 119 3 1J0.0 12_' 0 119.R 119.3 120 I 117.5
DBA 104.7 104.5 104 2 104.4 1039 IO_.9 101.9 I01 8 102 5 104 I 105.1 106 8 105.7 105 3 104.7 101.8
APNLW= 123,0 IPNLW: 1276 LAPNL.W= 116.1 LIPNLW= 110.7 TPNtW: 1267
IDENTIFICATION TEST DAIE LOCATION ACOUSTIC RANGF REFERENCE _ .
_fO-3-f_P I _267A0 O_ 07-8_ PE_BIF$-4D ----_50-'=_T-ARc - 3_67. RPM ARITI! AVG FNK IALPHA PAP'W], PWL AREA
35330. SAE17 28.72 FULL SPHERE













AVERAGE SOiJND PRESSIJRE LEVELS
77.0 DEG. F., 70 PERCFNT R tt DAY, SAE 150,0 FT. ARC
IDENTIFICATION
11/14/83 9.019 PAGE I
AVERAGE - C2AEIO6G/P I ISROAO
INPUT - C2A/tO60/P I X02810 C2AEIO6G/P I XO?qnO
ANGLES MEASURED FROM INLFT, OFGREES
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 60. 90. lOG 110. 170. 130. 140. 150. 160.
FREQ PWL
50 64.9 64.7 64.0 66.2 63.9 64.3 65.4 67.1 67.9 66 6 69 8 71 e 73.3 750 77.1 79.3 125.0
____ 70,7 69 0 66.7 74._ 64 8 66.0 67 I Q._,_,,,__c_8_____L, 4.__]g_LT_8___.___a,___L.._Z6.0 77.8 125._
60 67.3 6_.5 64_3 63.7 64.8 65._ 65 9 67.0 67.6 6_ 0 70.4 72 2 7_.4 747 76.3 76.1 124.5
100 67.6 66.0 65.1 65.7 67.0 67.2 66.7 68,1 69.4 70.7 /I.3 73.4 74.4 76.1 77.0 74.5 125.5
125 67.5 67.2 66.5 67.0 67.5 67.4 67.6 68.7 69.7 70 3 72 0 74 3 75.1 75.9 76.7 74.2 125.8
160 60.3 67.6 67.4 68.7 68 7 68,1 68,_ 69_3 69_7 7_Z.,_.I__.]J_,_;___J_________.J____L,_Z___Z4.6 74.1 125.6
200 67.8 66.0 69.2 70.6 70.1 70.8 70.5 71,6 71.3 71.5 72 0 7_ I 76.7 7_.5 74.4 72.9 126.8
250 68.6 69.0 69.0 69.4 69_3 68.6 68.3 66 6 6_.6 10.5 71.7 73.4 74.0 74.3 72.7 71.0 125.0
315 70.7 705 70.4 71.1 70 6 69.4 6_ 6 69.4 70 0 71 5 72.7 741 74._ 74.8 73.6 71.6 125.9
400 70.0 71.1 70.5 71.0 71.1 69 9 70.3 7_4 7=___ 7_:_ 7t; 3 7_.6 76.1 75.| 72.0 127.4
500 70 2 70.2 69,9 70.5 70 6 70.2 73 I 71.3 73.9 74.9 75 2 71:.7 75.9 76.0 74.0 70.6 127.0
630 72.7 72.5 718 71.5 71 I 70.0 70.5 70.0 71.0 73.6 74 7 7_.6 74.5 74.1 71.9 69.5 126.8
800 78.7 78.1 760 76.2 74 4 77.5 71.1 69.6 7_6 72 7 73 4 7_ I 74 _ 73.5 71.2 69.2 127.8
10OO 88.0 88.o 85 4 85._ 64 I 81.0 7_.2__.__?_.j____4_6_?4___79:.___78_L.__ZL._]_8 73_7 135.2
1250 81.8 80.1 78.2 76.6 75.1 73.1 71.1 69.1 68 8 6q 9 71 2 712 7? 9 71.7 69.3 67.2 127.9
1600 89.1 93.8 92 7 90.4 86.8 81.4 79.6 75.2 75.7 75 4 76 I 78.5 81 3 80.5 74.7 73.8 139.4
2000 87.2 88.9 69 6 91.0 85.8 81.4 77.7 743 7_.1 73 2 75 3 771 79 G 77.7 73_4 71.9 137.7
2500 82.3 83.4 82 6 86.3 85.1 80.2 78.1 74 3 ,7_,:_ 7_8 73 8 7_5 ;'75..77_ 73.7 72.9 134.5
3150 62.9 85.8 83.2 83,4 82 3 780 749 72 2 7_2 72 9 76 2 7_18 7_.2 /6 2 72.4 70.6 133.5
4000 83 9 87.6 82.8 82.6 80.6 77 4 74 ! 71.9 72.2 72 7 75.5 77.4 71 5 75.8 71.7 70.6 133.8
5000 83.4 63.6 82 3 82.5 80 5 76.9 74.2 713 71.2 730 74.9 77.9 8_ 0 77.7 73.1 70.2 1334
6300 83.9 84.5 67 6 825 80.8 772 74 7 7|_/70.___.00_7|. ___74___7_ 0_7_8 77:_ _2.4--70._ |34,7
6000 814 82.3 80.0 79.9 78.1 75.3 73 3 70.1 07.2 69.1 71.9 /37 t/ 6 77.1 71.1 67.4 132.1
10000 79.1 79.0 77.2 77.1 75.6 73.3 70.7 69 8 65.3 670 69 0 72.5 77.9 77 0 702 64.5 131.0
OASPL 85.5 97.8 96_6 96.3 93 5 89 6 674.__85.2 85.1 85 9 874 89 4 90.7 O0 2 58.0 87.0 146,0
PNL 1075 110.1 109.O IO90 IO63 IO24 100 4 977 91 2 901 IOO 3 I01 9 103 5 lnz 2 98,8 97.3
PNLT 110.1 113.3 111.9 112 6 109.4 105.1 109r8 999 96 8 9q 4 IOI 5 10'11 105 2 1_4 3 1006 99.1
DIBA 96.1 985 97.6 97.1 941 899 87 4 844 8"_.0 84 7 864 882 89 9 88.6 84 8 83.0
APNLW= 107.3 IPNLW= 1180 LAPNLW: 96.0 LIPNLW= IOO5 TPNLN: 1165
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATF LOCATION
C2AFIO6G/P I 182OAO OG-08-83 PEEIHE_; 40
AC_O.!J._T!_ R ANG__FF R.EFERENgF R PI'I _AR!TH - AVO FNK IALPHA PAMB PWI-, At_L
15(1 FT ARC lO_O. 94?4 SAE77 28.85 FULL SPIIERE
GP HICS/HALF INtEr [RTD/6DB FRE_FIELD COHR /1999q5
Im,,m
16214ES/FSDR/RPMAVG
Appendix 9. I. 10
AVERAGE SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
77.0 DEO. F., 70 PERCENT R H. DAY, SAE 1,50.0 FT. ARC
IDENTIFICATION
AVERAGE - C2AEIOGG/P 1 203OA0 ---
INPUT - CRAEIO6G/p I XO28P0 C2AEtO6G/P I X02670
11/14/83 9.019 PAGE |
ANGLES HEAStlRFO FROM INI.ET, DF_REES
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60 70 so 90. i 00. I i 0_--/-20. t ,_0FREG ' • 140. 1`50. 160.
Pt,/L
`50 66.`5 66.4 66.0 67.6 67.0 67 8 686 70 4 707 72,2 73.4 7`57 77 0 79 2 81 ,5 83.9 129.0
80 69.8 67.9 G6.9 67.0 683 f,8 9 69 3 70 :'1 71 6 72 _ 74.1 76 3 71 6 79 0 8O.7 R0.7 128.6
100 69.9 68.2 68.0 611 6 69 8 69 8 70.2 71 8 72,2 73.3 74.6 76.7 7_.1 /9.9 81.3 78.8 129.0
12,5 70 6 691 C,8 6 70 3 70 5 70r 1 71 0 72 I 72 8 73 7 7`5 3 71 2 72 _" 79 9 60 9 78,4 129,3
160 70_ 1 69._ (;9 7 70.(_ 704 70 --4--7--'_'--Z----2l_ _'--.JL--13,f,L--.Z":J _._Z62_.6___'_, I 79.;) 79. I 76. | 128,7
200 71.6 70.4 72.2 72.1 7_ I 73 8 718 73 9 7_.._1 7`5 ;2 75 3 76 9 79 8 7'--'0 78.3 77.`5 129,'5
250 70 4 70.5 70.8 71.4 71.2 71.O 71.3 71.8 7Z ,5 73.7 74.4 7.'_.9 77.0 77.8 77,4 7`5,0 128,O
31,5 72.7 721 71.8 72.3 72 3 71,5 71 8 71.9 7;7,9 74.1 1,5.1 76% 772 77.5 76.9 74.5 128.4
400 72 9...m._ 7 72.`5 73.9 72 8 72.7 72.2 73_Q .... 74'._L_7_L.____7_9___ 7_.3__.... 78,4 77 6 79.0 75.`5 I;;___
`500 72 2 71.6 71.4 72.3 720 71.7 72.8 73 3 7"S.'5 76.7 77.3 77.7 ;'8 0 77 6 7'5 9 73,3 129.4
630 74.6 73.4 72.9 73.6 72.9 71.8 724 72.9 7`5.2 76 5 77.3 77.1 77.0 76.4 7_'.0 72.5 129,2
800 78 6 77.`5 7`5.6 75.7 74.0 73.1 72.O 72.7 "/2.7 74.9 7.'5.4 7`5.9 7_.7 7`5.`5 73.9 71,'5 128.9
____JO00 88.4 89.J_ 87.8 87.4 83.9 82._7 80.O_Q___J._,0_ 76.9 77--,_0 7_9_4 ZR=I 78.6 7_.9 75.5 136.5
12,50 86.`5 86.4 84 8 83 6 80.9 79,4 77.1 75,2 739 74.3 75.0 76.6 76.0 7G.4 74.3 72.7 133.7
1600 83.2 83.6 82.3 80.5 78.4 76.7 7`5. I 74, I 73.9 74.0 74.6 7`5 3 77.9 7`5`5 73.5 71 .6 131 .7
2000 89,0 92.8 91.7 89.9 8`5 8 84,6 79 6 780 78rl 76.5 7`5.8 79 8 81,9 _8.7 76.`5 74.1 139.1
__22500 8,5 8 87.0 8`5.`5 8`5 9 830 80.1.7.7 7 74_8.--Z.3.__,___7_,L_74._,_,9___78_L__79.n =Z7 4 7'_.6 72.6 13_,.0
31,50 84 7 8,5,1 87.7 89.7 {_6 3 63.0 82 6 79.2 7`5.0 74.9 76.7 78 I 81.u 78 6 75.6 73.`5 137,6
4000 88 2 86.6 84.6 83.7 82 2 78.9 76 9 74.0 7`5.2 78 O 76.7 79. I RO 3 77.9 74.4 72.6 13,5,3
5000 86.3 8`5.8 88,0 87.1 86 4 82 6 78 2 74 2 73 9 7`5 9 77.3 79.3 81.O 77 8 74.1 71.7 137.2
6300 8`57 8`5.0 8`53 84.1 83 3 80`5 78 7__74_7 7_._5__74__ 77.0 71_.6 81 7 _80__7_5.3_.. 7Z._ 136.Q
8000 84.3 83,8 82.9 82.7 80.7 77.6 7`5 9 72 3 69.8 71.8 737 75 B 78.8 78.2 72.7 69.9 134.3
10000 82 9 82,3 814 80 8 79,6 76 B 74 9 71 9 68.0 70 I 71.6 7-13 78 ,5 77,7 71.6 66.8 133.9
OASPL 97 0 97.8 972 96 7 94 2 91.9 89 8 8/} 0 87 ,5 88 6 __q_,4 .q! _ q2 7 92_L 91.4 90 6 147,3
PNL 110.2 111.0 1103 110 ,'5 I08 0 10,5 4 104 I 101 7 99 9 101 6 IOI7 103 8 IO5 .'5 1040 101.6 99.6
PNLT 112.2 113.,5 112.9 113.1 1102 107 5 10_ q Ir13 ._1 I|_1 4 107 'S lOP' I I(-=1 8 1116 v 1_4 9 107 I 100.7
DISA 974 98.4 97 8 97 3 94 7 92.2 89 7 87 3 86 4 872 87,7 8_ 7 913 89 6 86 8 84,7
APNL_/= t08 9 IPNLW= 119'5 LAPNL_: 97 "5 LIPNLW= 102,6 II'NLW= IIRTO- -
IDENTIFICATIIgN TE';T DATE Lt')C"_TION Acr_t)_TIC RA'GE RrFLRENCr RPrd ARITH AVG FNK IA/PlIA
E I 0 )U P I 2(130A0 0% 08 U3 PEEPd I;S ;t[) ..................... "--' _, ,,=___ _PAMI3 P_REA __.
150 FT ARC ;_O_U 120¢J3. $AE77 28 88 FULL SPHERE

















AVCRAGF S_UNO PRERSURE LEVELS
77.0 DEO. F., 70 PERCENrR--HI'-DAY. SAE 150rO FT ARC
IDFNTIFICATION
AVERAGE " C2AElnGG/P I _ISOAO
INPUT -- CPAEI(I_G/P I X02680 C2AEIO6G/P 1 X02790
11/14/83 9.019 PAGE I
10, 20. 30
ANOI E5 MEASURFD FROM INLET, DE_REE$
40. 50. 60. 70. 90, 90. 100. I10. 120. 130 140. 150. 160.
FREQ PWL
50 67.5 67,7 67,4 69,1 69,O 69,6 71,0 72.5 73,1 74.4 76.0 781 79,6 81,8 64.7 87.1 131,6
__.__3 72.1 71.8 70.6 74.4 71.3 71.6 72L7__,_ _ 73.0 747,_r75.___,7?:97_Le!.___,__83. 3 6}_Q,,_/3_L._
80 71.5 69.9 69.2 69.5 71 3 71,0 71 I 72 9 73 6 74 q 76.2 78 8 00.3 0_,1 83.6 83.7 131.3
I00 71.0 69.1 69,6 70.7 71.4 71.8 72.5 73,4 74.4 75 4 77.0 79_ RO.9 82.6 64.2 82.1 131.7
125 70.6 70 8 71.2 72,6 71.9 72.1 73_1 74.3 74 9 75 9 77.9 79 5 81 I IJ2 I 83.6 81,4 131.7
160 71,0 71,6 71,7 72,5 71.9 72.3 72 7 74 2 74 6 76 0 77,3 79.3 60_ 81.6 62.0 80.,___/3J_,_,
200 72.4 71.9 7J5 73.3 74.4 74,4 73.5 75.9 76 2 /7 I 7/.4 0u,0 Bl,, I 61.4 81,4 60.0 131.7
250 71.O 71.9 725 73,0 73 3 73.2 736 74.0 74 9 75,8 77.0 78.6 79 4 60. I 80. I 77.7 130.4
315 73 2 73.2 732 74.0 73.8 73.4 74.0 74,2 75 0 76 I 77.0 78.fl 79 3 796 79.5 77.2 130.5
400 73,6 74 I 734 742 75.0 73.0 74.1 7,1.5 757 77 7 76.6 798 803 79.5 79.8 !_.l_L.g
500 73,2 72.6 727 7_.6 73.6 73.3 74.4 75.0 76 b 78 I 78.5 79.3 7N.5 78.8 77,9 74,9 130,8
630 75.2 74.5 73.7 75.6 74.1 73,3 745 748 76 2 78.7 79.4 79.6 78 9 7R+5 77,2 744 131.1
900 78 3 7/.8 76.1 76.9 74.9 73 8 73.6 73 7 74,9 76.3 77.3 7/,9 /8,U 77.1 75,9 73.1 130.3
1000 64.8 857 83 3 82 2 81.4 79 0 77,5 75.6 75.7 77,0 77.6 790 7R.O 77,2 75.9 73,6 133._
1250 91 2 92.8 90.5 88.1 88.5 65,0 63.3 80.2 79.8 808 81.3 84.0 _33 _1.2 79.4 78._ 139.6
1600 83.5 94.1 83 O 81.1 80.2 78.0 76.4 74.6 74.9 76.9 760 77.0 7_.4 76.1 74.5 74.8 132.7
2000 91,7 96.8 94.8 80.4 91.0 81.3 81.0 786 76.6 780 78.0 60 9 79 9 76.0 76.6 74.6 141,5
2500 90 3 96,7 89.6 90.6 991 84,5 81_! 77,8 76 7 77.8 79 6 6_8 83 6 R2 I 77 7 75.6 140_
3150 86._ 88.3 91.7 95.6 91.1 69.0 67,0 81 9 793 78 5 79,0 90.1 81.8 79.1 77.1 75.6 142.2
4000 65,1 66,1 84 9 862 84.7 62.4 799 76 9 77.6 _90 799 81.3 n3.8 ON.7 77.1 74,8 137.O
5000 66.5 R8.3 87,3 06.3 84.5 81.5 79.2 757 76,3 79 0 79,7 60.5 609 77,6 74.7 73.0 137.2
6300 85 0 853 85.1 85.1 fl3,6 61,1 79,1 75 0 74,8 76 4 79,5 81.1 6_.4 8N,O 75.4 73._ 136.6
6000 83.9 84.8 64.8 84,6 82.8 79,9 77,5 73,5 72.3 73 4 76,0 77 7 79,3 76,6 72.4 70.6 135.8
I0000 82.8 83.5 6_.5 82.3 80.6 778 76.0 71.7 702 71 7 73.5 75.5 77.3 75.6 70.3 _6 4 134,6
OASPL 982 101.7 99.4 99 3 976 94 0 97 4 896 89.6 90 8 91.9 93 6 94 _ 93 9 93.8 93,4 149,6
PNL 1111 115.0 112.5 114 3 1115 1089 107.3 103-8--102,7 103 4 104.5 1063 107.5 1_)5 7 1033 101.8
PNLT 113 5 117.7 1154 116.7 1149 II1.1 109.6 IA5 5 104.2 104 / I0_ 0 IOH 3 109 2 1_7 2 104,7 103,2
D_A 98,9 102,7 100.3 100,1 98 3 94,5 92.6 89,1 884 696 90 5 92 3 93.0 91.0 88.6 86.8
APNLW- I11,0 IPNLW= 122 6 LAPNLW: 101.4 LIPNI_W: 105.8 TPNLW= 1213
IDENTIFICATION I_SI DATE LOCATION AC_I_STIC RANOE REFERENCE RP_ ARITII AVG FNK IALPHA PAMB PWL AREA
_-"_I_O_---_/80AO--- -OG 08-/83--pE_£_ 4_--_5_.'---F1 ARC ---2180_'"" 14124 SAE77 26.89 FULL SPHERE






11/14/83 9,019 PAGE 1
AVERAGe %0lIND PRF_SIJRE LEVFLS
77.0 DEG. F., 70 PERf:ENT R H. DAY, SAE 150 0 FT. APC
IDENTIFICATION
AVERAGE - C2AEIOGG/P 1 2320A0
INPUT - C2AEIRCG/P I X02690 C_AEIOGG/P I X02780
ANGLES MEASUREO FROM INLET, DEGREES
I0. 20, 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. IO0. 110 120. 130. 140 150 160.
FREG PNL
50 68.8 69.1 68.6 70.5 71.3 71.8 72.3 74.0 74.8 76 0 77.6 79 8 81 8 84.1 87.1 90.2 134.1
63 72.2 72.5 71.5 745 72.7 72.3 73 2_ 7__].___75 ___76:6 77 =8 =@0 J__R2 0_. 84 4 ..@_L;.O 88.5 133_0
80 71.8 71.1 70.9 71.5 72.4 72.4 73.1 74.9 75 6 76 q 18.5 80.7 _)2.4 84.3 86.5 86.7 |33r6
100 72.2 70.5 71.4 72.2 72 9 73.1 74.0 75 3 )6 0 77 4 788 81 2 _2 9 84 8 _6.4 84.5 133.7
125 72,1 72.3 73.4 74.4 73.7 74 3 75 I 76 2 767 78.1 79.4 8_ 0 H3 0 842 86.1 84.5 133.9
160 72.3 73.1 73.5 73.9 73.7 74r0 75L0 75 9 76 7 78 n Z_.____8! ___8 6_ 84.6 83,_ L_3_4
200 73.3 73.5 74.9 74.4 75.7 75.2 75.5 77 1 77.5 /8_ 79.4 87 2 881 63.5 84.0 82.3 133 6
250 72.9 74.3 74.5 74.8 75.1 75.0 75 5 75 9 77.0 77.7 790 81 0 O2 1 62.5 82 5 80.5 132.7
315 74.7 75.1 74.9 75.7 75.6 75.1 75.6 75 9 770 78 I 79,1 80 7 816 81.9 81.6 79.6 132.5
400 74.7 75.7 74.8 75 8 76_0 75 5 75 7 76 6 77 7 79.5 80 6 81 _ 87 I 81.6 81.2 _.l_L3_Q
500 74.3 74.5 74 4 75.6 75.1 76.5 76 I 76.7 77 8 795 80.0 81.2 814 81.2 80.1 76.9 132.7
630 76.0 75.8 75.4 76.4 75.9 76 9 77.2 77 4 77.8 79.5 Ro 3 81 5 81.q 80.6 79.4 76.4 132.9
600 79 3 79.0 77.2 77.5 76.6 76.2 75.0 756 76.6 782 78.7 79 9 8OI _9.1 78.3 75.7 132.0
IO00 83.6 83 5 81.9 80 8 79.6 78.1 76 9 76 1 7_ 4 777 781 7_ I 790 78 5 77.0 74 3 _33,Q
1250 92.6 93.8 93.3 91.8 90.0 89.7 80.4 82 9 02.1 81.9 82.1 83 5 850 R?.3 81 3 78.4 142.0
1600 85.1 86.1 8.1 4 83.2 82 I 799 78.9 76.7 76 5 78 I 785 7 ° 7 19 ,I 7A.2 76 5 77.0 134.6
2000 92.7 99.2 91.5 87 0 83.7 83.1 79.6 77.0 764 78 4 786 81 2 n0.4 79.5 76.7 75.7 141.1
2500 95. I 96 5 93.8 92 0 85.8 86 2 83 _ 80 4 78 9 79.__4 80 4___ 8___ _.__3. (__.pO. 5 78.8 76._9_._,_]--I.
3150 86.8 09.2 87.7 89.9 90.5 83.9 813 78.7 71.1 77 2 78 7 81) 8 82.4 78.6 76.0 75.1 139.1
4000 87.0 88.6 86.9 88.3 89.3 83.9 81 9 797 7().1 79 9 _JO 9 82._ qJ 1 79.7 7/.I 76.0 139.1
5000 88 7 89.2 880 88 0 86 2 830 819 785 788 80 9 82 7 832 8_ 7 796 77.5 75.3 138.9
6300 872 87.8 87.5 87 I 85 7 82.8 815 77 2 7_ 7 78 3 BI 2 83.7 84.7 8O3 76_ 75.1 138.7
8000 85.6 86.6 85.5 85 5 83_9 81.1 795 75.8 74 4 75 3 77.8 80.2 PO_ 78.3 74.7 72 9 137.1
I0000 83.6 84.5 83.5 83 5 n2 3 79.2 77 8 741 72 3 732 75.2 77 U 7 g 3 7b 0 72.0 70 O 135.9
OASPL 100.3 I03.0 99.8 98 8 97.6 950 936 91 2 91_1_92:393 4 _ 95 2 96.0 95_6 96. I 960 150.7
PNL 114.1 116.0 113.4 112 4 111.6 |08.0 106.2 103 9 103 6 104 6 1060 107.6 108.3 1_6 2 I04.8 IN3.3
PNLT 117,1 119,0 116.8 115.7 I14.6 111.6 IO9 7 I06 1 I85 4 106 0 I87 3 108 _ flu.2 IU/ 5 106.3 104.2
DBA 101.0 103.9 100.5 99.4 98.2 95.3 97 6 90 2 89 7 90.7 91 8 9_5 94 0 9_.7 90.1 88.2
APNLW# 111.5 IPNLN = 122.3 IAPNL_= I02.7 LIPNI_= 108.3 TPNIW= 12o.9
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE LOCATION
C2AEIOGG/P 1 2320A0 06-OB-83_EE_LES-40
ACOUSTIC RANGE REFERENCE RPM hRITH AVO FNK IALPHA PAM_ P_L_REA
150 FT ARC P_20 16044 _AE77 28.89 FULL SPHERE






AVERAr;E S_tJND PRESSURC I EVFLS
77.0 DEO. F., 70 PERCENT-R.H OAY_-'-5_[ .... i_O_OFT_- ARc
IoE.rIFIC_llON
11/14/83 9.019 PAGE I
AVERAGE - C2AEIO60/P I 2,'500A0
INPUT - C2AF. 100R_/p I X02770 C2AEINGG/P 1 X02700
ANaL E$ MEASURED FROH INLET. OEGRI ES
I o. 20. 30 40. _0. 60 70. 80 90 fo6T -i l_T--_aoT--_- -i 40.--150. 160.
FREQ
PWL
60 70.4 70.9 70.0 72 5 73.5 74.0 751 76,4 773 78 8 806 82 8 84 6 87 2 90.4 93.2 137.2
63 73,1 73.4 79 5 75 6 74.6 75 I 76 I ZI_L____Q__7____ _O.8 _87.88,_ 9 _7_Z____9__3r__(}__
80 73.8 73.0 72.8 73.6 74,2 74.6 75.7 77.2 78.3 79 3 01,4 83 4 85 I 87.3 89.5 89.9 136.5
100 74.5 72.8 73.9 749 74.9 75.1 76.4 77 8 784 80,0 BI _ 8_ N 8_,G 87 6 89.5 88.1 136.8
125 74.3 74.8 75.6 76.2 75,4 76.0 77.2 78,2 793 80 _ 82.2 84.3 R58 87.4 89,2 87.3 136.6
160 74._ 7_.4 75.3 76 0 75.9 76.4 779 ;0-4 79 _.____0._._ 8_J,__84_1 854_._?_,_Q____7, O 87.0 136.2
200 75.3 76.6 76.8 76.8 76.8 76,8 77.8 ?9.5 80.1 81.2 82.3 8.1.9 860 86.7 87.2 85.8 136,4
250 74,8 76.2 76.9 77.1 77.3 77.3 77 6 78,3 79.6 8o 3 _;2,2 0_.8 85 o 86.0 85.9 84.0 135.6
318 76.3 76.8 76,9 77.3 77.6 77.3 78 2 78.5 79.6 O0 7 82.0 83 ? _4.7 85.! 84.7 82.6 138,2
400 76.4 77.2 77.2 78 I 77.8 77,2 78.3 7_ 0 80.5 __,_.J____2 81 0 84 4 P_.._,.J.._]_,§
500 76,3 76.1 76.7 77.3 77.6 77.3 78._ 78.6 80r3 81.9 82 5 83.5 84 2 83,9 83.3 80.4 135.1
630 77.6 77.3 77.7 78.1 77.9 77.7 787 79.0 81.0 82.9 82._ 83.1 8:_.8 83 0 82.4 79.2 135.2
600 79.8 80.1 78.7 79.5 77.9 77.2 77.3 77.9 79.7 807 81.6 82.4 82.7 82.2 81.0 78.4 134.4
IO00 82.8 82.9 82.0 81.6 80 4 78.6 78 3 70_1 79.1 8Q__.7 81,9 81.6 81.3 80.1 76.8 134.§
1250 92.4 94.0 94.6 95.9 94.2 90.4 89.4 8_ 0 84.4 84.1 84.0 83.0 84,9 85.3 83.2 81.2 144.2
1600 87.4 89.0 89.0 89,3 87.7 84.8 83,5 80,8 80.3 81.0 81,4 82.1 820 81,7 79.9 78,3 138.8
2000 86.4 88,3 85,1 85.9 83 7 80.9 79 3 77,9 78 2 79,4 80.3 81.5 80 7 79.4 77.8 76.0 136.3
2500 96.2 99.6 94.5 95.4 924 90 8 87.5 8_ 9 82 5 82,___ 8_.6 85 3 86,5 82 3 80,9 80._114_,9
3150 89.6 91.7 90.9 90.9 88.6 86.0 83.3-804 79,6 ---795 81.3 83 5 84.5 80.2 _B.O 76.6 140.5
4000 89.2 90,8 91.4 92.7 93.5 90.1 87.3 839 834 82.1 83,1 85 4 8;;.8 81.6 79.6 78.6 143.1
5000 897 90.7 00.7 89.3 88.6 86,4 84 7 81 8 82.4 83.9 8R.O 86 8 8_,3 81 4 79.4 77.8 141.1
6300 89,2 89.3 88.1 88.6 87.2 84.9 82q 79.3 79.6 80 9 83,4 85.2 85,2 81,2 78,5 76.4 140.2
8000 87.2 87.9 87.0 87.5 86.2 83.7 815 77.7 76.8 77 6 80 7 827 n4 I 81.8 77.3 75,2 139.3
10000 85,6 86.2 85 3 85.7 84.5 82.0 79 2 75.2 74._ ;5.4 77.6 79,6 80 6 77.2 73.9 72.0 138.0
OASPL 1008 102,9 IDOL9 101.8 100.3 97.7 96 0 940 940 94.8 96.0 97 6 98 4 98 4 99.1 99.1 15_.9
PNL 115.1 117.4 1145 115 2 1142 111.5 109 R I0/ I 107 0 107 3 108,5 I10 2 Ill 0 IOR.4 107.3 106.0
PNLT 117.0 120.6 117.5 118 7 117,5 114 4 112.4 1009.3 100086 108 4 109.5 Ill ?- 11;'.3 10_r6 108.3 107.2
DeA 101,5 103.6 101.5 1024 1(10 9 98 1 96.1 9"33 ("_ 8 03 2 942 9" 8 96 I 04._ 92,5 90.6
APNLt4= 114"0 IPNLW_ 124.3 IAPNt_/_ 104 q tIPN[W= IlO 6 TPNIW: 123 0
IDENTIFICATION TEST _ATE LOCATION ACOUSTIC RANGE REFERENCE RPM ARITH AVG F NK IALPHA PAr'IS PWL AREA
C2AEIOG_/P ]_ObAO 00_.0_-03 PCFRIE% 4D 150 FT ARC ....... 250(_ ......... 18993. SAE77 28.90 FULL SPItERE








AVERAGE SOIJND PRESSURE LEVELS
77.0 DEG. F., 70 PERCENT R.H. DAY. SAE 150.0 FT. ARC
IDENTIFICATION
11/14/83 9.019 PAGE 1
AVERAGE - C2AEIO60/P 1 28OOA0
INPUT - C?AEIO6G/P 1 K02869
C?AEIOGG/_=I___Q_760
_2AEIO6G/P I X02710
ANGLES mEASURED FRom INLET, Oeorees
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 96T- _60----_ i6T--iao_-]_6_---1461 Iso. 160.
FREQ PWL
50 73.5 74.0 74.2 76.6 77.5 77.9 78.7 60 3 81 3 82.8 84.4 66=7 88 8 91.9 95.8 99.9 142.5
63 76.3 75 9 753 78.4 78.1 78.2 795 80 7 81 @_._@32._____,16 8G @_69:491.7 94.7 9L__141,0
80 77.9 76.4 76.6 77.6 78.1 78.6 79.8 81.4 6_.4 83.5 65 3 87 6 69 6 92.2 94.7 95.7 141.3
100 78.5 77.4 78.2 78 8 78.9 79.0 60 9 823 8_8 83 9 6_ 7 8_.,! _0.0 9_.4 95.2 93.8 141.4
125 79.2 788 78.7 79.6 80.! 80.6 BI.2 8? 5 83.4 847 06.3 68 6 90.3 92 4 94.8 930 141.4
160 78.2 79.1 79 0 80.1 79 8 80.3 81 3 8_ 4 83 I @4._..___6_0 B_ __90 _=,_9/_8_ -q3.J_____|.__7 140.8
200 79.6 80.5 80.5 81.4 80.7 81.5 82.0 83 6 84 I 85 7 86 6 68 9 90 7 91 6 92.5 91.3 141.0
250 78.3 79,7 80.5 61.0 80r9 81.2 81.0 8z.5 83.6 84.8 66.2 88 2 89 8 90.9 91.3 89.2 140.2
315 78.9 79.8 80.2 81.0 81 3 81.2 82 I 8_.6 8_ 6 85 0 86.1 87 9 6_ 3 90.1 90.2 87.8 139.8
400 788 80.1 79.6 81.2 81.5 81.5 82.|._._88_ 884.0 85 5 bG.7 883 8_.2 89___._ 87.1 131_.__
500 7g.1 79.2 79.8 80.8 81.1 81.4 87.4 8_g 84.3 85.6 86.2 878 8n 8 88 8 80.0 85.2 139.3
630 79.4 60.1 80.1 81.0 81.1 82.1 82.6 83.1 85.4 862 86 9 87.7 BB.2 88.2 87.2 84.2 139.4
O00 81.2 02.0 80.6 821 81.0 812 81.0 825 83 3 84 9 65 9 8_8 07 0 86 8 85.7 82.4 138.4
I000 83.2 83.4 83.2 63.4 62.3 81.7 81.8 8_,_9 63 0 _4.7 65.0 66 3 8(;.0 115._ 84.6 __88.L_._JLI._3.JL2
1250 890 89.3 88.3 89.4 89.2 _7 4 85.8 84 3 84.3 84 8 85 1 86 8 8_ 3 _6.0 84.2 81.7 140.9
1600 97.6 99.6 97.9 98.6 99.0 97.3 94=6 91.8 89.9 89.1 863 81.1 901 89=9 87.2 e6.0 148.9
2000 86 6 87.0 85 9 66 3 85 I 83.2 82 6 81 7 6_1 83 0 83.6 8_ 84 5 _3.5 81.8 78.7 138.4
2500 91.0 912 89 4 89.9 87 9 86.2 84 5 82 7 82.7 83.7 84.0 86 5 8_.2 83.9 82.1 79.0 _40=8
3150 96.2 96 8 95.3 96 I 94 0 92.4 90 8 87 7 86.4 85L8 85 9 87.8 87 0 85.4 82.7 81 6 145.9
4000 90.4 81.2 90.8 92 2 904 88.4 87.1 6_.0 84.7 85.2 66 2 87 9 90.1 84.4 82.1 80.6 143.1
5000 91.0 91 5 908 92 1 go 5 88 _ 88 2 65 7 8_.7 _7 2 88.1 89._ I;q.6 84.7 82.6 80.8 143.8
6300 80.9 90 7 899 91.0 89.4 87_5 869 84.3 63r4 84 5 86.9 88 3 87 5 84.1 81.3 79.1 14_._
8000 88.4 88 9 878 89 3 87 6 8_.3 85 2 819 806 8_ 1 84.4 66.6 87.1 R_ 6 797 78._ 141.6
10000 86.7 86.5 85.3 86.4 85.0 83.3 82.4 78.9 76.1 789 605 82.7 83.4 60.6 77.2 75r5 139.6
OASPL 1026 103.6 102.4 103.2 1025 I00 9 99 6 98097;9_______98.7 __999_7 10/:6 102 5 103.0 104.3 105.0 1_6.0
PNL 116.6 117,2 116.1 116.9 IIS.5 114.0 113,0 II1 0 110.6 111.1 1120 113 7 114 6 117 4 111.2 109.7
PNLT 119 g 121.0 119.5 1_05 170.4 110.9 116.5 113.9 112,8 112.0 113,3 115.4 1161 114.2 11_.6 111.7
DSA 103 3 104.3 103.0 103.8 103 0 101.4 996 97.3 96.7 97.2 97.7 99 6 99 6 98.1 96.7 94.5
APNLkt= !17.3 IPNLW= 126. I LAPNL-N:-- 108. I LIPNLN= 108 0 TI'NIW= 174 8
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE LOCATION
--_060-_#"1 2800A0 06-08*83 PEE_IES 40
ACOU%T I C RANGE REFF:RENCE RPM __ _RI _TH. AVO FNK I ALPHA PARR Pt_L AREA
150, fl ARC 2_(so 24803. 5AE77 28.88 FULL $PftERE




Appendix 9. I. 15
AVERAGE SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
77.0 DEG+ F.+ 70 PERCENT R.H. DAY, SAE 150.0 FT. ARC
IDENTIFICATION
11/14/83 9.019 PAGE I
AVERAGE - CZAEIO6G/P ! 310ilk0
INPUT - C2AEIO_G/P I xo_880
C2AE_L.Q6_g_/_ZZ_O_
C2AEIO6G/P 1 X02720
ANGLFS MEASUPED FROM INLET, DFGREE$
I0. 20. 30. 40r 50. 60. 70. 80. 90 I00. I10. 120. 130, 140. 150, 160.
FREG PWL
60 77+2 77.5 77.9 79.6 80.8 80.9 82.2 83.3 64.6 862 88.1 906 93.0 _.3101.0105.6147.7
63 7_,_ 79+0 80.2, _._ 61.4 81.5 82Jp-_-O;P-__J___L__§G._L_O_+_L.._9_.P____'__j__ _(c,.7 99.6103.9146.7
80 62.1 80.5 80.3 80.9 81.8 82.1 83.4 846 85.7 87.1 _g I 91.5 94.0 97.0 99.9101.3146.1
I00 63.4 51.5 81.9 83.0 83.4 83.5 84.5 85.3 864 879 69.9 9_ 4 9-1.9 97.6 I00.0 98.9146.1
125 82.5 82.3 82.5 83.6 83.6 83.8 848 _6 I 66.7 88.6 902 9_.9 95.0 q7.3 99.9 97.6146.0
160 82.0 0_ 8_.7 _4.Q 83.6 84.1 84.7 8_9 87_O__Q_4____.Z_fL___.n4_9 372 96.7 96.814_.6
200 82.0 83.5 64.6 85.1 85.5 645 a_ _ eTrO eS.O _e 9 905 9"1! 953 96.8 97.9 96.1145.6
250 61.6 53.2 84.2 84.8 94.7 850 85.5 _62 87.5 08.7 905 927 947 95.9 96.6 94.3144+9
315 82.2 82+8 84_0 85.0 85.1 85.2 859 8_.6 87.5 _91 905 _24 94.2 95 5 95.2 92.9144.4
400 _1+_ 83.0 93.2 05+0 85+2 65.4 05_9 87,2 88.0_L_TL__,_J_J___27 942 94.7 94._ _1.2144._
500 82.1 02.2 83r0 850 85.1 85.2 86.5 867 85+_ 898 907 927 93.7 942 932 94,2144.2
630 01.6 82.9 83.0 84.9 85.1 65.2 86+1 57.1 88.6 90.1 90.6 9P 2 93.1 92.9 92.2 96.0144.0
800 62.3 82.9 62.2 84.4 645 84.5 8_ 4 864 87.6 fl89 _0.0 91 _ 92.0 91.0 90.6 90.2142+8
__1000 85._ 85.0 840 85.5 86.4 85.1 ._8859 86.__8_.___9___91.2 oo.z____o_9 09.2 97.9143.4
1250 88.9 88.6 88.2 87.8 87.5 86.6 868 068 07.5 805 _90 913 904 90.3 88.4 92.2143.0
1600 98.9100+7100.7103+5102.1 993 99.4 96.8 94.7 93.7 94.5 944 95.7 93.7 92.7 90.1152.6
2000 90.6 91.5 91.4 93+2 91.7 89.9 89.5 884 87+9 853 889 90.3 903 03.1 87.3 84.8144.3
2_00 87.9 88.5 87.8 692 88.4 870 86.0 060 66.9 87.5 ILQ_I 8_.8 _8.9 57.6 85.8 83.2142,_
3150 98.0 96.0 96.3 97.9 95.9 939 934 917 89.8 09.6 904 919 so.1 P6.9 86.9 94.6147.9
4000 90+4 90.6 90.2 91.2 90.0 88.7 852 87.6 07+8 80+1 888 g0.2 88.9 56.7 84r7 83.1143.9
5000 92.7 93.2 92.8 94 I 92.2 91+0 900 694 89.8 90_1 9(' 6 923 90.0 86.8 85.2 83+5146.1
6300 91.1 90.2 90.0 92.0 902 88,6 08.3 870 07.8 888 91:0 922 91.187_9 85.2 83._ |45,_
8000 88.3 88.3 88.2 _9.8 87.9 86.8 85.9 04.4 84.5 8_ 5 88.4 9uo 8_.5 86.1 82.7 81.6143.4
10000 86.4 86.1 85.8 86.8 858 54.4 83.7 81+4 81.7 826 84.4 86+6 86.3 83.6 80.8 80.7141.5
OASPL 103.9104.2104.21063104.9103.010301020 I01 _91026. 1039105.6106.7107.0109.4110.9159.6
PNL 119+1 117.3117.4119.2118.0116.1 116.21149114.3114811591175117.2116.5115.8115.5
PNLT 121+1 120.9 121.0 123.6 122.2 119.0 119rg 118 O 116+7 116.6 1177 118+7 119.0 117.8 117.4 117+7
D_A 104.4 104.8 104.8 1069 105,5 103.3 103 I 10115 100,8 I01.1 102.1 103.4 103+3 102,4 101.4 102.6
APNLM= 120.4 IPNLM= 128,2 LAPNLW= 112,8 LIPNLN= 108,9 TPNLW= 126,8
IDENTIFICATION TFST DATE LOCATION ACOtI_TIC RANGE REFFRFNCE RPM ARITH AVG FNK IALPHA PAPIB P_ _A
C2AEIO6G/P I 3100A0 06+08-83 PEEDLFs 40 150 FT ARC 3100. 31546. $AE77 28r86 FULL SPHERE






16214ES/FSDR/RPMAVG I 1/14/83 9.019 PAGE 1
AVERAGE -ROUND PRESSURE LEVEI.S
77.0 DEG. F., 70 PERCENT R.H. DAY, $AE-- 1500 FT -ARC
IDENTIFICATION
AVERAGE - C2AEIO60/P I 3267A0
INPUT - C2AEIO6_/P 1 X02730 C2AFIO6G/P I
AiV,l_Gt ES HEAStlRED FROM INLET, nEC.REES
X02890
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90r t00, 110, 120. 130. 140. 150' 160.
FREQ PWL
50 79.2 79.5 79.8 81.5 83.0 83 2 83 9 85.8 87.1 885 90.2 9_.6 95.4 98.8 104,3 109.2 150,8
63 82,0 81.4 82.0 83.9 83.1 83 2 84,7 86,2 67.! Q_,9_,9___,L_5____9_,_JQ2, 0 107.3 149.4
80 84.0 82.3 82.5 83.5 839 44.5 85.1 R6 8 87.7 89.3 91.7 94 I 9n,4 _9,6 102.9 1050 149.1
100 85.1 83.7 83.3 84.6 84.9 858 86.4 875 B8.2 89.8 92.3 94.8 96.7 1002 103.1 102.2 148.7
125 84.5 84,5 84.2 85.3 85.5 85.9 86 8 _8.2 89 I 90 _ 92_7 9_ 0 97.3 99 9 102.7 100.8 148,6
160 _4._ 85.4 e_.O 86.4 85.6 85.8 86. 4 07_9 8_.6 90,Z_ 95.]__92__._._ 9 101.5 100.1 148.Z
200 83.2 85.7 86.4 86.8 86.7 864 87.8 R90 R9.7 91 6 93.1 9_ 6 974 99 5 100.7 98.6 148.0
250 83.5 85,3 85.9 86.7 86.7 86 9 87.9 88 5 89 3 91,2 93.1 956 97.2 993 99,6 96.3 147.5
315 83.8 85.3 86.4 87,4 87.4 67.0 87 9 8_3 89,3 91.2 _2.7 91 9 97.1 984 98.3 94.9 147.0
400 _3 5 85.1 84.8 87.1 87.7 87.3 88 I 8__,_____.89.8_9/_7____93.2 958 96.8 _7 8 97._ 93.8 146.9
500 82.0 83.8 85.2 868 87.3 87 5 88.G 89 3 90 7 91.7 93r0 9_.3 9¢.0 96.7 96.1 90,9 146.3
630 83.2 84.1 85.1 86 8 87.0 87,3 88.3 89.6 905 91,7 93 O 95 0 95 6 95.8 95,0 89.0 146,0
800 84.3 R4.5 83.7 85.7 856 87.1 8/.8 8_8 09 8 91,3 92 7 94.4 94,8 94.4 935 88.9 145.2
1000 86.5 86.9 86.3 87.2 86.8 866 87.4 8_66895 _L__.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;_2 94.5 93.8_______93_ 9_.4 844 144,9
1250 89.0 90.1 89.8 88.6 80.5 87.1 88.1 98 3 896 90 7 916 93 7 _3.6 926 91.5 8_rO 144.8
1600 99.6 100.4 102.0 100.2 100.2 99.1 99.0 97.1 94 4 990 96*6 96.3 96,0 93.6 92.7 91.2 152.4
200'0 96.4 96.7 99.1 98.0 97.2 96.3 96.2 94.4 926 95 2 938 94 R 94.3 9_L3 91.5 89,4 149.8
2500 891 88.8 88.9 91.5 89,2 891 80 7 68.8 80 8 89,6 91 3 92 O 9N 9 90 5 88 5 85.2 144.5
3150 93.9 96.3 93.8 97.3 95.0 920 91 9 91.0 91.0 90.6 91.6 9?.7 91.6 89 9 87 8 85.6 147.4
4000 925 93.5 92.5 948 94.0 91,4 915 90.3 91.0 90.6 91 I 9?4 908 f19 3 87.6 85.4 146.7
5000 932 93.4 92.9 94.4 93.2 91.5 91 5 90.2 91 0 91.6 92.7 94,b 91 7 R8.7 87.3 85.0 147.3
6300 90 2 90.4 90.6 92 5 90.5 89.4 89.5 88 I 88 9 90:3 92.6 93L7 9_.8 89 7 87.2 85 0 146 4
8000 88.1 88.9 88 9 69.6 88,8 R6.4 87.0 85 3 86 0 87,2 90.0 916 q0.2 87.9 846 82.9 144.5
10000 85.8 85.8 85.7 86.5 86.0 847 846 822 82.9 R4 0 BG4 8_.0 87 8 65 6 830 81.1 142.4
OASPL 104.3 105.1 105.8 1059 105.2 104.1 104r3 103 7 103 6 105 5 1063 loft 0 1N_.0 I10 4 112.2 113.7 |61._
PNL 117.1 118.2118.51193118.0117.0117.1 116.211601179117.9119.6119 I 118.5117.9115.9
PNLT 119.4 120.6 121.0 121 6 1205 119,4 119..1 Ilfl. I 117 1 119 9 1192 12o I 119 5 118.7 118 2 117.1
DBA 104.7 105.6 106.4 106.3 105.5 104 2 104.3 103 0 102 4 104 5 104 5 105 7 105 4 104.6 103.9 100.6
APNL_= 122.3 IPNLW = 1288 LAPNL_= 1155 LIPNLN= 1104 TPNLW: 127.6
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE LOCATION _ AC_tJ_T!C RAPinE _EF_RFNCE RPH _ A__Tt A VG FNK
C2AFIO60/P 1 326740 06-08-83 PEEBIES 4D 150. ET ARC 3267. 34530.













AVERAGE SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
77.0 nED. F., 70---PERCYNT-RI'H7 DAY_'SAE -150.0 ET- ARC-
IDENTIFICATION
11/14/83 9.045 PAGE I
AVERAGE - C3AEIO7G/P 1 1920A0
INPUT - C3AEIO7N/P I XO311O C3AEIOTG/P 1 _D3190
ANGLE5 NEASURED FROM INLET, OEOREES
10. 20. ao 40. 50 60 70 ap _d_--Too_-io_--ia_7--_3d.---_40. 150. 160.
FREQ Pt./L
SO 64.7 6_.1 65.0 67.5 64.5 649 66 O 67 0 67 7 69.1 70 7 72 O 73 7 75.7 77.8 79.5 125.5
63 71.1 70.8 70.0 775 67.1 66.2 _1___683 7_____7|,3 _72_7 73 6 7_.___6._.478.6 126.4
80 672 66.0 65.1 65.0 65.1 65.8 66.9 67 3 6_.2 69 5 70 9 722 73 7 75.7 76.7 76,9 125.0
IOO 67.8 66.7 66.3 66.3 67.0 67.5 67.4 68.7 69.4 70 4 72.3 733 ;'_ 0 76.6 77.4 75.6 125.9
I2S 87.8 67.0 66.? 67.4 67r3 67.9 68 5 69 7 70.3 711 72 9 74 2 7_5 76 4 771 75.2 126.2
160 69.3 68-2 67.7 69.3 681 673 68.7 69,_ ?O.O 71.__ "/_._ 7344_._3 76.0 75.5 74.612_.8
200 68.9 68.3 69.9 69.2 68.7 68.3 _9 6 714 70.7 73 3 740 7_6 7_.7 75.6 74.6 74.7 126.5
250 69.9 68.8 69.4 70.1 69.3 69.3 69 _ 6_.9 71.0 71.4 7_ 7 73.5 74 6 74.9 73.4 72.5 125.9
315 71.3 71.7 71.9 7_.9 71.4 70 3 70.5 70 7 71 2 72 I 734 74.2 74 6 75.1 73.9 72.1 126.6
400 72.3 72.7 72.7 73-1 72.3 72.0 71 6 71.4 72 7 74 0 75 9 /6.7 759 76.4 75.7 73._ |_e'}
500 72.9 72.4 72.7 74.2 73 2 72.4 73 9 71.9 73 9 74_9 _5 5 76.1 7G.I 76.1 73.8 71.7 1_8.4
630 75.8 75.0 74.6 75.6 75,0 74.0 73.3 71.9 727 74.0 75.2 7"; 8 7_ 2 74.4 72.6 70.9 1284
900 80.9 81.0 79.4 799 76.6 766 75.0 728 72.7 73 P 74.3 7,1 5 75 o 73.8 72.3 70.9 130.2
lOGO 90.3 916 89.6 91.5 896 86.7 83.9 61._ 77.7 766 77.7 79.6_79 2 82.2 78.9 70.5 ,13_,7
1250 83.1 82 7 81.8 91.1 80.1 79.0 76.9 7_.6 71.8 71 5 72 6 7_.1 ,73.4 72.5 71.0 69.5 131.3
1600 90.8 90.8 92 I 91 6 83.3 83.5 82.s 80 4 76.0 76 5 _G 6 770 79 Z 78.4 74.3 75.4 139.1
200_ 90.5 90.0 90.1 93 2 87.6 87.7 93 6 807 77 3 76 4 76 B Roo 79 6 77.4 75.2 74.3 140.0
2500 86.4 87.4 89_4 93.9 900 90.9 87.2 624 77.0 77 7 76 I 76,8 78 7 77.6 7_.4 75.7 |4_._
3150 85.3 87.7 86.7 09 I 86 S 86.7 83.2 7n.7 74 9 75 3 76.6 /6 L 78,5 7G.O 73.6 72.7 137.9
40GO 85.7 88.9 85.O 65.7 64.5 82.5 61.0 76.2 73.3 74.2 753 77,7 77.1 75._ 72.6 71.0 136.2
5000 84.6 86 2 94.4 _ O 84 4 82 _ 81 3 76.1 73.5 73 7 7_ 8 70.0 T9.G 77.0 73 4 70.7 135.9
6300 85.1 86 4 88.1 85.9 94 2 81.6 79.8 74.2 71 I 71.7 74.7 75.9 77.2 76.1 72.2 71.3 136._
8000 82.5 83.6 92.4 83 3 82 5 80.4 79 3 73 3 68 7 69 I 72.1 73.0 .'4 9 73.8 70.7 69 0 134.5
IDOOO 79.2 79.9 79.1 798 79.6 77.3 75.7 70.0 65 8 67.0 68 8 71.5 7_ 9 74.7 67.1 65.3 132.2
OASPL 97.7 98.6 96.3 I000 96.6 95,9 93.? 69 6 86 S 873 88.3 89 5 90 3 9O.3 88.7 88,3 148.6
PNL I10.0 111.0 110.6 113 2 110.0 109 9 I07 2 1_3_9_7-/_0_-1-0i.0 I07 2 IO'_.0 I._?.1 99.8 99.2
PNLT 112.7 114.3 113.6 116.9 113.4 112.9 It)9.9 I0_ 9 I01 _ I01 7 IO_ 4 10.1.3 IO4 7 1o_ I 102.2 102.0
DeA 98.3 99.2 99.0 100.8 97 2 96.7 93 8 69 9 AG 3 96 _ _7.3 8_.7 9q 4 86 8 85 9 85.2
APNL_= 107.3 IPNLW= 121.3 LAPNL_= 97,3 LIPNL_= 104.8 TPNL_= 1196
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE LOCAIlON
C3AEIO7G/P I 1820A0 0609-93 PEF_LCS 4D--
GP HICS/HARD_ALL INLET/6DB FREEFIELD CORR/_09911
AC_IISTIC RANC_F REFFR_N_FRpM ___ARITH AVQ FNK IALPHA PAI"_ Pt,/L AREA
--i_- F--_--A_6.......






AVERAGE SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
77.0 DEG. F., 70 FCRCENT R.II. DAY, SAE---15OO FT. ARC
IDENTIFICATION
AVERAGE - C3AEIO7G/P I 2030A0
INPUT - C3AEIOTG/P I X03100 C3AEIO7G/P I XN2990
C3AEIO70/P_J____I_Q ...............
9.045 PAGE I
ANt_LER MrA_)RFO FRr)_I INLET. DENREES
|O. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60 70. 80 90. I00 I10 120_-130 140" _150_ 160.
FREG PWL
50 66.5 67.3 86.7 68 8 67.7 684 6R 5 70.6 71 2 72 3 73 9 75 9 77 5 79 O 82 0 fl4.2 12q4
80 70.0 66,7 68 0 67.7 G8 8 6q.7 70 O 71.0 71.7 73 _ 7,1 _ 7¢_ I ?P 0 19 9 01 2 81 4 1_9.1
100 70.0 08 6 68.6 69 0 70 5 70 5 70.8 72.7 7_8 ?J 1 7_ G 7/ I }'is.9 80 7 817 79.9 1_9.7
125 69.5 69.0 69 3 70.2 70 4 70 4 71 (; 7_.7 73 2 74 5 7_ I 7? _ 7q I nO 3 81 0 792 1_9.7
16o 69.8 696 69 9 70 6 7N 0 70.2 714 /2 _____g__.__-L.3 75 _ 7_ 0 /__ 79.9 79 4 78._61.,g_,t
200 70.8 70 6 ?1.! 71 2 71.4 71 8 71 6 73 3 7:_ 4 75 3 7_ 0 7_ 7 70 9 7_.2 70 8 77,9 129.3
250 69.8 70.4 71.1 71.0 71.3 711 719 72.4 73 4 740 7_ 5 76 4 .'.'.4 78.0 77.3 7_5 128.4
315 72.4 72.7 73.1 72,8 72.9 72 4 73.0 7_.7 73 4 74 3 7_ 0 7(, _ "?,5 ,'7.8 76.7 74.8 1288
400 73.7 74.| 73 8 74 7 73.8 73.5 73.2 73 2 71.3 7_:7_._._..777_3 77_9 79 I 78.2 77.2 75.3 129.J.
500 74.2 ?4.0 74.3 74 9 74 7 73.7 739 .'.10 74,9 76 4 77.7 7?.7 78.5 77.5 7_.0 73.4 129.9
630 76.7 76 I 7_.5 77,1 76 0 74.8 74.6 74 3 74 9 76 4 78.2 7/ 7 70.3 77.2 7%.8 730 130.4
600 79.9 80_ 78.9 79.4 78 3 76..! 75.3 74 4 73 4 7%.1 70 6 7_.7 77.2 75.5 74.7 72.4 130.8
1000 89.4 90,9 899 91 0 88 6 87 4 85.P 8_:8_.795 .79 ____79 2 _q_) 2 7_ 2 79 6 79 2 77.4 |39:__
1250 87 7 68 8 88.2 80 3 86 G 85.1 83 _ no 3 7/._ 77 1 77.3 7u,1 77.7 .'ft.2 70.9 752 137.6
1600 85.2 84.7 84,7 832 82.7 81.3 80 3 76.4 7_ 0 75 4 760 71_ 0 782 75.6 74.0 728 134.2
2000 95.3 92.4 94.6 91 5 88 6 88_ 875 84 O 79.2 79.G 78 5 _t) 1 _1.7 79.8 77.4 76.6 141.8
2800 87.0 87.7 881 89.7 88.1 06.0 85 2 _0 8 77.1 76.1 77 O 78 7 79._ 77.6 759 74._ )38_
3150 89.5 90.9 94.5 99 I 93.7 91.2 9;? 4 06 9 8_._ 80 I 80 7 81,4 8:'.2 810 78.1 77.1 145.1
4000 86.7 88 0 86 6 88 6 87 1 85.0 83.3 78 9 7_9 79 0 776 79.3 8_ 2 77 3 74.9 73._ 1383
_O00 86.6 88r4 88.0 89 5 89 2 06.5 83 8 70 9 76 2 76 2 _7 9 7 _ 4 80.1 7b 9 74 5 73.0 139.3
6300 866 87 2 866 88.7 87.0 85 5 84 7 79 4 75 4 74 8 77 4 7_ 3 '0 779 _ 75 3 73.5 1388
8000 63.7 84.9 841 86 I 84 4 82 3 80 9 7_.7 71.2 71 5 7:18 7_'_ /7 I 70 4 72 6 71.0 136.8
I0000 82.0 83.1 82 6 83 3 8_ I 00_ 78r_ ?_ 9 6_.7 69 _ 71 0 7_ 6 74 4 74.8 701 6?.6 135.1
OASPL 99.4 99.3 100 2 I01 6 98r8 97 0 qG _ 924 89:6- 898 __90 G _1 6 _7 9_ 4 91 9 91.4 150,_
PNL 112.& 112.4 114.2 Ii6 5 113,4 I_i._ 111._ 107 1 IO3 e i0_ i 1o3 9 io_9 i :;._ Io4-9 io_ 2-10i_6--
PNLT 115,9 114.5 116.9 119.5 115 4 113fi 114,3 1_9 5 I05 _ 104 .1 105 I 1_5 .i IL ..8 I_._ 1_4 4 lOP.8
OBA 100.1 99.9 101.1 102 4 99.5 97.7 912 92 0 89 2 _9 0 8_4 90 5 I 4 8'_ 9 88 I 86.4
APNLU= I10,| IPNLW: 124.6 LAPNIM: 98,_ LIPNL_ 105._7 TI'NIW= 123 2
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE LOCATION A_C_LJSTIC. RAI_IGE I?FFI REN_ E RPI"I ANITI'I AVr_ F'NK. IAi PIIA PAI, IEI PWL AREA
C3AEIOTGiP I 2030A0 O_"-(_9-=83----P-E_E_LE$ .,_D --- /5_) " F! ARc-- - ,in3() ............. /-_34/.-------SAE-7-7 28.91 FULL SPHERE












AVERAGE SOUND PRI_SSIJRE LFV[i _;
77.0 DEe F., 70 PFRC[NT RH. nAY, $XE "I_070-F_--ARC
IDENTIFICA]ION
11/14/83 9.045 PAGE I
AVERAGE - C3AEIO7G/P I 210GAG
INPUT - C3AEIO70/P I X0.3090
C3AEIO70/_J_._ xo3t_
C3AEIOTN/P I X030_O
*NOLES .rA_i,Rro FRm IHLeT. nFOR,-E$
FnEO I0. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80 9o7---10_--;1-o.--;ao: 13o. 14o. I,o. 16o.
I%lk
60 68.3 88.4 69.7 70.3 69.9 70 7 71.6 73 0 73.7 74.9 76 2 781 00 2 O_ 6 94.8 87.1 132.1
63 71.6 72.:) 71.9 77.L__72.7 72.9 .. 7 ) _9 7._,_ _ {L__Z.t,_L.____§, Z__ ;p0, __ _ 000,_4.___j_ _,, (l_ _ (}__,__.__fa.,.R,_| 32. 2
90 71.3 70.9 71.O 69.e 71.4 72.0 72 O 73.3 74.5 ;'5.7 77 2 78.'3 :_11 _ ,12. 6 64.3 64.3 131.9
IOO 71.4 70. I 71.O 70.7 71_6 72.2 72 9 74.4 74.9 76.2 71.8 79 7 81.3 8.3.3 64.4 63.1 132.2
19'6 71.6 70.9 71.9 72.4 72.2 73.4 "/.I.O 75.0 J5.1 76 7 781 7_ 9 Oi.7 6,' 9 840 A2.4 132.2
160 71.7 7i.9 T2._ 72.5 72.3 77._1_2_L6 74.6 750 76._L--2L-0__Z_.R___0L L__I}_.6 82.4 6|.,j___1_11.7
200 73.2 73.! 73.8 73.1 73.4 735 74.4 ",15.9 /37 77.5 711.3 79 4 _1.4 8;'*.0 81.9 90.6 131.0
9,60 71.7 72.0 73.8 73.4 73.4 73 5 74.1 74.7 75.5 76 I 77.6 70.7 P_.3 81.2 60.7 76.7 131.O
315 74.4 74.2 74.6 74.7 74.4 74.1 76.1 74.4 75.2 76 4 77.7 76;. 6 19.9 etO 5 79.7 77.8 131.0
400 711.) 79..7 75._, 75..s 75._ 75.3 75 0 T} 9---2P.-___ZT_L_._:_.__Z'it_Lj___.5 79.5_ 77.6 131.6
600 75.7 76.0 75.5 76.2 75.7 75.4 75 3 75 2 76.0 76.3 70.8 7',.4 0_.0 74J.8 _6.3 75.7 131._
630 78.4 77.1 76.9 77,4 77.0 76.3 75 9 76 O 76.O 76 7 79 9 79 5 79 6 79.1 77.6 715.0 131.9
800 92.6 60.6 79.6 76.7 79.9 77.6 76.7 75 6 78.2 76 7 78.1 77.1 79.1 /7.8 70.5 74.3 132.0
1250 94.4 93._ 93.7_3.--O 93.5 92.7 91.4 86.6 95.0 92r2 64 0 64 2 r3.7 84.0 el.e 61.1 143.6
1600 95.9, 66.7 65 9 64.2 8.3.6 628 91.e 76.0 76 3 77 6 78r0 77.9 79.1 7_.n 75.8 75.7 1915.4
2000 90.0 96.4 98.3 90.7 92.6 69.9 66.0 81.7 76.6 16.4 79 0 80 I OI,O 80. I 77.4 76.9, 144.0
_500 9!. I 95. 2 72 5 94 2 91 s 91.3 69 R _3-AL.-_Z.,..E.__I}9__,q__.e._I._ ! ...........9 ',.o 93J.___2.u 7_u_._Z2,Z.J_43_4
3150 91.4 93.2 94+6 96 9 97.4 96.9 93 5 88 9 84.7 82.7 92.9 83 3 _14 6 82.3 82.1 80.6 146.9
4000 69.0 89.6 89 I 90.3 91.1 89.1 98+4 64.3 81.0 ao 6 61 3 91._ aS.(_ 81.2 78.3 76.2 141.6
5000 66.7 89.8 89.3 89.3 89.2 07.7 86.6 82.2 76.6 79.7 80 6 61 r 3 61.4 78.7 76.2 74.6 140.4
6300 .87.7 87.7 67.9 88.6 69 4 87.2 _'i9__ _0.7 76.6 ?Q'0 .7_0 6 81 1 S_. Le_l 76.__._______.4 140,Q
6OO0 9S.S 06.0 65.6 6(_.3 66.0 93.9 63 I 760 73.4 73.4 -76"--_'/-- 7_--3----_8--_9 70.4------73.9 72.6 137.9
lOS00 03.6 83.7 03.8 83.6 1_4.7 61.6 80.5 75 2 70,8 71 0 72.7 ?_._.5 7.5 9 70.4 71.2 69.3 136.6
OAS PL 100. I IO2.7 102.6 IO1__8 IOI 9 IOO 9 98 8 _I---7-..-_9_"3-_---_L_,,_--_-_-L--_4-4J---.-9_.-_._._L_).__94__6__ 94.3 152._
PNL 113.1 115.9 115.6 |16.2 116.5 115.-6 113 3 IO9 3 106.2 IO5 5 106 3 10].4 IOn.4 IO6.9 IO6.0 IO4.4
PNLT 115.9 116.4 116.7 119.O 119.5 119.5 117 0 III 9 IO",.9 IO/.O IO8 I IOJ. 3 IIn .) I06.9 IO7.8 IOG.3
OBA IOO. 7 IO3.7 IO3.4 IO2.6 IO2.9 IOI,7 99 5 95 O 92.2 91.1 92.1 99".1 93 8 _2 3 90 5 88.9
APNL_,, 112.4 IPNLU: 126. I LAPNL.U: 1_2.5 LIPNLW: IO9 7 T#'NLt#: 124.0
IOENTIFICATION TEST DA|E LOCATION
06-09-9.3 PEER_F$ 4D
GP MICS/HARDWALi. INL_T/GL'Zfl FREEFIEI_D CORR./I09BII
ACOUSTIC RA_3E ..... R[FERFNCF_ .............RPH AR TH AVG FNK __IA_PHA_ PAffI_ ,._1_...____








AVERA(_F. StlIIND PRF.'_StJRE I FVFL$
77.0 DEG F., 70"P[R-_'I-I'IT-R_H---I_A-V-.--$AE_-"'i-'_O-_O FX ARC
IDENtIFiCATION
I I I 14/83 9. 045 PAGE I
AVERAGE - C3AFIO7GIP I 2320A0
INPUT - C3AFID70IP I X03080 C3AEIOTG/P I X03010
ANOLES MEASURED FRCR1 INLET. D_ORFES
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. IO0 ---/I0_0_-'130. 140. I_0, I60.
FREG PWL
50 60.0 69.3 69.5 71.3 71.5 719 73.1 74.2 75 I 76 7 78,1 79 8 82.1 84,6 87,6 90.2 134,5
_3 7_._ 73.4 71,9 75,_ _7._ 74.0 74.9__._%1J 75 4 77__ _?_@ 6. 79 9 _ 3____.|_A__8_.4 .89,0 134,2
60 72.1 71.3 71.3 71.7 72.5 72.7 73,8 75.2 7_,7 76 9 79 0 80 9 82.7 n4.9 66.7 67.2 134.0
100 72.3 70.9 7|.6 72.4 73.0 73.3 744 75.6 76.0 7_.7 79 4 81.0 83_1 85.5 67.0 85.5 134.1
125 72.4 72.5 73.7 74.4 73,6 74.6 75,4 76.4 77,0 78.1 80 0 61.7 83.5 _5.0 86.5 84,7 134,2
160 72.6 73.6 73.9 73.9 736 743 75 4 76.| _fi.7 7__0 _.9 _ _.__ / 083 ]J__ I..__Q_.,.____. S
200 73.6 74.0 74.9 74.4 74.6 74.8 762 77.5 76.9 79. I 80 2 81.9 83.9 84.4 84.2 82.9 133.9
250 72.6 74.0 74.7 74.7 75.0 75.0 75.4 76.3 77.0 780 79 5 Ro 8 82.3 83.2 82.9 81.2 132.9
315 75.0 75 4 75.5 75.6 76.0 75.6 76.3 76 4 76.6 78.0 79.6 8U.4 82 4 b2.7 82.1 79.9 132.8
400 75.6 76.6 76.3 76.6 76.7 76.0 76.7 70.7 77.5 79 3 _ 8 8l 5 82.79___.L8|.4 79L_]_._
500 76.7 76.4 76.6 77.1 76.9 77.0 76.8 76.9 78.0 79.6 O0 3 en.s n2.0 01.6 80.7 76.0 133.1
630 76.9 78.5 77.7 78.5 79.0 79.4 70.7 78.0 77.9 79 9 80 9 81.4 elL8 80.9 79.9 77.1 133.7
COO 81.9 91.9 80.3 90.6 79.9 80.4 76 6 76.9 77.0 78.6 79. I 79.9 R0.7 79.9 78,8 76.9 133.5
1000 85.1 85.1 84.5 84.2 83.5 83 3 81.3 790 77.8 7_._7 78 9 792 79 8 79.3 77.8 75.9 13_.4
1250 94.1 95.7 96.5 949 95.1 93.1 91 5 87.9 85.4 64.1 84,4 84.4 86.2 P4.2 02.0 62.5 145.2
lSOO 86.9 67.8 87.7 86.4 86.0 84.6 83._ 80.6 7n.5 78 9 79.4 79.9 80.1 79.3 77.9 77.0 I37.4
2000 89.4 98.2 89.3 90 0 69.6 66 6 85.4 81.1 78 6 79.4 79 6 80.1 6o3 79.6 78.5 75.9 141.4
2500 9.1.9 99.0 93.6 9_ 6 94.1 92.2 91.2 87_ 83.3 s_L___2_l o.II _,_ 3 6_6 el.5 79._ |4_.Q
3150 91.8 95.0 92.1 94.4 95 9 93.9 91.7 88.0 02.7 82.8 81.4 81.8 835 81.2 79.9 78.8 145.1
4000 91.8 92.7 90.6 92.9 94.4 92.4 90.4 80.7 8_6 8_ 3 82 0 8_ 5 83.9 80.7 79.2 77.5 144_0
5000 91,6 92.1 91.5 97.3 92.9 90 7 89 7 86.5 U_ 6 82 2 83.5 63.4 83.5 80.8 76.7 76.9 143.5
6300 89.2 90.4 896 91.2 89 9 88 7 875 n__07_ 67_ 80i0_ 83:_ U.I___ 8_6 77.7_775___7 141. _
9000 87.3 86.1 67.1 88.7 87.6 86. I 84 8 80 8 7_ 9 75 3 780 7c,.5 61.0 79.4 76.0 74.2 139.9
10000 65.1 85.7 84.9 0_.8 85.5 83.7 82.0 78.0 73.3 734 74.7 7/.3 71./ 76.6 72.6 71.0 138.2
OASPL 101.5 104.5 101.7 107.7 102 6 100.8 9q 3 96.0 93.1 93 4 94 2 9_2 96.6 96.5 96.7 96.6 153.7
PhiL 115.0 IIS.O 114.4 116.3 116.4 II4.7 113 I 109.9 106.2 106 5 106.9 107 6 IO n 8 107 4 tOG.4 104.9
PNLT 117.7 121.1 117.9 1196 119.9 117.7 IIGI II26 lOB 6 108 2 lOS 6 I_'_ 4 1109 I._30 108.1 106.9
DSA 102.2 105.5 102.4 103_ 103.4 101.5 999 96 2 02 7 92 5 929 9;1 7 94 7 97.9 91.5 89.9
APNLt4: 112,5 IPNL_= 12.'_.6 LAPNL.t4: 1038 LIPNLt4: 111.4 TPNI.W: 1242
IDENTIFICATION
C3AEIO7G/P I 2320A0
TESt DATE LOCATI__O.N .... A CCQUSTIC.RANq[ REFI RENCE............... R_H ARITI! AVG FNK IALPHA PAMB I_JL ARgA
06-09-83 PEF_IFS 4D I_. FT ARC 232U. 16477. SAE77 P8.92 FULL SPHERE










I I / 14.'83 9. 045 PAGI[ I
AVERAGE _OIJND PRESSURE rEVELS
77.0 DEe F,, 70 PtRCENT R._I. DAY, sAE ...... I_?0 i I A_RC
IDENTIFICATION
AVERAGE - C3AEIO70/P I 2fiOOAO
INPUT - C3A[IOIO/p I XO30_O C3AEIOTO/P I X03160
A_IES I'IEASUIIEO FR_ INI [T, Ol OREES
10. zo. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. e_T---9o---_d_7--i-io.- --i?0 130, 140_ 15o.FREO 160.
PWL
60 70.3 71. 1 71.2 73.4 73.9 74.0 75 2 76.6 77 7 79 ! RO.8 93,0 84.9 87.6 91,0 93.5 137.6
63 7_.7 74.4 74.1 77.6 75.5 75 5 76 7 _ 700 79 ? _].0 A':-9---_--_.--t__/;L!'_._O.A_..§ 137.2
80 74.2 73.2 73.6 73.7 74.3 74.9 76.2 77.5 78.4 79 8 R1.7 8.3.e; B5.G liP.! 901 90.6 137.O
100 74.O 73.1 74.4 74 9 ?.F`.;_ 75.5 76.6 77.9 78 7 5_ F` 8.'b.O 84 2 eC.I aP 5 90.! e6.e 137.!
125 74.3 74.6 75.9 76.3 75.8 76 7 77.7 78 5 79 4 80 7 6. _ 5 e.I 4 8.". 9 8P.2 89.6 88.2 137.0
160 74.5 76.3 75.4 760 75._) 76.4 77 4 785 79 _ 8rl
J L _ _ 3 e 4 3 _
...... - ........... IL____7._#_._ 07.2 136._
200 75.1 76.3 76.9 77.2 77.4 76.9 79 0 79L8 79 7 82 2 62 B 94 7 b6 4 _'7.4 67.5 86.2 !36.7
260 74.6 76.2 77.0 77.3 77.3 77.4 79 I 78 6 79.4 _O 7 1_2.4 8'I*N 6"F`.4 _'-6 66.3 84.2 135.9
315 76.2 77.2 77.5 77.6 76.5 77.6 78 3 789 795 80 8 82.1 93 7 04.9 85.8 85.1 6_.6 135.5
400 77.3 78.0 70.3 78.6 78.9 79.1 78_____.. 77_.0 00.3 ]);_ O ('.1 6 612 8_G. I 04:7 31.9 135. 9
600 77. 9 73. 0 70. 4 78. II 79. I 78. 2 .....................
79.0 79 3 B0+3 61 9 6_.9 8'1 3 64 6 8416 53.3 80.6 135.6
630 60.6 90.6 79.9 So.? 91.5 809 e0 3 80 3 81.1 83.1 e',4 9:) G 84.4 .q3 7 82.7 79.9 13662
600 6_.3 82.4 81.5 81.9 62.3 82.1 81 8 796 79.9 80 9 924 8P 7 9J 4 (*2.6 61.6 79. l 135.9
_.__11_O_O .O 84r9 84.9 84+6 A4 9 84.2 83.8 62 B__._____J_l 00.3 _._OI 01 _ B;' 2 [_.. _. :ll + wOO 6 :_]L_)--J.._-_L_
1250 97.9 96.4 98.4 96.6 97.1 96 8 95 5 93.1 88.t_ 97,-'5 89 2 8q 9 08 0 95 4 85.5 85.0 148.0
16OO 92.2 61.6 93.3 917 9_'.! 912 90 2 87.6 64.4 6.3 B; B-I 5 8J O 6-_.3 8.'.9 91.9 90.1 143.0
2000 67.4 66.7 67.7 87.7 86.7 85 9 84 9 81.8 79 6 802 _) 7 82.1 91 ? 8_.6 790 76.5 138.5
2500 98.0 99.1 96.9 95 2 95 I 94.5 92 9 90_.._26.3 03.9 P4.6 6_._L 7 I;[;__L 03.SJ2 6 01.4 |g_--_Z--
--3i50 92.5 93.2 92 e 93.1 9;'.4 90.3 89 2 aG.I 8_..9 81 3 r2.2 _4 I F5 I 81.7 80 O 77.9 143.3
4000 92.6 95.0 949 96.9 96.0 943 93 2 8_l.6 86.3 84 4 t_4.e e _, _. Or| b 83.4 82.4 90.1 146.6
5000 92.1 9;_.6 91.9 9; _ 6 929 91.9 91 2 87 5 95 _. 85 3 1_5 6 87 9 h5 4 81.9 80.1 79.2 144.5
6300 909 90.6 90.6 91.O 90.? 89.5 08 4 _5,3 81.9 81_.4 8_ 6 6'_ 3 6' 3 81.7 7_)_.:0 77.1 142.6
8000 25.2 98.? 68.7 89 3 8_ 4 87.0 IkR.I 82.5 78.5 75 0 _N 8 _" .1 84 3 _? 3 78 .1 76.3 141.2
IOO00 86.2 86.7 86.9 86.6 86.7 95.O 83.6 79.3 75.9 76.7 77.4 7't 6 "/9.6 77.9 74.1 72.4 139.6
OASPL 103.6 I04,0 103,9 103 S I03__3 I02.4 101.3 98.7 96.1 959 97.1 98.5 99_ 99.l 99.7 9_,_
---_NL 117.2 119:() 117._ 117.4 Ii6.9 Ii5"-_ il_l 7 III'--9--T-_9-3"I_96-I_-:-5-_:_ -iY_ _--i(_9:-_--_-_i8-_'-_7.-0
PNLT 120.3 12O.? 120.1 120 3 119,9 118.7 If?,? 114,8 III,5 110 .1 !II,5 113 2 113.6 II0.5 II0, I 109.0
_A 104.4 104.0 104.6 I0.1 2 104.0 103.0 I01 e gq 0 OF, 7 g4 9 95 g 9',1 97.1 94.8 93.9 92.0
APNLW; 1"1'5.2 5PNLW: 127.1 LAPNI-(J-;--IO6.? K. IPNI.W= 113.6 TPNLbe: I;)5.8
IDENTIFSCATION TEST PATE L O_CATi_O.H. .... ACOUSTIC RAN(].[ REFERENCE RI'H AR TH AVO FNK
C3AEIO70/P I ;P_O_O-AO 00"09-83 PEEBI.CS 40 150 FT AI;C ......................
;:;_00. I 9 _1"_9,
GP HICS/IIARDMAIL INI-ET/_D_ FhEEFIELD CORR. /I09RI I
IALPHAPAF__ .... ..___e_i___8[A









AVERAGE SOt/NO rRESSURE t EVELS
77.0 DEO. F., 70 PERCENT R H. DAY, SAE iSO_--F_-ARC
IDENTIFICATION
11/14/83 9.046 PAGE |
AVERAGE - C3AEIOTG/P 1 2_OOAO
INPUT - C3AEIOTG/P 1 XO3160
C3AF.I_Z_L___O
C3AEIO7G/P 1 XO3OSO
ANOLES HEAStJRED FROM iNLET. DEGREES
,o. 2o. 30. 40. 60. 60. 70 90. 90. 100:--_;0-- I_0--_3_*_b. 150. 180.
FREQ P14L
60 74.2 74.9 766 77.6 77.8 78 0 79.1 80 6 81.6 83.3 852 87.3 89 0 9_.6 96.5 99.9 142.9
63 76.6 77.0 76.5 79.LZ0.570,5 8o I 81___82,_)__ 01,3 _G_,__.O_,O..__.9-- _;:,§__9_L__gLfe._.142-3
80 78.2 77.1 77.4 77.7 78.3 79 2 80.3 81.8 8_.7 84 0 86 I 88.1 90 6 93 3 95.7 96.4 142.2
100 79.3 77.9 ?8.6 79.3 79.9 79.9 81.0 82.2 83 0 8.;.7 8(,.4 _S_ bo F 93.5 95.8 94.6 142.1
126 79.4 79.0 79.8 80.1 80.2 80.8 81 9 82.7 83.9 85.2 86 9 8_*I 912 _3.7 95.3 93.9 142.2
|60 78.5 79.8 79.7 80.3 80.3 80.7 81,8 8_._J,L._____.J,)..__B._.Q__§U_O_ _0._8 _J.4 94 2 93.0 I_|_?
200 78.9 80.3 80.8 81.3 80.7 81.4 82.3 84.0 84.0 65 7 87.4 89 I _1 4 °2.6 93.4 91.8 141.6
260 78.0 80.0 81.0 81.2 81.1 81.3 82.3 83 3 84 0 85 4 87 i 80 6 9u 4 91.8 91.9 89.7 140.8
316 79.2 80.2 80.6 81.6 81.9 81 6 82.7 833 83 9 85 2 B7I 8_ 1 8g.g gl.2 90.9 88.4 140.4
4DO 79.6 01.0 Sl._ el.e a2._ e!7 83 i JL_,O___4_4 §LL_.__?____L_'-'-.___O,5 09.0 87.2 I]0,4
500 80.4 00.6 80.9 82.0 82.2 82 2 83 0 83 7 8.1 4 85.8 87.1 Bq 4 89.6 _9 6 88.6 86.6 140.0
830 82.3 82.6 62.2 82.6 82,6 82 9 83.4 84 O 85.7 81;.I 8/ 6 80 I _kq.I 89.1 87.6 84.7 140.1
900 82.5 84.1 83.7 83 8 63.4 83.1 83.1 83.4 84.0 85 4 864 8/.I 87 8 87.7 66.6 63.2 139.3
IooQ _60 86.2 06.4 86.L85.6 85.0 84:_.__.Q__..__J3.SJ_L_]____§___O_ __ O_G:§... O[L,__L_O5.1 62.0 139.7
1250 90.9 91.0 92._ 91.7 92.8 92 2 92 e 89 8 9_0 859 86.6 67 _ _7 4 86.7 85.5 83.4 144.1
16_0 99.4 100.7 102._ |01.7 10_.7 104.3 104.9 10u7 _5.5 92 I 93.6 92 B _2.8 91.2 91.9 90.2 154.4
2000 88.2 89.2 88 S 89 0 88.9 87 _ 87.5 P_ 5 83 9 84 _ 8% 0 8_ O 8 r 5 8_.0 83.3 80.6 141.0
2500 91.7 92.4 91.4 92.3 91.3 896 88 _ p§___84_[._1_[______7_3_6:6 _4_LJQ.,..._,..,._
3150 97.9 97.5 97.4 98.1 97.7 95.9 960 93 4 R9.8 88 I 88 3 89 ? n(, 8 _6.9 86.7 83 3 148.8
4000 92.4 93.9 93.2 94.9 93.9 91.9 91.0 fl9.O 87.0 86 6 87._ 88.9 !*1,4 85.6 83.3 81.8 145.7
601_0 93.6 _5.1 94.9 95.7 96 3 93 4 93 O _O 6 _R 9 88 _ _0 0 9_;._ 90 2 8% 6 84.1 82.3 147.1
6300 92.2 92.6 92._ 93.6 93 3 91 7 91.1 _._L______8..__]___9 8" _ 8_____ __e_5 00.4 14_,_
8000 69.0 90.2 89.6 91.6 90.8 89.0 88 6 85.3 (;3 I 82:1 _ I 8_ 9 _/.6 P4 6 80 8 78.9 143.7
IOOOO 86.9 87.6 87.8 88.2 88.9 86 4 8_ 9 82.7 80.3 79 3 bl 2 8_.6 _3 4 81.7 77.3 76.0 141.7
OASPL 104.3 106.1 105.7 1068 106.1 106 3 106 6 103_3.|00 3_ I0[:_ 102 3 1034/0_J. 105.2 105,5 1=8.8
PNL 118.1 118.4 119.5 119 I 118.8 119 0 liar3 I|_ 4 113.3 112 3 113 6 II'l f I1% 6 I1_ 6 113 2 111.6
PNLT 121.4 121.9 122.5 122.9 122 8 124.9 125.4 121 6 116.6 114 7 116.2 lID.(; 117 7 115 4 115 7 114.3
D_A 105.0 106.7 106.5 106.5 106.8 1070 107.4 103 8 IUO| _8 G 99 9 I00.[' I00 9 9g 2 984 96.3
APNL_: 118.6 IPNL_: 129.3 LAPNiW_'IO_.--9 LIPNL_: 110.7 TPNiW_ /280-- ------
IDENTIFICATION TEST f)A1E tOP.AT_ION A C_CttJSI'IC RAN f;[_.. R f:.FERFN[-:E H PI'I _ AIalTH AV_ F_JALPIIA PAPI8 PI4L /Icl]_'=..k_._
C3AEIOTG/P 1 2800A0 06 U9 83 PEFI_I E_, 4D 150. F[ AItC 21"00 2_:J_2 SAE77 28.91 FULL SPHERE










AVEeAOE- C3AEIOTG,e 1 3100*0
INPUT - C3AE|O70/P 1 XO304O C3AEIOTO/P I Xfl305O
C3AE I UTG, _-L--afl]lZfl ............
IQ. 20. 30,





AVERAGE 3OUND PRESSURE LEVELS
77.0 OEG. F., 70 PERCENT R N. DAY, SAE ISO"O'FT. ARC
IOENIlFICAIION
AVERAGE - C4AEIO_/GiP I 1820A0 ........
INPUT - C4AEIOG/P I M03360 C4AEIOG/P I X03440
¢4#r i "___.Z_ I xo3Z__L ........
11114/83 9.060 PAGE |
ANGLES NEAStlRED FROM INLET, DF.GREES
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70, 80. 90. IOO. liD. 120 130. 140. 150. 160.
FREQ PWL
50 65.7 64.8 64.7 67.5 64.1 65.1 66.1 67 2 677 68 7 70.4 72.0 74 I 75.5 77.1 79.6 125.4
_ 6_8 69._ 68.4_ 76 7 67.0 67.4 68._L__C_0._L_7_.. 70:4__/I,2__72.!__?Q,_ _7_,_:L_?Q=IL_a_,__Q_I2LQ
IO 69.2 66.7 65.2 64 4 65.3 66.0 66.1 67.1 68.3 69 8 70.7 72 2 73 9 75.6 76.3 76.3 124.9
|00 68.0 66.8 66.7 66.5 66 9 66.fi 60.6 60.0 7,)3 724 729 73 I /4.3 76.4 76.9 75.5 12_.9
125 69.3 68.4 68.3 61.8 675 67 6 68.3 68.9 69.7 70.8 723 73_4 74 8 ,6.3 76.5 78.1 126.1
!_0 70.3 68.1 68._ 68.9 6z a 07 3 6z __..!__L__,_o _!__4_ZI__?_;LP____7_L_3_9,__Z_,_i_i.Z_4
200 70.| 09.8 71.1 69.9 69.0 69.0 68 2 71.1 69.6 71 3 727 73 6 75.3 75.2 74.0 73.6 125.9
250 70.7 69.9 71.1 70.9 70.1 69 4 G_.O 68.9 69 9 70_ /_,1 7_.9 Z.I _ /4.9 /2.9 72.2 125.5
315 72.3 72.0 72.8 72.6 71.8 70.7 69.9 69.8 70.3 71.5 72 8 73.6 74 3 75.1 73.1 71.9 126.3
400 73.6 73.3 73 8 74.1 72.9 71.9 70.(L.__J__3 /_ 7_4 _b _ 7Q_O 7L6 7_._.._..6 74.____.ZZ.7 ]_7,9
500 74.2 73.3 73.9 746 74.5 73.6 72.6 71.7 74,1 74.9 75.3 T6 2 75 7 76.2 73.1 71.! 128.5
630 75.5 75.1 75.1 75.6 74.4 72._ 72.2 712 73.0 74.4 75.4 7hi 7_ 8 75.0 72.6 70.5 128.3
800 80.6 79.3 78.0 78.9 77.7 75.8 73 4 72.9 73.3 74.8 76 I 76._. 77.5 77.1 73.4 71.8 130.4
IOO0 90 8 86.5 88 O 90.7 88.4 86 58].!__@t;Q___,¢);LS_.______t_I._8£/_._@4:_9_6.__8..]_9982_.3.__L4_:_
1250 82.8 01.9 81.O 81.1 60.2 79 5 75.1 73 9 74.1 75.7 7?.1 790 81.1 70.0 74.3 72.0 13_.7
1600 93.5 90.2 86.9 91.7 87.7 82 6 789 78 2 78.3 81.7 8[).9 87 4 84 5 81.4 78.1 75.9 139.7
2000 90.9 89.9 90 4 93.0 88.3 84 6 80 9 77.3 7_.2 79.9 81 0 85 7 6_ 9 82 6 78.2 76.2 140.3
2500 85 3 86.6 93_ 9;I.6 9_ I 89.4 fl6.1 _-9____ 77.3 79.0 _(_08!__ _@!:3 _7_:_ 76.7 75.1__J4_._._
3150 64.1 85.7 88.6 8_i.3 qO.O _6 4 8_ I 76.9 77.1 7fl.9 R2.0 81.5 _3 1 SO I 76.8 74.9 139.2
4000 6=.1 86.7 84.2 84.7 63.3 80 8 _7.3 74 4 7_.6 78 0 Z_ 9 811 _lL' 79.1 75.5 73.4 135.9
5000 84.6 8_.6 84.7 86.0 f13 7 82.6 78._ 75 9 78 3 80 q R_.5 _4 _ f17 4 _3.6 79.8 76.fi 13R.2
6300 88.7 86.5 86.4 8_.9 82.7 800 76 5 73 5 75.4 77_9 t_).4...63 3 H3 8 _2.0 77.2 74.8 137.6
9000 82 2 83.3 82 6 84.0 R2 6 79 _ 75 fi 71 2 71.7 74.3 77 6 7Q 7 ,0.7 _.6 75 2 728 135 6
10000 78.9 79.7 79.3 80.4 78.0 76.2 72 9 68 8 68.5 71.1 73 2 75.8 73 9 _6 8 71.6 68.3 132.6
OA$PL 98.6 97.4 983 99.8 98.7 94 8 91.1 86 9 88.4 90 5 92 0 94 6 94 5 94 1 90.6 899 149 4
PNL Iln.6 109.8 112.4 I1_.1 Ii2 9 'OS ) 10_ _ In/-5-1-_/:_/-"._4-/"_'_ _'_6_:i--;_-_-_-_'--8--[_:_--
PNLT 113.6 112.4 115.2 116 6 116.1 111.7 101 8 105.1 In3 5 105 9 IO7 7 I10 O I10.0 iiO.3 106.1 104.2
D6,A 99.2 98.1 99.2 I00.6 99.6 95.5 91.7 SO 9 08 3 90.3 92 _ 94 0 f-l.5 93 8 89.4 87.4
APNI.W= 113.0 IPNLM = 12_._ LAPNL.W= I01.8 LIPNLW: 104.1 TPNLW: 121.1
IDENTIFICATION TFST hATE LOCATION ACOUS]'IC RANGE REFE-RENCE RPN AR|TH AVG FNK IALPHA PAI,_ PW, L, A,_I_A
C4AEIOG/P I 1920A0 OG- 14-83 PEEI_tF..(; 40 --/.%0-- F[--'AHC .... I-_20. 9785. SAE77 28.90 FULL SPflERE








AVERAGE SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
77.00EO. F., 70 PERCENT R tl. DAY. SAE 15-o_0 FT. ARC
IDENTIFICATION
AVERAGE - C4AEIOG/p I 2030A0
INPUT - C4AEIOG/P I XO3350 C4AEtDG/P I A03240
¢4AEIO_;/P.L.____03070 ..............
11/14/83 9.060 PAGE I
ANOLES I'RASURED FROM INLET° DEGREES
|0. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 90. 90. IOO. liD. i'20. 130. 140. 150. 160.
FREQ PWL
50 87.7 87.3 67. i 69.1 67.4 66.3 69.6 70.8 71.4 72.6 74.2 75.9 77.7 80.0 82.O 84.4 129.6
63 7l.t 71.Z 70.0 76.8 70.2 71.4 7!:3_!L._7__Z.L_.LZ_._.4_4:§__TS 9Je!O___4_0_LIL2 84.2 |_O.3
80 71.O 69.6 66,1 67.7 69 3 69.8 69.6 70.9 72.3 73.1 74.6 76 5 76 2 79.9 81.O 61,2 129.1
100 70.2 68.8 69.1 69.4 69.9 09.9 70.2 71.7 72.2 74.1 /5.1 76,7 18,0 *JO 7 61.3 80.1 129.5
125 70.9 70.3 71.O 71.1 70.4 706 71.4 72.1 72 9 74.2 75.9 773 78_S aO I 60.7 80.6 129.7
160 71.6 71.O 71.6 71._ 69.9 71.1 70.7 72.2 72.4 L4=L_2_=_ 76.6 78 _L__.0Q.Q 79.4 76.4 129_|
200 72.3 72.9 73.7 72.7 71.7 72.1 71.6 73.1 73.4 74 9 75 9 76.7 78 u 79.1 78.3 77.7 129.3
260 71.6 71.5 73.2 73.1 72.2 71.7 71.4 72.4 73.1 74.0 75.1 761 71 4 /9.0 76.8 75.7 126.5
315 74.8 73.9 74.9 74.6 74.1 73.0 72.6 72.6 72.9 74.6 75 6 76. i 775 77 $ 76.6 74.7 129.0
400 7_.| 75.0 75.6 75.3 74.5 73.0 72_ 7J_LT_.3?_L_____j?__7_4 7__7 ;'8.2 77,_ 74,__.J_30.0
500 75.4 75.2 76.1 76.3 75 8 74.1 74.1 74.1 75.3 77.1 77 6 77.7 78 4 78 O 75.7 74.1 130.3
630 77.4 76.5 77.7 77.6 76.2 74.0 74.6 74 2 75.8 77.6 78 4 78.1 78.7 77.9 75.6 73.1 130.9
SOD BOe 90.5 79.9 79.4 787 76.8 75 2 747 75,1 77,1 784 787 79 _ 77.2 75.2 73.2 131.8
Iooo 97.6 6o.o s9 • s9.4 99 3 87 5 94 4--._L___4!:___9._e __6___._=z___z_E .7_o.___Lj_._
1250 67.3 86.6 86.4 88.5 88.0 86.5 83 _ 80.6 CO.6 el 8 n3.5 05 2 85 4 9t.9 eO.9 79.2 139.4
16OO 05.0 86.0 84.4 84.7 82.9 818 76 9 76.7 78.1 80.5 01.5 83.0 6_O aO.7 77.4 75.2 136.3
2000 93.9 96.6 93.5 94 4 90.0 884 85.O 81 _ 80.6 RS.I 83.6 87 9 89 3 84 2 80.5 76.3 143.4
2500 89.4 67.9 68.9 91.1 89.O 86.3 82 3 70. e 7_-9 80.6 02_5__87 3 85.0 iLL]9.1 76.5 14__.Z
3150 06.9 92.7 95.3 06.1 96 5 94.5 88.8 83.4 81.3 82.2 _40 8_.9 _.6 82.6 6D.I 76.6 145.5
4000 67.6 87.7 07.1 97.6 9_.8 84.7 9m.5 77,4 78.6 81.6 82 2 845 05 o 81.4 78.4 75.9 139.8
8000 07.4 88.5 80.8 90.6 87.4 04.7 91.1 77.9 60.3 02 4 84 I 859 fl5 g 81.3 78.6 76.7 140.3
6300 66.7 87.0 87.4 88.7 86 8 86.1 81.5 77.1 78.3 91.2 84.5 06.4 07.9 84.7 81.1 79.4 140. _
8000 84.2 84.9 85.1 86.1 82 7 81.3 78.0 73 7 74.4--77.2 80 3 82 8 83.6 81.8 77.3 74.8 137.8
10000 82.4 82.9 83+1 83.4 61.0 79.4 75.7 71.5 71.9 74.3 ?6 I 79.6 79.8 74.5 74.3 71.4 136.1
OASPL 99.0 IOO.7 IO0.4 IOI.3 Io0.o 982 94 O 90.9 90.9 93.0 94.4 966 97.2 95.1 93.1 92.5 I_l.e
PNL 112.3 114.0 114.8 115.7 114.9 11_ 2 idea 104.9 IO4.3 106.(| 107.6 109.8-1-10_3-107.5 105.O 103.4
PNLT 114.5 117.2 117.3 117.9 117.9 116.2 II1.1 IO6.7 105 8 IO7.5 IO8.8 111.2 111.7 IO9.O IO6.2 IO4.8
DRA 99.7 IOI.5 101.2 102.1 tOO 9 98 9 94,6 90.9 90 8 _3.O 94.3 96.7 97.2 ('4.2 90.9 88.6
APNLWm 114.7 IPNLW, 124.8 LAPNLMz IO2.8 LIPNL_, 106.1 TPNLW: 123.7
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE LOCATION ACflUSTIC RANNE REFEREHCF RPM ARITH AVO FNK IALPI-Ik PAH8 I_/.___k__
C4AEIOG/P I 2O3OAO O6-14-83 PEEBLES-4D ............. ¥5-Q-.-Ff-ARC---------"203O_ ........ 12435. SAE77 28.86 FULL $PHERE--
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AVERAGE SOtJNP PRfSStlRF I EVFLS
77.0 Dee r., 70 rE,_T-_7_-_YT_s_E---15o;6 FT. ARC
ID[N'IFICATION
11/14/83 9,060 PAGE !
AVERAGE - C4AEIO.qO/P ! 25AOAO
INPUT - C4AEIOR_/p I X03400 C4AEIORG/P I XN33_O
C4Ar_,J_QR_/p I _0327L .......
ANGLES HEA.'RURFD FROM INI F_'_T, DEI';RF.[5
10. 20. 30. 40. BO. 60. 70. 80. 90. 100. II0. 120. 130. 140. 150. 160.
FREG P_/L
50 70.6 70.4 71.0 736 73.6 74.4 754 76 5 77.8 79.3 81 O 82 6 U4.9 67.9 90.6 93.9 137.6
63 72.6 72:_._ 72.6 78.3 74.6 75 0 7_______Z/,___ZL_L__QQ,Q_OI ,4 O____e_Z___Z,¢L .O_L_,,_] _|_L.Q
80 73.5 73.0 73.2 73.6 74.3 75.2 70.0 77.6 78.6 80 2 016 91.2 U_4 fl79 89.7 90_5 136.8
100 74.3 73.0 74.4 74.9 74.9 75.5 76 5 77.e 78.8 9n.5 e) 0 94 0 R5 fi n83 89.6 88.6 136.9
125 74.6 75.0 78.3 76 4 75.7 70.5 77.4 78 4 79.4 808 _2.7 ll4 3 u5 8 87 9 89.2 87.8 136.8
160 75._ 76.9 7_.6 76._ 75.7 76.7 77 0 ___L_._ZR]___[,____,__ 8_.Q______]}7,Z___Z.9____,_J]f_.,_
200 77.0 77.4 77.4 778 77.4 77.4 77.9 79.4 80.4 f12 0 83 0 _4 4 _'_ 9 87.6 87.0 85.8 I36.6
250 76._ 77.0 78.3 77 9 778 77 7 779 78 9 79.8 81.2 82 5 R_6 _ 3 8fi.3 85.7 83.9 135.8
315 7e.3 79.0 78.7 7_.0 78.8 78 O 7_ 2 788 79.7 80.9 _2.3 8:_.4 0t 5 85.5 84.7 82.4 135.5
400 79.0 79.6 7_.6 80 0 79.0 78 I 78 Q_____55 __._______5 8_ __._5__p___Q_,_ 83 _ 61.6 136.0
500 79.3 78.9 79.2 79 9 79.7 78.7 78 6 79.1 90.6 82.1 82 9 8t _ u4 5 F4.5 83.2 80.6 135.7
630 91.2 80.8 90.1 61.6 81.7 80.9 50.1 79 9 81 0 83 I 93.5 B:| q _1.4 h3.8 82.6 79 4 136.3
800 82.9 82.9 81.8 82.3 82 4 80.9 80 0 80.0 80 5 82 2 83 1 83 9 _1.3 d:3. I 81.5 79.0 136.3
1000 85.2 84.9 84.3 84 7 84 6 83 7 el e_81__0_._| __ 8______ __________,____.L_____Z_.9 137.6
1250 96.7 95.8 96.1 98 9 99.2 99.0 9_.1 92 9 90 0 89.9 95 I 98.8 _9._; )2.2 90.0 88.6 150.5
1600 91.7 9_.0 92 I 93.8 9,1.3 939 qo.5 88 o fig G flT.o 9_ 5 9_ 4 _).9 _9 9 8G.fl 84 3 115.8
20bO 88.2 88.4 87.5 87.8 86.8 85.6 83 6 91.S 83.0 e4 9 86 4 88 I 8_ 9 83 8 81.0 79.9 140.2
2500 87 6 100.1 94.7 95.8 93.9 93 4 _o__9.__sZ_._e_;L__eo ___oap_LR_:___]___!:__ _ 94 O B_,_:,_L._L_, _
3150 91.8 94.4 92.4 93.4 91.6 90 0 67.7 85.1 86.1 87.4 89.1 91.6 q04 86 2 83.4 81,3 144.5
4000 93.9 96.8 95.0 95_9 96.1 95.2 91.7 07 6 87.1 89.3 89 5 92 9 93 0 _8 2 85 2 83.3 147.6
5000 91.3 92.3 92.2 93.2 92.8 92 5 90 I 8% e 86.7 88 4 89.5 919 90 3 85 8 83.7 81.9 I45.5
6300 89.2 902 910 91.4 90.1 89 3 87 I 03.6 _5.1 88 ! _0___92:! __0_7.__7 63 3 81.6 |44,6
6000 87.0 86.5 85.5 89.9 87.8 86.6 84 5 8_ 5 81 6 84 9 88 0 90 8 qi 2 88.7 83 9 61.4 143.6
10000 84.7 86.2 86.0 86.9 85.8 84.4 82 0 ?6.9 78.3 81.5 _3.4 _G 9 _.4 _,1.2 79.9 77.2 141.0
OASPL 103.1 104.6 102.8 104.3 103.9 1034 I00 3 _7___97.4__98_88|o_]:ojo):Oln3:Rjlo| o_ 100.__|00.2 156.6
PNL 116.9 116.7 118.3 117.3 II69 1162 113 5 110 5 I10 6 112.4 1_3 _ il6.3 I163 113.0 1t0.7 109.1
PNLT 119 6 121.6 118.9 120.5 120.2 119 6 116 5 113 3 112.6 114.1 116 2 llRb 119 7 114.9 112.8 111.4
I)BA 103.9 105.5 103.5 104.9 1045 104.0 IUO9 98 0 97.3 987 I_ 9 103 9 I,_39 99.1 96 5 94.6
APNLM: 120.6 IPNLM= I26.8 LAPNLW: 112 2 LIPNtW= It3 9-- TPNIW= |26,3
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE LOCATION ACOu%TIC RANGE: REFIRI-Nt:F HPH ARITH AVG FNK IALPHA PA_ .LPHL__AJ_[___.__
C4AEIORO/P I 2500A0 06"I4-83-_Pi_FI_LF_;-;t'[) ...... I_O--FI-AR--C --- _)5C_0" .............. -I-9471. $AE77 28.89 FULL SPHERE







AV[RA_F. Rt'IUNO PRES¢.tlRE_ I E'VEtS
77.0 DEO. F., 70 PER-(-r.-I_i" 1_-1t7-DA¥0 SAE-----150--O'_FT---,',nC
IOENIIFICAIION
11/14/93 9.060 PAGE I
AVERAGE - C4A(It'IG/P I 2BOOAO
INPUT - C4AEIOgG/P I X03410 C4AEIOgG/P I X03300
(_A,_F_ n<,K_ ,'p I xQ_ L ........
ANGLES REA$tlRED FROM INLET, DF.OR([$
|O. 20. 30. 40. 50. 80. 70. 90. 90. I00. 110 120. 130. 140. 150. 160.FREG
Pt_L
50 74.3 74.2 74.8 76.9 77.4 78+6 79.4 807 8;_.1 83 5 85.2 86.8 894 92.9 95.9 100.2 142.9
413 70. _ 78.0 77. il 01.4 70.7 79 4 9_l___et_.__84,L_,_=p+._j?= q__ _R_Z__Z,.O__A__5__SZ,.LL42.0
80 77.g 76.5 77.0 77.4 78.0 78.8 80.0 91.5 8;'.6 84 I r/G.O 87.8 9(1 2 93.0 94.9 96.8 141.9
log 70.1 77.6 79.0 79.1 793 79 6 80.7 8.2.1 /s31 I 84 9 nl'_ `5 oq _ 9n.b q`1 `5 q`5.2 94.7 141.9
125 79.4 79.6 79.4 79.9 79.7 80.6 81.1 82.5 83.6 1",5.1 186 8 88 8 90+9 °2 9 94.1 93.6 141.8
200 79.4 9O.O 80.9 80.5 81.0 81.1 81.7 83.3 84.0 8.5 Y 67.0 88.8 qO 9 °2.4 92.6 91.6 141.2
250 79.0 79.9 80.9 BI.2 81.1 81.3 81 7 8..) 9 8.1.8 _`5 0 8C,.9 88.3 '+0 0 $'1.7 91.2 09.6 140.5
315 90.0 40.4 61.6 82.0 81.6 el.7 6189 82.6 u3 9 8`5.2 86.8 88.0 90.0 90.0 90.1 67.9 140.2
400 50.5 e1.2 eL5 82.7 el.9 91 e 6! e.__?j. 84 0_0_p,__4.__7___a!..4 _9__ ',.,4 e.g QS__,_7_JAP_I
500 11.5 11.4 81+5 92 3 52,3 82.0 02.5 82 9 t_4.3 85+9 IB6.R 88.1 _9.1 89.5 97.9 85.4 135.7
630 03.3 82.8 02.1 833 82.9 9:)3 8;)2 _Jr5 8_.2 O¢'+ol '_7.4 07 q I;_.9 88.5 86.8 04 2 1'19.9
800 13.7 53.9 63.2 03.7 83.4 82.7 82.2 82.8 6,1.7 U5 4 9_.6 07.4 87 8 87.4 05.7 13.1 139.2
IOOO 6.`5._ 86.1 65.4 85_6 854 84 3 ...........8:'1 ;P _3 3 _4. _.__._.______J_. _]..._873_ +__877___." _.._+ ([14.7 82.3 139.6
1250 90.0 90.6 90.9 91.9 92.5 91+2 88 9 86.7 86.4 87.4 89.2 907 .'tO.O 87+3 65.1 83.1 143.11
IGO0 I00.9 101.2 101.3 102.1 I1"_ol.6 102.3 99 7 _J(_ 6 9.'J.6 _]}4 I 94.7 97.1 9R 9 92.7 90.7 90.6 153.4
2000 67.5 88.7 99.9 _9.9 89.1 97.7 96.1 8`5.0 8_5 4 86.9 88.2 89.6 08 4 96.4 83._ 91.9 142.0
,2500 91 .o 91 2 90.0 91.9 90.0 89.0 17. I 8_._ _.l_._.J___i_.6__.__;a 91_J _goJ___eLt_la.s_a..,_L__2._.ZJ,IL?
3150 94.5 96.3 97.i' 97.9 90.6 95.2 ¢13.1 89.9 89.4 92.1 9,1.2 93.2 93 2 99 3 8G.4 5`5.3 148.5
4000 91.4 93.3 93.6 94.5 93.2 91.8 59 3 87.9 88 7 91.4 ._J 6 94.-1 9:;._ R9.6 86.5 8`5.3 147.0
5000 92.4 94.9 9`5.6 9`5 8 94.8 93.5 91.3 87.9 89.4 91.1 f3 2 94 9 9.'% 5 89.7 57 8 95.6 148.0
G300 90,5 91_0 91.3 93,6 9m.7 90.9 88.5 85.3 05.9 68 fi 90.8 9_?.G 9:J.8 _3 64.4 82.9 1_5,6
9000 8781 88.3 88.4 91.5 H9.0 87.1 85.2 _J2 ;P 8P.5 8`5.5 081-9 -- 91)- .'_ _9_-7--97.5---8"_2 51.3 143.9
I0000 84.6 86.7 86. I 87.7 86.6 84.6 82.7 76.S 80.0 82.5 84.9 87.4 865 8%.7 60.7 78.7 141.6
OASPL IOol : 104.9 lOS. 1 IOe+O Ioo. 1104.91027 IO05 Ioo.o 019_.0 In3 1104 _ I0_ _. ]n4._L__4 S IO_S 155.§
PNL 116. 117.S 118.1 119.0 /i"8"9 117 7 I15.7 it3 G -113_0-'+115.T/I-61"7' ii_ -_-i¥_-_-1-;__-3 I1_'-H2.3 '
PNLT IZO.5 121.4 121.9 122.7 124.1 123 O 119.9 117 2 11_,.6 117.4 118 7 I;?O._ I_1 0 117.2 11`5.5 115.O
D_A 104.6 I05.5 I05.8 lOG 6 106 9 105 6 103 2 100.`5 99 6 101.3 102.7 104 1 IO.l 2 100,8 98.5 87.2
APNLW: 122.0 IPNLW= 128.6 LAPNIW: 109.6 I. IPNLM= I10.0 TPNLW= 177.9
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE LOCATION ACOHSTIC RANGE REFERENCE" RPM ARITII AVO FNK IALPHA PAIIB PM_ ARF_A
C4AEtOO/p I 2800A0 06-14-83 PEFFH E"$ 4D 150 FT /_.RC ;;_OD ........ _2%G39. SAE77 28.89 FULL 5PIIERE










AVE'RACE SOUND PRE-_.%tJR F" tEVFLS
77.0 DEG. F., 70 PERCENT R.H. DAY, SAE 150 0 FT. ARC
11114/83 9.060 PAGE I
IDENTIFICATION
AVERAGE - C4AEIO9GIP I 31OOAO
INPUT - C4AEIOO/P I X03420 CdAEIOG/P I XN3.13O
ANGL.ES MEASURED FROM INLET. DEGREES
I0. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 80. 90. I00. I10. 120 130. 140. 150. 160.
FREG PWL
60 77.7 77.9 78.8 80.5 61.0 61.9 82.7 64.0 85 3 86.9 88.9 90.9 93.6 97.4 101.4 106.3 148.2
63 80. I 80. | 80.2 81 .8 81 .9 82 3 03 4 84.4 85.6 874 a_:_ 9|_1 _4 ____7_L____9.LJ._7,O
80 82.6 81.1 91.2 81.4 81.6 82.7 83.7 es.o s6.o 87.9 s9.8 92 2 946 97.6 99.8 Io2.1 146.6
lOG 83.7 82.0 82.4 a_.o 83.1 83.8 04 4 85.5 86.7 88.5 9o.3 92 s _.1 98 6 ioo.2 ioo.o 146.6
125 92.7 62.5 83.2 83.4 83.2 84.3 849 86.2 87.1 88.8 90.9 92 7 _55 98.2 69.9 98.6 146.4
16o 82.6 83.4 83.7 84.1 83r4 83 9 84 7 86.0 86.9 88.__6 _O._ 9_ 9_.___97._ _8.6 9_-| |46.0
200 92.3 83.7 e4.a 84.4 84.4 84.4 65.3 86.9 8?.8 896 91.3 83r1 95.b 97.5 97.8 97.0 145.9
250 82.0 83.2 84.6 84.6 8'1,2 84.9 85.6 86.4 87.5 89.0 91.0 _.8 94.9 96 9 96.6 94.8 145.1
319 82.3 82.9 84.3 85.8 85.4 85.0 85.8 87.3 87.7 89.1 90.9 92,6 94.8 96.4 95.2 93.3 144.8
400 82.2 83.8 84.6 85.3 857 85.5 85 6 87 2 n8 O 89.6 91.2 930 q4.3 95.494. 4 9_T| 144_
500 83.3 84.5 95.9 86.7 66.3 86.2 86 2 86 9 88.| 89.6 91.0 92 5 93.6 94.6 93.3 90.e 144.2
630 94.4 67,7 88.5 89.0 88.4 88.7 68.1 87.4 09.8 903 91.3 92 6 93 4 93.5 92.1 89.7 144.6
600 84.9 07.0 95.8 86.9 e8.o 88.2 87.1 869 87.9 895 90.4 91.7 92.3 92.6 90.6 86.6 143.6
lOGO 87.8 89.1 89.3 89 3 89.7 89. i 88.9 _8 _87.__989.__3__0_ 91 6 91.5 91.6 89.6 87._ |4_._
1250 90.6 91.3 91.6 91 1 90.1 89 4 8a 3 87.6 88.5 89.2 9N.4 92 0 91.2 91.3 88.7 86.4 144.3
1600 100.6 103.3 lOG.8 102.6 103.4 103.9 102.4 99.7 96.5 97.1 IOO.O I00.2 97.8 95.5 93.6 92.2 154.9
2000 93.8 95.0 64.2 95 8 95.9 96.1 94 5 92.2 90.7 91.3 R2 9 94.5 942 93.0 90.1 87.6 148.3
2500 90.9 90.6 90.4 92.4 91.7 9|.5 90.6 88.9 88.7 89.9 91.0 92.0 _9.9 u9.4 86.9 85.4 145.|
3150 97.1 96.8 97.5 98.0 96.6 95.8 94 O _? I 92 5 94.0 94.4 9%.7 94 I 91.0 86.9 88.0 149.6
4000 81.8 91.7 81.6 93.3 9|.7 91.3 90 8 89._ 90.3 91.7 93.3 94 2 92 U 90.1 87.5 86.1 146.7
5000 92 6 99.2 92.1 94.5 92.7 9P.O 90.8 R9 8 gl,3 93.6 95 5 97 3 9_.7 91 0 8fl.8 87.6 148.4
6300 89.7 89.3 89.0 92 0 89 0 89 0 87.8 87.0 88.4 9i.0 93 7 960 94 7 92.1 89.0 87.0 147.0
8000 863 87.2 86.R 89 _ 8_ 0 85.4 84 3 83 3 84.5 87 5 910 _?.7 qO.6 _n.2 86 2 84 7 144.5
10000 83.7 84.4 83.4 8fi.o 83.4 82.7 81.6 /9.7 81.3 84.5 86.8 89.7 818 87.6 63.9 81.8 142.2
OASPL 104.8 106.1 105.0 106 5 IDG.3 106.5 105 2 103.6 103.0 104 4 108.3 107.7 |07 8 |08.9 109.6 II1.1 161.0
PNL 119.1119.0118.5119611921|94118._ IIG 6 IIG.O 11761'9. i_ 5 -|19.4t18,4117.0116.0
PNLT 121.0 122,4 121.2 122 6 122.7 123.1 121.9 II9.9 118.3 119 8 12l 8 122fl i2l. I 119,6 118.4 117.7
DGA 105.4 106.8 105.6 I07.1 106,9 iO7. I i0_.7 I036 IO; 3 1_3,7 1_5 6 I0/,._ Ibm.3 104.2 1_2.4 100.6
APNLU: 123.7 IPNL_: 129.5 LAPNLW= 113 4 LIPNLM= I _2 TPNLW: 1.'86
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE LOCATION
• C4AEi09G/_ I 3100A0 06-14-83 F'EESLE_ 4D
A(:_U_T!C R^NqE R.[__ER.I_NCE____RPI_...... AI__/TI_! A.VG FNK IALPflA PAMB P_L AREA
1.'_o Fi _l_c 3100. 32334, SAE77 28.89 FULL SPHERE







AVERAGE - CSAEIIOG/p I 1920AO
INPUT - CSA[IIOG/p I _O3490 CSAE I IOG/P I _05490
11114/83 9.065 PAGE 1
FREQ 160.
PWL60 39.9 66.6 s9.2 69.9 60.3 69.7 69,6 69,4 69.4 70.7 71.7 ?2 9 78.s 73.2 76 3 e0.4 126.9
6._4..__6 70._ ?0.2 70.6 69.___7|,8__ZZ.11_7_LjL___6._t___Ze,I 84.2 129.4
60 705 69.9 69.6 69.4 69.8 70.9 70.5 71.4 70 I 72.4 72.3 74 2 75.1 76.3 77.4 77.6 126.9
100 71.4 70.9 70.8 ?1 2 71.5 72 0 72.9 73 O 71.2 74.7 74.0 75 3 76.4 77.1 78.2 77.3 126.2
125 73.7 73.0 72 9 74,O 73.5 737 74 5 74 4 72.7 73.0 726 75 9 _6 9 77 3 76r3 80.3 179.0
_'..--Z--4_0----,.--Z_I 72.4 7_L_'_I_Z.___f,L.LT_._ 77.2 77,7 129,Q
200 77.1 76.7 77.0 77.1 76.5 76.1 ?6.3 75.7 7412 73.5 74 6 15 4 76 I 79.1 77.8 78.4 130.3
280 76.1 76.1 76.4 76.9 76.3 7_.2 74.6 74.3 74 _ 71.5 73 0 74.6 76.3 77.0 71,0 76.3 129.3
316 75.3 74.9 75 6 76.4 75.8 75.9 74.1 73.7 7_.1 71.7 73 6 74 G 75 7 76.1 76 2 75.3 126.9
500 74.6 74.6 74.9 75.6 76.6 7_.9 74.1 73.3 75.0 75.4 755 77 0 76 5 76r4 74 2 72.3 129.5
830 76.3 75.6 75.7 76.6 75.5 73.3 73 0 71.9 72.5 74.2 74.9 762 75.3 74.2 72r8 70.4 128.6
600 91-2 70.9 79.5 79.2 78.5 76.0 74.3 72.2 71 9 72.9 74.1 74 7 75.3 73.3 72 O 70.7 129.0
-:_-ZLL_.ZL 9__9
- ___.Z_ _I--I-Q.-,_Q__Q.:J__ILJ 3G. 4
1250 03.5 82.4 81.4 60 9 00.4 79 6 75.5 72 2 70.0 71.5 72 0 72 9 73 I 70.9 70 3 68.7 131.0
1600 95.3 99.4 69 5 93.1 69.2 82.1 61.3 77.7 75.4 79.2 ?SLO 80 2 61 6 60"7 76'6 76'7 139'9
2000 91.9 90.O 909 92.2 88.2 84.6 90.7 769 74.1 77.2 74.9 79.2 80. I 77.6 754 74.3 139.4
_'-- _0_ --1___ O
3150 95.0 06.1 99,2 90,1 99 6 85.0 9|.1 764 74.1 74 0 76,5 77 G 78.7 76.1 73,0 729 13R.4
4000 96.6 97.7 05.3 65 8 651 81.7 78.7 74_ 72.3 73.9 75.5 79 4 770 74.3 71.7 70 4 135.9
5000 96.1 95.0 06.0 867 94,7 83.7 78.9 74.0 72.6 74.2 76 I 90 I 801l 76._ 73 3 70.9 136.5
B6.7 84.0 nO.6 76_ 74 O.__.TI_[._Z_L_____j_._.3 _ 8 I 77
90130 64.2 95.9 84.2 85 O 84.2 80.6 78.4 74.4 70.3 72.1 73.7 76 I 76.1 75.6 71.7 70.6 135.9
10000 81.7 82.8 81.4 61.6 80.0 78.0 77.0 74.5 70.1 70.9 71.9 760 74 O 73.7 67.9 66,4 13410
IGO. I 1003 9_5 952 92 0 e9._L___QZ 0 _?.8 _e.4 90 B 91.Q 9._.7.__ 89.8 90._ 149.2PNL 112.3 I 114.1 113.8 112.9 ...............................
109.8 106.3 102 2 99 9 99.8 I01.1 103 6 103 9 103 2 100 9 100.7
PNLT 115.7 113.3 116.7 117 4 115.7 112 5 108 4 IO4 4 101 3 IO1.1 IO2 7 IO5 8 IO5.7 IO5.8 IO3.9 IO3.1
D_A 100,7 98.3 100.5 I01.0 99.3 95.7 920 97.9 85.6 86.6 87.2 90 0 90_2 89.0 86.7 86.7
APNLW. 106.2 IPNLW= 123.3 LAPNLW, 97.1 LIPNLM= 104.6 TPNLM: 121.D
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE L_CATION
ACOt,STIC RANGE REF[RFNCF RPH ARITH AVG FNK IALP_A PAtlB P_L ARA[_A
06-14-83 PEEGL'ES--4D 150 FT A'-RC .......... 18201 .......... 9667, _SAE77 26,87 FULL 5PFUERE








Appendlx 9. l. 32
AVERAGE SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
77.0 DEG, F., 70 PERCENT R,H. DAY, SAE 180_6-'FT "ARC
IDENTIFICATION
11114/83 9.065 PAOE I
AVERAGE - CSAEIIOG/P I 2030A0
INPUT - CSAEliOQ/P I _03_00 CSAEIIO0/P I X05500
ANGLES MEASURED FROM INLET. DEGREFS
10, 20. 30. 40. 50. 60, 70. 80. 90. lOG. II0, 120+ 130. 140 150+ 160,
FREQ PWL
50 97,6 67.4 66.9 Sere 87r4 S8.S 694 70,4 70 S 71.7 73.6 754 780 79.5 8_2 84.4129.5
63 71.7 71.3 89.8 76.3 69.8 '71.0 70.5 70.5 71.1 729744 -- 75 _.,__82__3 __79.7 __881 _3____B,3130_
60 70,6 692 67.5 66.O 69.6 694 S9.P 70,4 71,9 725 74.1 76 _ 779 79.7 81.2 81.2 129.O
100 69.9 69,3 69+6 68.4 89.7 69.3 70.3 71.2 72+0 73.7 ?4.6 _6 5 78 7 80.4 91.7 70,8 129.3
125 70.5 70.0 71.0 71.3 70.6 70.3 72.3 727 73.2 74 3 75.2 77 I 78,7 80.0 81.O 81.2 129.7
160 71.3 70.9 71,5 72.0 70.3 70 6 70.5 720 72.1 736 75+O 76 8 78.7 Z_.6 79.5 79.7__Z___9.|,
200 72.6 72.1 72.9 72.5 722 71.9 72.2 72+7 73 4 74.R 75+3 76 5 7A 6 78.9 78.7 78.3 29.2
250 71.7 72.0 73.1 73.1 72.6 71.8 72r 2 71.7 72"9 73.7 75.0 76.1 77.7 78.0 776 75.6 28.8
315 74"9 74"2 74.7 75"3 74.4 73.0 73 O 72 5 73 3 74.2 75"5 76.3 77.3 77"5 77.1 74+9 29+0
400 75"1 74'9 75"5 76"9 75*1 73.5 73,9 73._ 74.3 75.9 770 78.3 78"9 78.3 77.5 74*6 30._
500 756 75,4 75"0 76"9 75'9 74"0 74.3 7_,9 7_'1 76.G 77.7 77,7 78.5 77.9 76"0 73,7 30"3
630 77.4 77'0 767 77.9 76"6 75.2 74.5 73 9 74"8 76.6 77,8 ?7 4 77.7 77.1 75.2 72.5 30*4
800 81"2 60,4 79+O SO O 78"9 76.6 74.9 74 I 739 75 I 76.4 76 I 76.0 75.4 74.2 71"6 305
I000 97 6 89.4 86.8 89+6 91.3 88.7 84.7 82.9 78 2 79.4 779 78.7 79.7 79.3 76.9 75.9 139.6
1250 87.0 67,5 86.6 87.2 88J_ 86.2 62.3 eGO 76,4 77.1 16 4 77.1 77.9 77.0 75.5 73.8 137.3
16OO 85.5 86.8 84.3 85.1 84.1 82.3 78.8 756 75 O 75.5 75+5 76 5 76 6 75.0 736 72.2 134.8
2000 94.7 97.6 93.1 94_2 91+1 88.3 84.5 79.8 77+9 77.4 77.1 eO 3 832 79.6 77.1 7S.S 142.8
2500 69+4 85.1 89.2 90.2 89 0 8_,0 80+8 77.0 74.8 74.7 76.0 78.5 79.5 77 8 75+2 73.1 138,7
3150 90.9 93.6 96.6 94,7 95.7 92,6 85.7 81.4 78.0 71.4 78.4 79 I 81+6 78.7 77.1 77,0144.6
4000 88.6 es.9 57.5 as.5 87.1 s5.2 81.9 769 759 77.9 77,3 79.7 80+7 77,1 746 72.5138.3
5000 8e.4 90.2 s90 91.6 89,2 85.9 81.4 76.0 75.3 76,4 780 799 807 76.2 74 | 72.4139,9
6300 982 as. e a82 89+5 Be 4 SOJ_ B_ 2 76.7 744 75.4 775 794 _ 81478:81,16 73.91396
6000 86.5 87,2 66.2 87.6 85.2 83,0 80.7 75.1 7_.7 74.6 75.0 775 7e 6 76,9 732 72.7137.8
10000 85+1 66.O 84.7 85.4 93.9 81.1 792 748 71.7 73.7 73.7 77.2 76.1 74.6 69.e 682137.0
OASPL 99.9101.6 IO0.e 101,1 IOO,4 97.8 93.4 90,2 ee,4 89.4 90.1 91.5 93+3 92.1 917 91,9 |50._
PNL 1|3.2 ttB.O 115.7115,111510112.3107,4 IO3,7101,6 IO2,2 Io281043106.o 103.9-102.2 tOl,_
PNLT 115.6118.3116.5117.31175114.81094 Iu%7 IO26103.3 Io32 IN_,_ 1073 IO491032 IO29
DeA IOO.5102.4 IOI.6 IOI.7 IOl,l 98.4 93.7 90 O 97+6 s83 08,7 903 91.8 89.4 87.2 86.0
APNLWe 109.4 IPNLW = 124.9 LAPNLW= 98.1 LIPNLW= 105.6 TPNLW= 123.4
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE LOCATION ACO|._Si"IC RANGE REFt!TENC__R_i't'I _ ARI1;H.AVG FNK
CSAEIIOG/P I 203OA0 06-14-83 PEFBLES 4D I_0. FT ARC _O3U. 12207.
GP HICS/HWL PERFORMANCE INLET,TRfD EKH/6_ FRFID CORR/IC.3462
IALPHA PAI'IB PWL AREA
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AVERAGE SOt)NO PRF4JSIIRE LEVELS
77.0 DEe. F., 7O PERCCNT R N. DAY. SAE 15b_'Cf;-_RC
IDENTIFICATION
AVERAGE " CSAEIIOG/P I 25OOAO
INPUT - CRAEIIOG/P I _O3530 CSAEIIOG/P i _05530
11114183 6.065 PAGE I
ANGLES F#rASURED FROIq INLET, DEGREES
10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60. 70 60. 90. IO0 I IO. 120 130. 140. 150. 160.FREG
PldL
50 71.i 70.7 70.9 73.3 73.3 74.0 75.0 76.2 77.1 78 9 81.0 82.6 85.2 87.5 90.8 03 5 137.4
53 73.1 72.3 71 . Ill 75.9 743 74.8 75,7 7_L__4 77.J 7___._ 6_. 7 8 ! _ _e.6__ 5_.__p 7 ,_ _._9.9 9_ i 0 ._1• _- -- .............. 37.0
I0 74.3 73.1 73.4 74.0 74 5 74.9 76.0 77.4 70.1 79.4 51.3 83 0 85 7 87.7 89.5 90.4 136.8
100 74.3 73.3 74.7 76.5 75.2 76.8 76.4 7J.5 78.6 799 81.7 _3.. n. 86 I t_6.2 89.9 88.0 136.0
125 75.4 76.5 76.4 764 76.3 76.4 77.6 78.3 78.9 e_ r _ 82.2 04 2 a6 . Z 07 . 8 09 l S SO . _ i 36 . s
160 75.7 76.! 76___5 76 9 76.5 _76.9 ..........77. i .71 L 7S.L og .4 ...............0Z 0 83 7 ,6 0 87_p__s.Q_3.__7.___j..j..36.5
200 77.6 77.9 77.4 77.6 77.2 77.6 77.6 79 2 80.2 81.9 82.5 84 I 06 2 87.3 87.6 85.7 136.6
250 76.0 77.0 77.9 78.2 77.9 77._ 77.9 783 19.7 80 7 82.0 tl3 3 _15.4 86.3 86.3 84.2 135.8
315 70.3 77.9 79.2 798 78.6 77.7 70.1 70.5 79.1 804 82.1 R3 2 45 0 85.3 05.3 82 9 135.5
,400 70.0 79.6 79,6 80 3 79.2 78.6 76 7_._._8 9 80.1 61_.___ _63 0 83 7 8-_._.._;.___ _,_.._._.4 6 .__]3_L_500 79.4 79.2 79.4 80.3 80.0 79.2 ...................... _ " " "
78.6 79.0 80.1 81.8 52 3 I13 6 84.7 84.3 83.4 80.0 135.8
630 61.5 60.6 60.1 81.7 81.2 80.2 79 9 79.2 8rL6 82.5 83 3 83 2 84 5 63.4 82.4 79.7 136.0
600 63.1 82.4 81.5 82.2 82.0 60.7 79 8 76.8 70 4 Ro 9 81.5 82.4 R3.5 62.2 815 78.5 135.5
I000 85._4 , 54_7, R4.4 84.5 64.5 63.5 ................81._.___7____ 79 _7 0]_._ 81 / 52._____j|,5 80.2 77.6 13§.3
1250 99.5 64.6 IOO. i 99.8 97.6 97.8 94.2 89.5 88.8 67.3 68 2 116 o 07.7 85.4 05.6 63.5 148.5
1600 92.6 80.5 93.7 93. i 92.2 61.7 88.7 84.3 63.3 83 I 83. i 82.0 R3.6 82.5 81.7 79.5 142.0
2000 86.6 90.1 87.8 08.0 07.4 65.9 82.7 79.7 79.0 78.9 80.6 81.6 82.1 80.1 70.4 76.1 130.8
25.00 99.3 102.0 94.1 94.5 94.9 05.2 9;P.I 06 3 84.4 02rl 83.3 84.9 67-_:__.__83...___Q 61.6 60.0 147.|
3150 92.9 95.7 92.5 93.2 92.6 90.9 67.7 02 6 60 8 60.7 62 0 6_ 4 05.3 81.2 79.4 77.0 143.4
4000 94.1 9R.4 67.2 56.7 98.0 05.0 g3 8 8_, 8 64.1 83 7 84 6 6(: 6 88 1 82.7 61,3 79,7 147.R
SO00 S3.O R4.1 93•2 9_.R ¢)4 2 93.4 90.7 84.8 63.7 85 I 66.0 an _. 85.e 62.2 60 s 7g,3 145.2
6300 90.5 92.5 92.3 92.6 91.5 90 3 66 4 82.2 80.6 61.9 84.5 86 I 66 3 81..:_.__!9 5 70.! 143•6
---8000 611.5 91.2 90.7 9'i.0 9().5 Re I _16 4 80rE 7_.0 79 5 82 2 _3.9 85.8"--_.3.1 79.4 78.2 142.6
tO00O 66.5 69.7 69.0 68.9 aR.5 66 5 64.0 18.7 76.2 17.7 79.1 81 6 81.7 79.4 74.9 73.2 141.3
OASPL 104.11 106.5 104.7 10433 104.2 103.2 100.7 95 8 95.2 95.6 96.8 97.9 99.3 _8.9 99.7 96.5 155,6
----F-N_ i_6.3 _20._ I17.i 1i? Ii8._ I_-E:_.3-114._ i_._ 107 _ i08"_ I_-_ i_i:6 ii2.i 109.;,, i0_:-:_ I__
PNI-T 121.11 124.0 121,6 121.5 121.2 119.7 117.7 III.5 II0 4 II0. I 111.4 112 2 113.6 II0.3 I09,9 105,3
OBA 105.6 107,4 105.3 105 _ 104.6 103,8 101.2 95,7 946 94 5 _5.5 q6 4 97.3 94 6 9"1.6 91.6
APNLW: 115.1 IPNL_= 127.8 LAPNLWs 106 0 LIPNLW= 114.6 TPNLW: 126,4
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE LOCATION ACOUSTIC RANGE REFERENCE RP_ ARITH AVG FNK IALPHA PAMB P_ AR_
CSAEIIOG/P I 2500A0 06-14-B3-'----PEE-"B-L_S 4D 150. FT ARC 2500. 19213. SAE77 28.87 FULL SPItERE--







16214E$ / FSOR / RPMAVG
AVERAOE SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
77.0 DES. F., 70 PERCENT R.H. DAY, SAE ISO 0 FT. ARC
IDENTIFICATION
AVERAGE - CSAEIIuO/P I 2800AO
INPUT - CSAE11OG/P | X03540 CSAEIIOO/P I X05540
ANGLES MEASURED FROM INLET, DEGREES
11114183 9.06S PAGE I
I0. 20. 30. 40. SO. 60. 70. 80. 90. I00. I10. 120. 130. 140. 150. 160.
FREQ Pt4L
50 74.8 74.4 75.0 77,4 77.1 78.0 78.9 80,1 81.7 93,2 85.0 86.9 89.4 924 96.4 99.7 142.8
83 76.4 76.0 76,0 79,0 78.3 78.4 79.6 80.7 O| 9 83_4 _8_._ _SO 9 9_,3__9_4..__.995.t 97.6 |_|._
SO 78.1 76.7 77.1 77.7 78.5 79.1 79.9 813 82.5 83.6 85.6 87,9 89,9 92.6 954 96.4 141.8
100 79.1 78.0 79,2 79.1 79,9 79+0 61.0 82,1 62.7 84 3 66.2 88.4 90.8 92.8 95.3 94+4 141.8
125 78.9 78.0 79.7 80.5 00.4 60.3 01.3 82.4 63.7 84,R 86.7 88,9 90.8 93.0 95.0 93.3 141.0
lEO 78 S 79.6 80,0 80.7 8o.5 8o,7 81.2 82.4 _ 83.4 84,_ _§_4 89.3 so.7 _9.9_ _ _3,6 92.3 141.z
200 79.8 80.2 81.4 81.4 81.6 81.3 s1,8 8_.4 84 3 85 6 86 9 89.0 90.9 92.3 92.7 91.5 141.2
250 78,6 0o.3 11,4 81+5 e1+3 81,5 02.0 8_.6 83.9 84.9 so.8 88+4 90.4 91,4 91.9 89,5 14o.8
318 0o.I 80.4 Ol.6 o22 82.1 61.4 02.4 82.7 83.8 85 0 86._ 8fl 0 69 9 90.5 905 87.8 140.1
400 80.5 01.2 61_5 82.7 82.7 81.8 81.9 83 0 84.3._.88_.5____7.1 88,5 89.7 P_.9 89 5 86_ 140.)
500 82,0 81,3 81,7 82 8 82,7 82.2 82.5 83.0 84.5 _5.9 86 8 88.2 89 4 89.1 68.7 8_,4 139.9
830 83.2 82.7 82.0 83.3 62.9 $3.2 82.6 834 85.4 86.0 67.6 88.0 88,9 88,3 87.3 84.2 140.0
800 83.8 83.6 6_,5 83,5 63.2 82.6 62.1 8_.7 6_.6 85.1 86.1 67.2 67.6 87.2 96.2 83.1 139.0
tO00 05.9 65,7 85.3 85.3 85,S 84.4 62.9 82.5 63.7 64.9 5,____._86 6 868 86.4 65.2 8L._]3_
1.0099 10191014,009104 103, 997 952 9, 3 921 923 9, 92. :::1 " .o 152.9
2000 87. 08.5 88.4 so,8 89. 87 0 85.3 8_ 8 82 8 B4.I 84 5 85. 05.4 82 90 2 140.3
2500 91. 91.2 91.8 91.6 90. 08.8 86.7 93r6 03.0 83 8 _4.7 86,_ 86.6 84.2 82 80.0 |42.|
3150 97, 95.4 99.1 974 97. 95.8 g,q_.8 89 _ B-G77 _ 9 87-'_ _ 8"_3 85.-_ 83 82,0 140.0
4000 8z.s 94.6 95 0 95.3 94.1 92.9 sm.8 90 , 85.4 85.7 s7.3 89.0 _2. I 8_.8 83.1 81.7 149.0
5000 93.3 95.2 959 96 0 9_.I 94.s 92 I 97._ 87. i e7.9 89.7 90 2 qo.o 85.5 84.2 s2.1 147.1
6300 92.3 93.2 92_9 94.2 926 92,1 90.1 85,3 83.7 85.2 88.2 89.8 88.4 64.8 82,3 80.5 145. 4
8000 89.8 91.0 91,1 92 I 90.7 89.4 87.7 02 8 Sl,O _2,4 R5 6 87,3 88 4 84 8 81,3 SO,O 143.9
I0000 88.0 89.1 88.9 88,8 89. I 87 3 85.7 80.1 78,8 80,1 82 3 84.5 94_6 81.6 77.6 75.5 142.2
OASPL 104.1 105.5 105,9 105.5 106.8 105,7 103,0 99,6 99,7 99.5 100,8 102.0 103.3 103.5 104.8 105.1 158.1
PNL 117.9 118.2 119.4 118.R 119.6 118.5 IIG 1 112._ 111.3 111.6 113.3 114.3 115.9 112.9 112 0 110.5
PNLT 121,4 122.2 123.3 122.4 125.1 124,1 121.1 116.2 114.0 114.2 115.6 115.9 1190 114.4 113.6 112.0
DBA 104.7 106.1 106,6 106.2 107.G I_C.4 103.5 09r4 9_.8 9_ 2 99.4 In0,1 100.9 98.6 97.5 95.4
APNLWz II8,4 IPNLW= 129.3 LAPNLW: 10o 5 LIPNL_: 110.1 TPNLW, 127r9
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE LOCATION ACOIISTIC RANGE REFERENCE RPM ARITN AVG FNK IALPHA PAMB PWL AREA
CSAEI|OG/P |'_OOAO 06-14-83 PEEBL_S 4D 150 FT ARC 2_00. 2524G. SAE77 28.87 FULL SPHERE











11114183 9.065 PAGE I
AVERAGE SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
77.0 DEG. F., 70 PERCENT R.H. DAy, 5AE 150.0 FT. ARC
IDENTIFICATION
AVERAG4E ° CSA£11OG/p I 31OOAO
INPUT - CGA(IIOG/p I X03550 CTAEIIOG/p I X06860
ANGLES MEASURED FROM INLET, DEGREFS
I0. 20. 30. 40. 50, 60. ?0. 00.
IDENTIFICATION TEST DATE LOCATIO_ ACOU_TIC RANGE REFFRENCF RPH ARITH AVO FNK IALPHA PA/'tlS II'WL AREA
150. FT ARC 3100. 32355. -SAE77 28.07 FULL S_PItERE


















E CUBEO PEEBLE$ 1E5I.
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E CUBED PEEBLE5 IESI.
CONFIG el FULLY IAEAIEO
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E CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST.
CONFIG el FULL_ TAEHTED
5lIE _D . OHTE: B-JUN-B3
TAPEs E315 . 30 IP5
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E CUBED PEEBLES 1EST.
CONFIG wl FULL1 IBERI"ED
SIIE LiD , OAIEz B-JUN-B3
IRPEs E315 . 30 IPS
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E CUOEO PEEOLES TEST.
CONFIG el FULLT lflERlEO
SITE qO . OATEz B-JUN-B3
THPEz E315 . 30 IPS
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CONF]G ol FULLY lRElll[O
SITE _O • DHIEI B-JUN-B3
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E CUBED PEEBLES TEST.
CONFIG a] FULLT TALATED
511E qD . DALE: B-JtJN-B3
TAPE., E315 . 30 IP5
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E CUBED PEEBLE5 TE5T.
CMNF]G -i FULLY IAEAIED
5lIE UD . DALE= 8-JUN-U3
TAPEz E315 , 30 IP5
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E CUBED PEEULES 1[51.
CONF|G ml FULLY lflEATEO
511E M0 ° DATE: 8-JUN-B3
IHPEz E315 . 30 IP5
FAN = IB3I RPH, COHE • 109]0 APH
sun N. -1
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E CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST.
CONFIG eL FULLI TREATED
SllE qO . DAIEz D-JUN-B3
IAPEs E315 . 30 IP5
FAN - 1031 APR. CORE - 10910 RPN
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E CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST,
CONFIG w| FULLY |HEHTEO
511E qO. ORIE: B-JUN-83
1RPEz E315 , 30 IP5
FAN - 1831 APH, CORE - 10910 flPH
RUN leg. -7
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O0. OO 10. Ut) _.'ll, O0
o
0fl|RF ILl 14N_z
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oPso.,oat _Lo,,_,( . _L,3




Appendix 9 2 l.m
RVEnRGED 5PECTnUH
130 DEG GIP
E CUBED PEEBLES TEST.
CONF]G wl FULLY TREATED
SITE LID o DATE: 8-JUN-83
TAPEz E315 . 30 IP5
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E CUBEO PEEBLE$ 1EST.
CONF]G ml FULLT 111[A1[0
51TE qD , OAIE: 8-JUX-d3
IAPEz E315 . 30 IPS
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E CUBED PEEBLES TEST.
CDMFIG wl FULLT TREATED
51TE MD . DATEs O-JUN-83
TAPEs E3IS . 3Q ]PS
FAN ,. 1831 RPH. CORE - 10910 RPR
u . -+31
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E CUBED PEEBLE5 IE51.
CONF|G I] FULLT IRERTED
5lIE _D . DRTE= 8-JUN-83
TRPEI E315 . 30 ]P5
FAN = 1031RPN. COHE = 10910 RPH
r- --
H_l IMD. = 7
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BI'F -_77
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[ CUOEO PEERLE5 TEST.
CONFIG el FULLT TRERTEn
$]IE qO o OAIE: B-JUN-B3
1RPEz E315 . 30 IP5
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E CUBED PEEBLE5 TE5T.
CONFIG ml FULL'f lHERlEi')
§lie LiD, DALE; 8-JUN-O]
IAP£z E315 . 30 ]P5
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E CUBED PEEBLE5 TE5T.
CONFIG .1 FULLY IR|AIED
51IE MD . DALE: 8-JUN-8_
IAPE: E315 . 30 ]P5
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E CUBEO 0EEBLES 1ESI.
(ONFIG m] FULL'/ 1ffLAIED
SIIE qD . DALE; O-JUN-03
IAPE: E315 . 30 IP5
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E CUOED PEEBLE5 1E51.
CONF]G w] FULLY TREHT£O
511E _0 . 0filE= O-JUN-83
IRPE= E315 . 30 IP5
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E CUBED PEEOLE5 TE51.
CONFIG el FULLY ]REATE0
51IE qO . DRT[: 8-JUN-03
TAPEs E315 . 30 1P5
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E CUBED PEEBLES 1E51.
CONF]G =l FULL'If TRERIED
511E ItO. DALE: 8-JUN-O3
IRPE= E315 , 30 IPS
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o FHCOUCNCT. IIZ MIll _
UAIRF ILE NAIl[ i DI_OL_80 URI
7h.ou .b. uo 9b.oo oo.oo
























E CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST.
CONFIG m] FULLY 1BEATED
511E _O . DALE: 8-JUN-B3
TRPEz E315 . 30 1P5
FAN - 2037 APN, CORE - 11250 RPH
u I_. -II
PO lilt NO. ._311 •
IPF -1016
I_. 01' IKII0_S -3_
IEHt' DFI'I IMP,.FI-I_5,0
llllP HI 10itl:,fl'_ld.S
lli_ PI_'SS I'I_I-pg. S0
knlm SIll .?0ql
50 Nil[ laNll -15.5_
Will I II I[+IIHII -10.O_
HI I Alln | IRE ISL{I -I
HVi _L 5 * I
liml_d I 01H IIIII -13
MIWIIOW I I -._I "I
_IN._M PSIIVOLI -0.O00S
51M;dN GRlm IWI-+O
_IN+,M (RI IH ItleS-O.93












;0.00 Fltt:OU[ NC I. It/ ,,( :_oo
i i
70. O0 DO. O0 90. O0 l OO. O0


















E CUBED PEEBLE5 1EST.
CONF]G wl FULL_ TREATED
$llE _0 . OAIEz 8-JUN-B3
IAPEz E315 o 30 IP5
FAN = 203? BPN. COAE = llZSO APH
C)
Htl.4 lie. .li
PO llll NO. . _ _ll)
DI'F = I
aa W IILAII#.5 .'l+_
11141" Ofll IIIIG.FI'ES.0
Ill'UP li[1 lUnG.F| =%II-S
llIll_O pRI $5 I'HGI ..+ti.511
D l+lJ 51+I .ptmlli
_IIIIP RII | IHHII ._5.bOO
A]II rlLllHllilIll +IO.O00
HII 111411 lINE 151£I "i
HV HI t.I S .IUU
llill4 H U| IIlll -I]
141NunN I I. fllll%_l I s |
S|N_OI4 pSI/VOLI ,O,O00S
SINS011 I.lliN 1001-_N
5IN+;nH IHI 111 n145-0.9_




_O. O0 I O. t|O ZIJ. LlO
OAIAf IL [r IIR_m
I !
, , ' ' LI_I. till gO. O0 I 00. O0
311. 013 llI).U0 5(I. (10 IHI. O0 7t). OO
FHEOUENCT, HZ MIU_










1 I0 DEC G/P
E COOED PEEBLE5 TEST.
£ONF]G m| FULL'It THEAIED
SIIE ztO , DRIE: 8-JUN-83
IAPEI E3]5 . 30 1t'5
FAN o 2.037 flPH, (OHE - ] 1250 flPN
90. OO 100. O0










E CUBED PEEBLE5 1ES1.
CONFIG el FULL_ TRERIED
SIIE qO . DALE= 8-JUN-83
IRPE= E315 . 30 IPS
FAN - 2031RPN. CORE - 11250 RPH
#UN 10. =O
POIH! M, -_N
IJPF o t Q_J
NO. OF ULAf]HE$ o3_
lille OR1 IOEG. F|oIiS.0
IIZ4l _ JlE1 IOfG.Fl=_q*$
I_lillO pI_'S5 I°I4GJ'2 -q.s0
X/t4 fJi IIA_IO411 .,IO.000
#ll 1RI II#E I_[£|-0
Rvf Rift.! $ .1(IO
U_IIt41DI_ 1_4tl -13
td INii0l_ I I -_1 -I
5 N!iOR f'_,l/¥OI 1 .0.OOO5
S! N_,flll bH|m UlSI =_O
51XsflR EIAI fl #N$00._2















|6.oo _i,.oo 3_,.o0 46.00 _'o.o,, _oo 7'0.0o uo.oo _o.oo oo.ooFBELIUENCT. H(



















E CUBED PEEBI-ES TEST.
CONFIG el FULLT ]RERTED
SiTE MD 0 rifflE: 8-JUN-U3
IflPE: E315 . 30 IPS
FAN • Z037 RPN. CORE • 11250 RPH
U leO. °0
/'O/IT NO. =214
IIrF - !006 *
I_. OF BLIN_S =12
IEnP I_T flN'G.FI-IS.O
I[_ NI[I iIG. FI*L+I,S
PRESS I'NC)*2_. sn
$1Nil' ilAll IRHil =2f,.bO0
A/i| f |i i|NiNH_I - IU.OO0
Ml'i1_ lille |S[[|*i
liVE H/Kd '_ - i(]O
i_Nl | OIH IHll =13
MIIMIOi I l -N/_i *i
_[N_M PSitVOi I -Q.ilOOS
Slk_ilH GAiN |Dil*2(i
SIkt,_l CIILIU I_S-0._I




10. O0 PO.O0 3_.00
OATAfIL[ 114_IL, O_OZ31_ Oil!
qi,.,)o sb.l_o t,;i.oo 7_.oo eb.oo 9b.oo Ioo.oo
FHL:ULJLNCT. ItZ )_lO 2


















E CUBED PEEDLES TEST.
CONF]G wl FULL] TAEATED
5]IE qD . DAIE: 8-JUN-83
IAPEz E315 . 30 IP5
FHN - 2037 APH. COItE = ll250 RPN
OLI_ NO, -II
pOINT NO. -2N
iPF • | O_ '




D| Ill t_ _llE ._O_l
Sfvll" _11( m_lll ,2_.600
ll/_! Ft| l(NIt_lotl -iO-hO0
i|ll hill1 ilN( 15(£)-N
14V[ I H .i $ _ I O0
DINiX lllN IIQZI •13
M i (411i1_; I -*lAI4NI _1
51kl_,n P511VOLT _0.O015
51N!,llll I.llli 11_6| =10
$1x!_nl! Llll ID RN$-O.t,l
Sil, I ,Ills (HL f_f "l _l
SLNSON DISI ITI .i50.0
L]
F I_C LIUE NC T. i-IZ M
PLOT OFil( Ii-.;UL-U] I_01 |IH( 21s22. I'I

















E CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST.
CONFIG m] FULLT TREATED
51TE qO . DATE: O-JUN-U3
TAPEs E315 . 30 IP5









leO. I_ kmO_S -32
T(i_P IHti 1O(G FI.iS.O
ll_ ill ll_G.Fl*Sll,S
PflSS I°lIGJ e,_9.50
_|i 11_1_ IAill -_s.IO0
H/ll flLIIAlIHll -IO.DOG|111 fN_B ! IN{ IS[LI .I
HVf I_1_| $ -100
WlNIINIOTH lll_ . ]
il Mllhd I I -il -I
5+NSOI PSIIY_ I -O+OOIi
%iNsg i_All IM|- O
$[N_IN (IILI6 I_S-0.il
_INSB (Ul if "1_4




i i ! i
| O. {JO L'lJ. OO ]O.OO II(I. I)LI 50.00 6_J.oo _b.oo _b.oo
FIIEOUENC T.HZ MIU 2
GRIRFIL[ llAll. OP'JO_]OH OH! PLOI OflI( II-_JL-O_
90. OO l OO, O0








F L'UBE0 PFEDLFS IES].
CMNFIG ml EUI.Llr ]RENTED
511E LID . BALE: D-JUN-D3
RVERRGED 5PECTRUH
1APEx E315 . 30 IP5




BPF . IO4_$ '




BI Ofll 511E ._lklll
SIIIli' NRI[ IKIIII -P!..DQQ
N 11 I II I[IHIl|l#l -I(J.0nO
Iltl Iltnll IINI 15[£1-6
IlVl IIII1,1 5 ° IOO
DJIIqlM IU| N IHll -13
M I NIOMWI I = IIRNNI _ I
51N',All P$1/VOI ! °0.O0|G
5tN_,1111 LIIIN IIIAI°|O
51N_,n# (#LIl_ ItN$°U.IIII
5[N:,NN (Ill I_T -I._1





lO.OO ' ' ' ' '
213. 130 30. O0 q[). 0(I 50. I]0 GI| L [10
FRELIUENC f. HZ _lO
UflTR4FIL( NR_m OP$O?3Ett DAI
pb.oo oh. oo 9b. oo Io0.O0
























l O DEG G/P
E CUBED PEEBLE$ lEST,
CONFIG ,1 FULL/ TREATED
$IIE qO . DAIE: 8-JUN-83
IAPEz E315 , 30 lP5
FAN o 2190 HPH. COliE • IlqOO RPtl
IlUM Ill. *11
rO lilt NO. -_N
VII *1 Iii11"
liD. If llLIImES .),_
I[igt DE'I/ laEG.FI.6§.|
I[HIP MFI IK_,lr|*_l.$
PII[SS I iCl-211, Sll
_lriP Rl|lr Illg|| *ZS*JN
II/ll I It I[lll_llll -IO,Olkl
HI I IllUl I IN[ IS[CI*U
IlVl RIH,I ", - lIJO
lilllillM I i I |1t Ill_l -I)





_1MsINI I'Slligl f .U.OOllll
rAN%NI I,IIIi Imll-lO
_INSIIli (tll I li 1_$-(I,90







I I i I i I
I0.OU _'ll. (l(J 30. (I[) till. ()(I _,(I. IIU lill, (IO
F III_ LIUI NC'[ , II,( _]O _
ORIRt IL[ NRM[i Offl@_]U44 ORI
7b. ou ub. ut) 9b.uo noo.DO















E CUBED PEEBLE5 TE51.
CDNFIG =l FIII.L't 1AFAIEO
SIIE 40 , DRIE: B-JUN-B3
1APE: E315 . 30 IP5
FAN " 2190 BPI4, COHE - llqBO RPM
mlH U0. *|
POINI NO. *2_HI
OPF * l lG li




llt l}i It %lIE _l)qll
%iwplr A_lll IKll_) "_D_i*liO0
llJll llllll) Iklttl -IO,OO0
If| t 111111 I I II[ 15[ [ I - _lJll]llVl itlll, I 5
IIIINIIW I I)I N IIII| *13
W I NI*I_W I I -NANNI -I
SIN I1 "_IIVIll I *ID.O011
5 N,inll blliN IIIBI-I|I
%1 g!,nll I III. 10 IlN_* O, AJ
I,DI llli _r *IN











I 0. DO ZO. DO
ORIAF ILl Ngl_J
! I !
3_.oo q_),Do 5o.oo 16l_,oo 7o.oo a_).oo go.Do IOO.OO
FI_CQUENCT, HZ w




























E CURED PEEBLES TEST.
CONFIG ,l FULLY TREATED
SITE MO . DATE: 8-JIIN-83
TAPE: E31S . 30 IP5
FAN - 2190 RPA. CORE = IlqBO RPH
IIKIN N. oi
I POlil! NO. ,_)g| _ * 11611 "
I IIO. M IK_101S *)2
1 I[_ ;ml _NC.FI*SS.O
I IlUr I_l *lsrG.ll=Sl.S
| IIK4O P/_SS l'Hl_l-_l.._O
I IXO[_ 5111" -,)INO
I S|II_ Nl|f ti_lill .,l_; ,rio
"IIIII lll. lllqlKllll -III IUO
I llllllllll llI14F l',lll.ll
I I_Vl IIIII,I 5 - I llll
IIlN|IMInlII lllIl . :I
M INII 1M I .HIIIt_I "1
_,|Nt.llll PSllvm I -II.OOIE| %IN+,llll 1:11114 1114111.111
I 5LNt,l.l tin 114 R#$-O.'IO









+p.oo Ib.oo +'h.oo sb.uu ,+h.o. _;,. ,,,+ ,h. oo 7h.ou
FFII_UUENC T. H/ _IU _
OP I 0,_ )gl_ ollr
oh.Do 96.o0 I00.00
OtlIAF ILE IIIIH[.







E CuBEO PEEBLES TESt.
CONF|G w] FULLY lllFflIFfi
SIIC qO . DALE: B-JUN 03
IAPE: E3IS . 30 IP5
FAN - 2190 APfl, COHE - ||qB0 RPH
I_OJN NO. "|
POINT NO, ._39
PF e | | 61D
,O. OF BLADES -3;_
|HP BR1 iO[G.F)-55.0
{t4r til! IOLG.II'_ t_.s
b;_ltrl pIIfSS 1-14G!-2Y.SO
ttl' R | Xli|l =_l_.f.lln
61 ! It ItNil_ll_l • Itl.il00
t ISl411 11(4! I',|£1-a
R_I HItl,l $ - t IIO
I_l_ lidlill H III/I =1']
WiNI0nu I I -_IRNN =1
SI ti! .fall PF, I IVlll ! °0.00|6
$iN_.illl [.NIN IIIBI=IO
$ N'.O IN I Itt_$.O.q$
SiN'.WI (NL it4[ -I'_





:_.oo _,.()o sb.oo G_,.oo 7_).oo oh.()u 9b.oo
FI3t:IOUENCT. HZ _ I U2
















E CUBED PEEBLES TEST.
CONFIG ml FULLT TRFFITEO
SITE qO . 0ATE: B-JUN-83
TRPE: E3]S . 30 ]PS
FRN - 2190 RPH. COflE - IlqBO RPH
r
_0.00 l O. O0 ;'0. O0
IK_ Nil. -I
POINZ NO. =2m
Bt_ - I IGII "
In. I_ BIMES -32
IfeN" 91'11 IDIFG.FIe_S.O
I[NP gel IO[G.Fl.Caq. S
IIIIlflO P1_55 I'NGIe?q. SO
nl Dll'II '-il il *_IN|
Sk_IP IM_II INHII -_'a.i._
A/It fltllglKIIII "I(J. aO0
Rt(ngo IIH[ 15[£1oll
RYE RIIG| !, _ I00
II_INIIM I II I II 11411 -13
UI _ll)llli I I -HIIINNI =1
$1"N!;O(R 1"51/VOLI -O.OOO5
c,I N%Bil hlll40 IMI "ZU
•51NSOfl ( A! lip IMqS-O.g.Z
SiN',all taL PlEF *ILX4
_LNSBA OlSl IFll.l_l. O
0
r














E CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST.
CONFIG m| FUI_L_ TAE(ITEO
SITE _ID . DATE: B-JUN 03
IAPE: E315 . 38 IP5
FAN - 2190 RPH, CORE - llqBO RPH
i !
_,_._,. :I.
IIIF_ * I I Sl
I_INO" Of otno[s -_
1|1_ IIR, IKG.FI-GS.I
MP HI I IO(G,fl-_l,S
| 1114110 PI_SS I*N_I-_goSO
Ill Ol II ;ill( . _lllq I
_lwir fllll[ IIIIIII -_*S*laOllI !!11 fll IIRIKII|I -IO.DOG
|it( I_1111 I IM[ I!.[T| .11
li¥1 IIII1_1 'D I I00
IIl'ldlDIt I I P I tl IHII "1)
WIIlilnM I I HR_INI "l
.rf#_! IIII 1'511Vl$l T .n. 00_
51N',nlt I,iI|k 1110I./LI
SIN',nil |11[ IU IIH._O._l
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E CUBED PEEBLE5 tEST.
CPINFIG w] FUCLT IAfATEO
SIIE qO , DAIE: 8-JIIN-LI3
tFIPEz E3IS . 30 ]P5
FHN = 2]90 RPM, CORE - l lq80 RPH
zoO. -11
POt III NO, -_
lipf - 115il "
leO. @f RLIIO($ o)2
|(PiqP linf 101[5,f}-55,{0
I|HP HI I IMG.Irl-_q.5
Bill10 PiN S5 ['I4GI,_fI. S0
_1111K T,|_[ *_'INH
5f_P lil|ll iKHEI *#%,I,UO
ll/li I II llltiKHtl .|fl.ilUO
14Lf I)flU 1 Ill( 15[[l =(_
A¥| |lilt .i % - l O0
Itl[Nql_M I U i it IHll n0]
M I N|I(lii I I _I_INNI "l
%IN!Jail l*SilV_l | -0,O005
51 N'.,IHI |,4tin lilOl • _tl
51 N'*ifll ( ill Ill Ilel$-O. 92
StNSIlfl (gL IW| -I*_J
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E CUBED PEEBLES 1ES1.
CONFIG wl FULLT IDEATED
S]1E _O , DALE: 8-JUN-83
IRPE= E315 • 30 IP5




I0. OF 0Li10£$ *32
rlMr PAl 10(G.FI-S5.|
I[14P k_S _£.FI-Sq.S
_p hi|If RIIII o_._.bo0
_ln IIIIlR R _ . I( .000
I _Hll ! I H| 15LC| -0
Bvt IllU,I _i . IUO
pl_liM IIII H IHEI -|3
M INI,OU I I oHRI4NI -I
_lN'.lm pSlIVOL! *0.O00_
S N',OII [1t1# I_BI-_O
5IN'OIl nt p IIN$-Q.91



















E CUBED PEEBLE$ liST.
EONFIG m] FIILLT IIIEI||IN
5lie qO. DHIL= 0 IUN-UJ
IRPE= E315 . :10 I1",
FAN - 219U HPN. EIllIE = l lqOO RPH
AtIN MI. -II
PnlNT NO. -2_11
fel'F * I I SO'
len. OF IlLItl_S .]_,
II_ UHI IOIG.FIeGS.O
11111" IJ! IIMI;.fl=Sq S
IIiolln PIII SS *l¢_)._,q'Sm,,aa :. t[ ._u °
!,I_U' HIIIF lRIlll • _ej boa
61 li _|| ||NII_BI_| IIO._l_O
I_ I l'lll|l ! INi 15l'r I •ll
llVl iChl,l 5 - IIM)
ISlNdlIM | _ I II illtl *|3
u _td|lnu I I _xk_! ol
'.1 *¢_41H PSl/vO I =O O00S
_IN!.O|I L;H II (LIBI•_O
$tNSOR OlSI (tljiibO.O
_"r
"r 'T "r _ 3"
I IJ. iJU ,?ll. ULJ _'IU. IIO LilI. (if* ',11. llll
t_ll. IlO iO. LIO UO L]O 91}.00 lO0. O0FI|L(JlJI NC'I .HL .Ill _


















l OO BEG G/P
E cUBED PEEBLE5 ll:SI.
COHI=IG wl FIILL¥ IttlllIr(]
till[ LID. Ilttll_: B.JIIN-83
I1_1_1_: [315. _LI I1";




POINT NO. -239 .
BPf - I 1611




III Ill I_ 'i I El. - 2(1_B
',trill ¸ fllllE I_1111 .2!_.1,110
ll/ll I It II.l_titl .IU.IIB0
III I_i|U Illq¢ I_L(.lo8
Ilvl IIII1,1 _ . L_
AIt_lIW IOIII I1_!1 -I$
Idllllli_N II IIl_l_tll L I
%1 ii!,nl| _b I iVlll ! -0. O(105









_ ' u ' ?'o.11o u'o.oo ,Jb.oo ,oo.oo
• J]. I}LJ I'll, I111 L)'B. {)ll JO. (J II_l. till %1i. flli 611. I}l}
_., f I_KL}UCNE T. flZ MIO _

















E CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST.
CONFIG wl FULLY I|IIIIIED
5ll[ _O . DALE: B-JIJN IJ]
IHPE: E315 . 30 ]P5
FltN - 2190 BPN. COAL " llqOO BPH
IHI. *l
PO II1| I_. -2Yi
VF -116|
lOB. I_ IKltOf_ -Z2
I|lqt _1 IOl(;.floSS.O
II1_ gtl IO{I;.FhSq.5
B6_ltll P1_55 1°_l.2CJ. SO
ltl I)(It _I/F °;)(_B
SI_II#' RIll#" IPllli );*';.I;OQ
I1.1! I II lilt Ik|l#l _ IIl. OO0
14l_ nhl) II1_( I',[£1 -;I
_sl Iltll,i _ °14bO
IIIIhilMIIIIH Illll • ! J
M I NilIIW I I -tH_NI_I
!,t )r.no rs.I/vn, ! "_). oO0_
!)1 N:.ItN (.ltlN Ililtl,.)O
•)IH?NI4 (HI. IB HN_-U.9_
%lll!,nH I.mt tM| °1_
5lN%illt oISI IIll-l%0, O
! i'
] U. LltJ ;'i|. lID JlJ. |J|] I||I. I)() ')(}. (1|]
G;|. L)I) I[}. IJU U[I. O0 clb. IH)
fl:IL (JU[ NC'(. llZ _10 _























E cuBED PEEBLE5 1ESI.
CONFIG .| FUIL_ Tfi[llTfO
5lIE _D . DALE: B-JLJN-8_
IHPE: E)15 • _O IPS
FAN " 2190 RPH. COAE " 11q80 RPH
RUN M0. -9
PO IIIf M0. ._!1
aPf - I I SO
Ila. OF BLROES ")g
;flIP IIH_ I_FG,F|*6%*O
liMP ufl IIXG. F |''_v'.5
B_IHO pI_55 I=HGIo_'_I._o
RI Ill'It "_lll ._'l_ll
Alll I |L||HII_I|II all|.OO0
141111hll 1 IN| I_[[.leA
nVL flHbl S o I I)O
EIIIIklIIW I I11 II IIIll oljM I NIIIt_ I ) -HAK_II m
_I*N!,I1H 1+5]IVOI | -0.Go11
5lN!,lllt I,RIN IlJk)l-IO
51H!,ItR tlll II'I l_14_+*O,_J
SLN:,I1A EAt Htl -I+_I
$1NSOR OlSI IF|I "lmJO,O
C _" |j tl
(-)
I I I I I !
] I1. LllJ _PLI. {Jl) _IU. rio I|ll. Lit} (JU+ LII] fill. lid
tttLtJUENCT.II/ mlO +
DRIlII Ill_ lU_Pll _ UPIO2_IE)f OAf
I I
7_I. Ill) Ull. tit) 90.00






















E CUAEO PEEBL[S lE51.
CI)NI=IG .l FLIIL¥ lBlllT[O
!ill[ qO . DHIL: O-JtlN U3
IIIPI': [31.% . 30 IP'J
fHN - 2I_IU flPH, COHE = Ilq80 Ht'M
ilO. -O
_+=-=+s :L__ "
[ itm, ,rl im_.ri-_.Sit+r eR1 lw_.Ho_s o
J lllldlA Pill SS I'IIGI =_++I.S It
i_4 ni iL ';IlJ .pllql
J ++IIIII IIIIII lllllll • _.1+.I,04_
J ll.ll I II II II II+Ii/I • I II. UIJ4JHI I IIIiii l I NI I!,I I."I ..I+
IlYl HIII I !+ .. llllJ
lllilNllM ILI I H IIIII +lJ
MIMIIItMII IIANI, II ' l
_;|N*AII I'%1/¥111 I .l].(,IOlli
'11 14 ,IIII l.lllk IIIRI • IU
hl m'.llll I III III llm$+ll+'Jl
%Ikl'.llll I. HI 14111 .I,._I
_IN'.OH Olr'-I llll. IfJO.O
_+.
! I
J il. UJJ _lJ. [JO ]t). (}lJ
l]l)IRf It[ NHIql-* OPII_)tJ_ OI_T
! l[j i I I
IIIl.llU , .1111 (,ll (ill Ill.till BO.gO 9(}.(J[.I I110,OOI:FILIJUI-NC T, HZ MIU _











E CUBED PEEBLE5 1E51.
CONF]G .1 FULLZ IH[AIED
SIIE |lB , DALE: B-JUN-Q3
THPE: E315 . 30 IP5





lln. OF il£RO[5 -3,?,
lIMP OH! IriEG.f 1.1i5.0
IInP Idl I ILI_G.fI--_*5
I*_11 PI1(55 I')iG|o, _y,_rl
14 i R 'i Ii =i'll_ll
' I_ I I RIIII , :",,_llli
H /I i I| II n _1 t , .UUO
I|! i OIIh I I#t I',! LI • U
nvl RiP ! b , I1_)
|i _il*_li{*IN li,/i -l.ili I ¢41ii|k I | )IHNN
'illl!,_iS |'!,I/VIlLI .(I.DO|6
•_ l'l'rt111 I*itlk ¢i_tsl'lO
51 N .1111 i ilk lid Im'J U 'Jl
'%IN'.DII IIit |1_1 olo 'sl
SIN's.OIl 111_1 It11_1 IJO.O
U
e
_' ' L} 'I
• O. ill.} I {). []L} _'(i. till J(). L} lill. [l(I %U. I)ll GIl_ _ till
, I- Ill_ LIUE N[{ ill MI
E.)
11111fll If{ llll"i i OPIO.".Igll IIRI
7_1.uu L_'O.,.) 9_.uo 0o.o0
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_ F ltCOLJENC T. ltZ MI0 _












E EBBED PEEBLES TESI.
CONFIG iI FULLY IHEFITEII
51TE qD , DRIEz B.-IUN-B]
IHI"Ez E31¢i , 30 ]P'_




III_P I_ I ImG,ll-,_qoS
_1_0 PIIEfI$ 1+_1-_9 SO
III I1_11 _IIE -_Oql
!*114_ RAIt" Iltlil "_S f'lO
II/11 t II 1111 Illll " O.aUO
I _/I I1_ I_*l(:l *1
Illl lU_,1% * I(J_l
IIIIII1_ I 0 Ill loll *I]d NIIIN I |._1
',1 N!*flll I'!, IVfl I -O 0016
',INSWR (,ltlN IInBIolII
_,LN'_,IHI Ilil lit k115.0 9|
'JlN',IMt fell _t -12q






; U.OIJ I0. I)U ,'U. OU
CJ
UHII4F II [ lRrll +
i 1
I'HI. Oil 411. Illl _o. fill i I u i
t: _1_ UtJI_NE I". It/ M 16_ _(lu 70.130 LIO. OO 90.UO IO0.O0















E CUBED PEEBCE$ TEST.
CONEI_ ml FULLT ]IIERTED
SITE qD • DAIE: 8-JUN-B3
IRPE= E3]5 . 30 IP5
fAN = Z5|9 BPN° CORE - llBGG APH
RUN II0. *11
PO lid! NO. *_ql
bPf - | _1_3
NO. OF ISLROES -32
le'NP D)I! II)_G.FI=GS.D
ll@l_ ill I 1O_kb.Fl*Sq.§
UlIdW I'I_S5 l'IiGI-29.S0
BI llfn !.la[ -_C_IU
511Ni" lllili" i&illl -_5.600
I II,ll I II IIRIkllll -iO.0O0
HIll)fill II_IiE 15[(1-0
llV| |Slil.i % = iOO
i_i4Nlli41 |H H 4li.J I "13
M I Nlllil4 I I -ltll_NNI "1
SI HMIII P_IIVICll = "O.OOO._
51N%_III I,HIM II)111 ._lrl
51N',;OII [ Ill II) I_I1_- n . Ya
,_[N.%OtI {IlL I_lll "l_:l_l













] I_ • (iLl _lJ. (.ILl :l(|. [)O
i)ilTI_JF IL I: [_AI_* OPlO_qlllO ORI
I I 1 I
Llli. I)L) _g. IIII |,[I. [)[J ./_1. fJU UI). 0{:} !}lJ. O0 I00.00
FI4L ULJENC T. l-I/ )_111 _
























E CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST.
CONFIG m] FULLT IAFATED
511E qO , DATE: B-JUN-U3
lOPEs E315 , 30 IP5
FAN - Z519 APN. COHE = 11866 RPH
I_ III. -II
pI1 lU! 140. =_Pql
HPI + - I_P13




III 114 I_ ';lie -_lJq9
511lIP 11141( IKHli ._%.1_O0
ll/ll rlLl[iRINll|l • IO*OQO
NI I Ilhl I 1114HI I?_tLI .ia
AVl IIII1,1 ', - I00
Illlllll_l II I II IHZl -13
M I NllnM I | , 141m14Nl "l
51 14' no l'%ll¥Ol I _O.OOOS
blN!.nll I.ltli IIIOl*lO
%1PltJNI I III Ill Im'_-tl, 01
%lHbOli till fill -I_+il
51Ill, Oil IIISI 1|11-150.0
' ' ,lb. no sh. Do ,oh.ou 7h. oo oh. oo rob.Do Do.Do
_p. no zo. u0 i_l_.o0 3b. so
D FFI[{JUENCT, HZ "IO _
m






















E CUBED PEEBLES TEST.
CONFIG al FULLY TREIITED
SITE qO , BAIE: B-JUN 03
TAPE: E3]S . 30 IPS







DPF - t _)
;2_,°I,,"',_|L,,: +'+'.o
IlNP Wl t ID[G.FI-S_.5
RllCln Pit[h5 l*NGl=_'l,sn
114 nt M ?,11[ .p(will
5 Wlt" iiiIll INtitl .._,.l, nO
it. it t It IIBIRiI_i "I(l,l lOB
Ill I Pllll t iHl I'.| LI • _lJOIWI HIIL,I r
l,lilNlllllt}lll ttl_ll -t J
M I NlliiM i I. HilNNi - I
%1 fl?,t|lt I'_I/Yltl | _O.UOOS
• ll I1' Illl I.illN IIIBI -HO
• +1 rl' lilt ( HI Ill IIH_*U qJ
_,I II `PI|I I Hi _ | - I .+mr





, , ' ' {o. uo ,_. OO gb. Do t DO.DO
,'ouo ',,,l.Do _o.oo ,_.,,. so o. _oo
• FRELIUENCT. HZ w





















E CUBED PEEDLE5 TEST.
CONFIG wI FULL)' IflERiEO
SITE qO ,OATE: O-JUN-O3
TliPEz E315 . 30 ]PS




IO. U OLlllO_$ .]Z
Ife_ liill iO_G.FI-GS,O
#(NP iI 1 ImG.Fi.Cjq.$
Illmll I'ltiSS I'l_l-_q.sll
I_ lIT 1_ %11[ * z(Iqg
A rlt I ILllfllIKHJl "1000_
ill I Illili IBM ISlri -el
l/lflll(,I 5 , lliIi
llllitllillllll lllill • I1
II I illillll I I • lllllIN I - I
51il,,nli ISI/tOLI -0,O01l
51el!,rlii I.lili IPll.lli
51 tl'.ml I ltli Ill ll'_-O,!l.'_
5111?_nll lllL !t .l_Jq
51N',lllt 1il51 Wli.150.0
lb. oo 21i.oo 311.no ,lb. o,i _ii. oo 61i,llo
FIIEOUENC'f. Ht wl0"
OlllPWlLI Ilti IWllllll lilll
711.oo Oil.oo 911.ou










E EUBEO PEEBIES 1EST.
CONF]G m| FULLI 1R[AIEN
S]IE q0 . Drill: B-.IIJN-B3
IIIPE: E3lS , 31) ]PS
FHN - 2519 BPM. COAE- l{OGE RPH
ItlJN WO. e I !
fnlNI NiO. =ZI_|
. I ]ill "BI'F
Nf'S, 0¢ 6LAQ(5 ")_
IIHt' Ill|I IO(G.FI'55*O
llHl' HI I IO[b.fl-5_l.S
Bill{¢l 1'1{|!,5 I'{l(*{._!l.f,O
Oi ¢1,m ' I Li . ?llqO
_*llll{ IIIlll INIIJl "iraqi. t'1}0
R, il I II Illllilll/I :|il.lillO
OI I Iillil I Ill{ i!,l L1-8
ii¥lliiil|*, * |_
ili, lliW I |i I *l iHIi _3II llllflt4 11 HRl_l_l
%1N',IIII I _Jl4Vllt I .0.0DIE
•.,H',,.,,.,W,ira'- ,o
.i}|i%[lll I Ill Ill IIH_=O,9}









'= ;.i,.oo _b.oo ,,i_.,,, sb.,o ooLooo ,i}.,},_ F I_tLilt ENCT.ItZ w
rJ




















[ CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST.
EONF]G wl FULLT IHEATEO
5lie qo . OATE: 8 JUN-83
IlIPEz E3]5. 30 IP';
FHN - 2519 RPIq. ClJRE - 11866 flPH
IlO, =11
PO li'l NO. -_'ql
I_F
-IZqD
IIO. O_ ILIIIIN5 .]_?
Ill_ DI_V U_G,FI.S5 •
I|NP Mfl INC,fI._I6. s
lil_ pIIESS I'HGI-_O.S0
Ill n{ll Sit[ -._txla
;*ll,llP nllll[ IRIIII *_b I;lIll
#,'11 fll ItlllNItll • 0 UO0
HI! _lllt llll( I'.[{_1oll
RVl Nltl.k $ • IllO
011NIIM I fllN IHII "1$
M I I_lOi I I .killiNI .
_IN',IIII PSlIVill | -O O01i
_|N!,IIII [;llll II)NI. (I
5| Nf,ml ( m _ I HS*O R_
_IN',IIII I_l_ |ll| .l_ll
_INSNII 01SI IIIIm1_.41.0
ib. 0o _'h.oo :}h. oo
aH_TM'ILE HN['* DPIO_qff Ollll"
I i ! v v
lilt. Ill) 5fl, i10 61)_lJO 71J. O0 IJ|). O0 ,90. O0 100.00FREOUENCT, HE _lO









E CUBED PE|RLES 1FST.
CONF]G w| FULL)' IRI'RTFO
51TE qO. DfllE: I]-JUN-83
IRPE: (315 . 30 I/'5
FRN - 2519 RPR. CORE - 11B66 RPR
RAg4 UO. - $ I
PIll NI NO. -_1
gO'F - I _IT
14t). Of OLIkff($ -32
IfI_P Ilgl ilIIEG.F)-LS.O
1tilt' Mrl II)lG.Ir)-a,a_.S
hlNtl_ I'1_'5 r- I°Ha-I-_'_l*SO
Ill It(IL %17[ r_,llqll
!,licit' R_IIF Illlt/t ,2'..hOe
il 14 ! II illtllq*_l _I|D.I)OQ
I I(lfl* 1 #f I_t[l°_!
IlVl ItHt.[5 . tlJU
Illltllt_ I DIH 114/I °13
_il tl!.nH rS|/v(l! I • 0.0016
%1ii,.Ittt (.RIk I1101° iO
',ll_'.ltll I flL IU I*PIS-O 9i








FI_EI]tICNCT, HE "l() _
OIwIO_IIG 11111 PtOl 0_1( 12-JUI.-II)
I !
Oil.OO 9U. oo
ORIAF [LE Nfll4[ o





























E CUBED PEEBLE$ lE5l.
CONFIG m! FIILL¥ IAEATED
5llE _0 . DALE: B-JUN-B3
IAI'E: E315 . 30 IPS
FIIN - 2519 flPN, EOH[ - 1lB66 APN
t.n iUT NO. oZ,¢I
I_l*f - 13ml|
#rl. OF O4.R4_$ =$2
ItNI' M1 lilIS.FloiS. O
t_NIP IM'T IOll_.flDSfioS
hti0_ll Plll£SS i'#i'.l.,1.q.f_D
lit olTll _illf =_'llzIB
at Jl FII If_lt_otL! -IO.IJ0Q
II¢ll_lin lira# t_.l()°ll
It _I R#I¢,! _ - I LIU
lllt_llli$1LlIH t0a_l • I ]
¢I i Nll¢l_i ! | • ttt|Nell - I
'l N_,ttn t'_ISVt_I ! _(J.O01S
I N',ml g.lllN qPOI - I(i
I t_!.Oll ! I1! Ill IIN$, O. fl,I




O_II_ILE il_l _PI0_qlG OlqT
u I !
q_).oo 50.00 161_00 71).oo oo.oo 90.0o I00.00FHEOUENET. HZ
















E CUBED PEEBIE5 TESI.
EONFIG mi ftJI LY lfll RIED
SIlE LIO . OHll: 8-IIIN-03
114PL: E315 . ]0 IP:_
FRN - 2519 APH. COLIC - I IBGG RPH
iitlN II0. * I I
fOllll NO. ._lll
NO. Dr _tllO[5 -_2
lli'll' BR! I[IIG.FI°I_S.Q
IIPII" MI I IIIt(;.Fl°',¼._
IiiiIin Pill 55 i*ltr.) ..,*0.SQ
I Iii i_1 _ ',111 .;,ib_ll
i _,_1111 iiiiii INIIil ,.P'J._ooii ii Iii iiii1_1t_I ill.llOQ
i i1,1 pllll IINI 15ILl ,_i1_1 i_ill;( ,, . i*111
i Ii1_,1,_11_11, i,iii *lJ
51 el' IIII ! _.11vltl I -0.0016
',1 *1' IIII I.IItN IIIB! - III
',1 I1' IIII I III III I_M5 II. _|
',1 I_' I II
IIIbl IF II ° I_,11.0





DRlflf ILE NnHf =
w I ! I




-/_l. [30 Oil. O0 90. (IO 00. O0
























E CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST.
CONFIG w| FULL'f IltlnTEO
SIIE qD . DFll[: B IItN 83
IRPE= E315 . 30 IP':,
FAN = _519 APR. C01ff - 11866 RPM
lION N. =11
I'n IIl! _. "_)|1
Hl'f - I )Ill




ill IN M 5i_[ *,'llq||!,IW_ RRII IKH#I -;'_;.$0(I
#! II !11 lillll(llll -ill.000
HII IlHIl(i IINI I%|[Iril
#_1 IIIII.I '; • IIIO
WINIbnU I I -*INI ' II_IIIW,WIOIII hill • I
i '_l_,rill 1'511¥OI ! o1|.0OI6
%1N! I!11 I,ll|ii II,BI o iO
51N'AI! I Ill |B fillS, tJ.1111
SIN'rlll lilt FIEI °1_
!,lN',ari 11151 11|#.|Sn.Q
_h.(m sb.ou 6h uo
Fl=IEOtJlSN£Y.HL w I-0
! ! i
lO. flu lJO.O0 90. O0 100. O0

















E CUBEO PEEBLES TES1.
CONFIG ml fULLY IAEATEO
511E qO . OIIIEz 8 JUN-B3
TAPE: E315 . 30 IPS
FAN - 2812 RPH. [OHE - 112200 AP
latin II0, ol2
POINT NO, . _Ii_p
§pf - 15_00 +
NO. OF OEOOt$ _J2
IfMP 0AT 10|5.FI-5S.0
IIPIP 14t I ILIEG.F)*%II.$
01Ill0 PIIF$5 I°NGI-._I.$O
Ill II(K "..lEt ._Oqll
51n4P Rnl[ INl*tl -2_.500
I1.,11 ! II I|NINall -Io.0a0
III 1111111lINE 15([) =8
HVl Illlb! 5 - I00
mlmlml(llN 11471 - I :l
141NIIIIM I I =I+AI4NI -I
SI N:;011 1'51/¥t_1 ! o0,0016
_iH,,n. unou .ie1..,
I H?,Ofl IIII ll_ HNS-O.90










FHCOUENCT. flZ _ltl _
DI+IrlFIL[ NRI4[. 01P40?td2A DRI
i i I
71). t tO EIO. (10 DII. O0 00. O0













E CUBED PEEBLE5 1E5I.
CONFIG .! FULLY lA[fllFO
5]1E qD , DRI[: B-JUN-83
IflPE: E"l15 . 30 IPS
FRN - 2812 RPH. COHE = 112200 AP
RUN WI. -12
POIlll NO. ._q_
IIPf o I r+O0
IlO. O_ ptltllll'$ -32
I[IM" Off! IOIG*|l-GS.0
|[NP II[l IUIG.Fl_%44. 5
Illil'iO PIN 55 I'H_I-;"I,50
Bl_K _ill( - itlJqA
$III_ Rill[ IPllil "P!,.60Q
Rill I II llRlkllll -ill*bO0
lll[pllO IlK[ 1_1"[l.8
H+I IIHI+I *+ + IIIQ
1414141111111111 IH_II "I_)
M I NIIOM I l ,HIINI41 "I
SIN'+1141 p+illVtll ! -O.(1011
51H!,lIJl I,HIII I11111, I(I
$1N:,I_I IIII IA fINS-If. It|

















| O. lJO 20. OO
flAIRF ILE illU4fa
I
3_).f)o ql).DO 5b. (Ju e._oo _h oo .b .u 9;J []o I oo. oo
FI_EIIUENC T. lit . IO









E CUBED PEEBLES TEST.
CONFIG .I FIJLLT 1RFRTEO
511E qo , I')RIf: B-J|IN-O3
IRPE= E]15 . _IU IP5
FRN - 2812 RPH, CO|l[ " 112_OO RP
IRI_ NO, -12
I PO Wl MO, -2q2
III'F - I f_D@
W_. OF BIRC_S -)2
IIHP DA_I IO[G.II-[,%.O
II Hl' Ml I lfl[[,.ll-_.5
|_lllln PI_[ _ I'HIJI .i"l. _n
all 111 it ,,|If" .4'I14/IB
i ',11141" RIIII IKH/I -.)!..[bO0II II I II II IIII'.IIII , III.UlI0
i hlli11111 III'II I%111.11
] II.I llhl,l '., ., llql
I lhd_lIHllllll IHII -IJ
I ill_l_l'Iull HIIIqlMI • I
',I h' IIII I",I I¥I'II l II.IFIOI6
'III 1111 I,IIIN II161-I(I
',I II' IUl I III |l] Ill Icl' lJ.ClO
',IN 1111 [lll H[I _I,_I















ORTRFILE ieRN(t OP_,'ML:'B 04IT
,i}I. _o 5b (m _h ,o 7b. 0u eb oo .q}_ou laD.DO
F REI]IIENCY, Hi wlO _














E CUBED PEEBLE$ TEST.
CONFIG ul FULLY TREDTEO
SITE qO . 0R/E: B-JUN-83
TAPE: E31S . 30 IPS
fflN - ZSIZ BPH. COAE - 112200 BP
RUN NO. -12
POINI NO. m_q 2
IIPF -1500 "




Ill ill K 511( -TINR
%t_1t _ Illlll INHII -i%.E|lO
II/II | II I|R Illlltl • III.UlJO
IIl|nltII llN( I%1(1*11
Ilvl |till,| _ I IU_
IIIINlIM I |11H IHII "1]
M I NI*III_ I | ,_ JlllNfll = I
51N'*ltll |*%I/VIII r _0.01111_
_| N_,I)II I.Hlll |1_1 . |11
















_J ! i I ; i I
_:_}. DO 10.0O 20.00 3b.00 q0.O() 5(1. (113 60.00 7(I.()0 El0.00 90.00
o FRCOUENCT,IIZ _lO a




















E CUBED PEEBLE5 TE5T.
CONFIG .l [ULL_ IREATEO
511E qO . DALE: A-JUN-83
1APEz [315 . 30 IP5








l l _11 # ', I Z£ -?(WB
!,lUll' IIIII[ IXHII .,_l ,DO
z li/li I il I|niRIll| .10.1100
Ill I I_IIII I l HI |!;[ (_l -
II¥I IIIII,I _, . IILIO
IIINIIM IIII fl lllll -ItM I fllii164 I | -NR I_ -
1%1 II!.IIII I'rJ|/vnl T .11. OD|_
%lH:,llll IJllki llll)l.l[l
:il N%nll I I)I 111 fINS- O, 9]
_Jlll',llll IHI Hll -I,_II







lb. DO 2b. DO :_b.Do ,_h.oo sh. ,o 6h. Do
Fl_[ OUENCT, HZ xi(} _
ORIRFIL( IlRY_| OPa_OTM_f Ufl|
I I/o. oo BO. IJO 9(). oo 00. O0

























E CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST.
EONF]G mJ FULLY TREflTED
file _O . DRTE: B-JUN-B3
1APE: E315 . 30 IP%





I IltJN ooqs, -I_
:,_,,, .o. ._ .
,,0.,. ,._,_I :'_
II144P Dn_ 14_G.FI_6S 0
III_P i_ I 10(6.F),SM.$
allHr RAI[ IRH|I -_5.60_
II/11 f It I[RIKllla -IO.OO0
aaa I I)lill I IH| I?b[C) -al
alvl alaal,I 5 s l_I_I
Itldlael_I Ijl H aHll ml]
N I flllnM I I -_IN_ •
_iI i#'.nll rsIlvrl I •O.OIIl
5 N'.aIII I.RIN IDII-aO
f,lN',nla IN| IB IIH$-O.II







Jb. o| _b. o| 3b.o|
OFIrlIFIL/ ggluH,U(o (lt_lOZOl_n(_ OAT
i i ! I
qo.on 5_).nO 6fl. OO 70.00 B_). O0 90.00 !00.O0FFiEOIIE NC )'. ttt _ILJ _


















E CUBED PEFBLES 1E51.
CONFIG ml FULL'/ TREIIIEO
S]lE qO . DALE: B-JlJN-03
1APE: E315 . 30 IPS
FAN - 2612 fiPR. CORE = 112200 AP
AIIN 10. "1_
PnlNI NO. -2112
R} F • I gO0
Nn 0iF Ill llOIE$ - 12
IINP I)H1 II)l(;.f =G_.O
llNr ll! I L0fG.f|-SII.S
if,nil Pl_ 55 I°Hl, I ,_q.._0
lit _( l{ _ll! -? Oil6
.,l,llr I_lill tKtIFI _,_%.600
II II fl! ItlllP.llll -tl}.0l)0
II i nH[i 1114t t_,l L1-8
ll_ i_111.1 _, o 1(10
i,,t_l,X Illlm, Iiill -IJ
b,_lm.,l .nt,b'_l ._i.oo|G
',,I N'.II|I | 5 i /¥t_l I
• ll'nll |.IIIN ALIBI • In
?,111:,{111 litl IH IMS_ ,_l_.


















nR1grlL£ Nfll4E. Ol_0_ll20 01iT
7_1.t_. I_. oo 9_.0o oo.oo













E CUBED PEEBLES TEST.
CONFIG ml FULLY IAEAlEO
SITE _O , ORTE: BIjl/N-83
TAPE: E315 . 30 IP5
FAN - 2012 flPN. COIIE - 112200 RP
M. =i2
POLK/ NO, . _,ll_
Bl'f
,o. ,,, 0,.,.5 :l,_ •
I[_IP DIll ImG,fl*ES.0
III_P i_l I ID|G.FI.51i.$
llllllO t'IWSS I'NGl._g,_ 0
gl It( I( !_llf *_(W&I
",ll_lp N|lll Ikflll "_ Jl]l(I
_,nI,| i|,,_,_| . o neeIWI I llPl£ 15(£| .0
RVLIIIN'I " - O0
B|W_IIWI IIIlt |1t_1 .I 3
Wl_ll0flW | I ._1 ._
?,(N',Oll1'5 IVflI T .o 0016
%lN',i_| I,AIN IJai.lq'l
%IN',BN I@LIe nM$.O 9l
%lNt.nll Ill I_X[| -I_q
S _#%Oll 11151 IflI-ISO. O
3b.oo qh.ocJ :,b. DO
1;0. 110 70. Of} BII. (tO 9(). O0 100. O0FRf_f)UENEY, H/ wlO _
OPqt1_l 2_) _r

















E CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST.
CDNFIG wl FtlILT II'IEflIED
5IIE rid , DfllE; 8 )UN-@3
IAPE; E315 . 30 IPS
FAN = 2612 RPN. COHE • 112_00 RP
RUN NO. =1_
PfllMf NO. -_'_
BPF _ I SOO





%Rl41' 11111[ IKilZl -_,c,,500
R/ll I ILI|FIiPltl| -IO,000
fll(Ol}fl llH[ l%EEl+9
ItVl lllll,1% -lO0
RIIINI_M I II I H IHll "I)
M I NIqlM I I -HAN_MI - I
_INP+nll PSI/VNI I -0.0011
51N!+nll I,A144 In@l - IO
t+l H_,IIII (+14[ IB IIHS-A,g]





[I_). I i i i
LO.O0 ll].OO ?O.O[J 3o.o0 tlo.oo 5'0. r_o 60.oo
o FH[!UUENCT. II/ MIO _
ORTRFIL[ iAM(m Of_lO,_,_( 0111
7'0.00 0'0.00 9'0.00 Ioo.oo












E CUBED PEEBLE5 TfSI.
CONFIG ml FIILLT TR[ATEO
5lIE qO . DATE: O-JIJN-_3
1APE: E315 . .10 11"5




NO. nF BLIllS °)2
If mr r_l|t' IOEr-,.FSeit$oO
Ilfll' llfl IO(EG,FIeSq,S
IlJlr_ I'II{SS 1°1_1_1._9._
B[ II1 u ?;IZT - ;_l)q i
_rl_ll, fllllT IKHll ._a, $00
R/II I II I|IlilZHZI -III.UO0
II(( _115 I I1_ I_;|[)-II
M¥[ Iflll,I _, - IUO
BlINIIl_ I I) I H IHII -13
II I PlilltM | I _114_141 "1
_|H',illl I_.;IIVO I | -0.001|
_1_:,1111 (,lllll IDll|.l{I
._1 N',411I ( IlL Ill N#$-0.95
*_lN!lilll rill_ F_[ .l_lt
_[H',III! II1_1 iF||.IEJi}.O
_}}.DO ,t_. ,_o '.,b.n() 16__()o 7b. (}, o_J.DO 9b. Do I oo. DOFFIEI,)UEN£ T, HZ













E CUBED PEEBLE5 TESl.
CONFIG m] FULL¥ TH[DTEO
511E qO . DAI[; D-JUN-U3
1RPE: E315 . 30 IP5
FAN - _812 RPH. COAE - 112200 RP
RUN Mll. -12
POINt NO. - 21112
OPt -|_O_
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E CUBED PEEBLES TEST.
CMNFIG .I FULI. T TREATED
5]IE _0 . hAlE: 8-JIIN-B3
1RPEt E315 . 30 IPS
FflN - 2012 RPH. COlt[ • 112200 AP
'Mill NO, 2
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E CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST.
CONFIG el fllLt'f IItEItTEB
511E qCl. D}IIE: B-.]UN-II3
TIIP[: ElI5 . ]0 11'5
FAN = 2812 HPN, CORE " I12200 BP
NO, -12
POINT NO, -2_2
Bl_r - I _00 "
l*n. Ol OLOO(ES -]2
IINP 11111 ll_[G.Irl'i_i.D
11141' I_I I IOIG.II-SII.S
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E CUBED PEEBLES TEST.
CONFIG o] FUILt lREfllEO
SITE 0lD . OAIE: I]-JUN-II]
TAPL: E3]S . 30 IP5
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E CUBED PEEBLES TEST.
CONFIG ml FULLT 1AERTEO
Sill= qO . DRTE: O-JUN-B3
lflPl=: E315 . 30 IPS
FAN " ZOI2 flPN. COAl = - 1122'00 AP
IIUI4 NO+ -t2
PO Ill1 NO. * 2,11_'
IIPF - I liO0 "
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E CUBEO PEEBLES TEST.
CONFIG e| FULLT IeERll-n
SIlE LID , BAll: O-JUN-II3
IAPE: E315 . 31) IPS
FAN = 21112 FIPN. [OAE - I1_,_00 liP
lllld Illl. -li_
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CONFIG m[ FULL'f 1fiEAIEO
SITE qD. DRIE; B-JUN B3
IAPE: E315 • 30 IP5
FRN " 3113 RPH. C0R =FRN= 311]
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E CUOEO PEEBIES TEST.
EONF|G w] FULLY rH/AIEO
5IIE qO. DAIE: 8-JUN-I:I]
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E CUeEO PEEBLE5 TEST.
CONFIG .I FULLY TAEAIED
511E 40 . DRIE= B-JUH-O3
IHPE: E315 . 30 IPS




NO. Of 8LROE5 -37
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E CUBED PEEBLE5 TESi. .,.,. ,,IN.',_, l'_l-i"+.SO
|II Ill II _.III • i'llllll
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£ CUBED PEEBLE5 IE51.
CONFIG ml FUiL_ IAFAIED
511E qO . DAIE: A-JUN 03
IRPE: E315 , 30 II'S
FAN = 3113 RPN° cOR =FnN - 3113
flU*4 NO. .13
P01NI NO. "_ °i3
BPF - 1660
IO. O! 6(A1_$ "'S_'i
lltSP flflT IntG*f l*b_)*O
II 4r i_l I iOf_l;.Fl°Sil.5
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E CUBED PEEBLES TE51.
CMNFIG =I FULLT TAiAIED
5IlL qD . Of:lIE: B-JUN_I_]
TAPE: E315 . JO 11'5
FAN - 3113 BPH. [OF) :FtlN - 3113
BUM NO. =i3
POIIll NO. -_3
BPI _ o 1660
un. OF IDLemT_S o3_
ill41. IIR1 _lHG.Flolc_.O
ItNl' iil I InlG.FI=_Ii.5
RI_IO P1_55 1°_I-2_oSO
Ri flfK ,_;llm! 8_Oqll
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E CUBEO PEEFILES TE51.
CONFIG ml FULLY TAEFITED
S]IE qO . O141E: 0-IIIN 03
1APE: E315. 30 IPS
FAN " 3113 APH. COA _FflN - 3113
RUN g§, -13
P01NI NO, ,2;1]
UPF - I £G0
NO. _F GLR[IF5 A3_
;I_P 011_ ilIIG,F)-55, n
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E CUBEO PEEBLE5 TESI,
CONFIG al FULL'f IBEATEO
5lIE tlO . DRIE; B-JIIN-fl3
IHPE: E315 . 30 I1"_
FflN - 3113 liPM. COB =FflN - 3113
I RUN a. -13
POIII! NO. -_II]
IIIPfI - 16611
/toO. M 8tn_s .)_
] lll_ 011¥ IIG. fl.6_i.O
| I[I_ I II I IKG.FI._I.5
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E CUBED PEEBtE5 1EST.
CONFIFG IlF FIII_LY 1A[HIFD
511E 40 , OHII : O-.IUN ill
lflPE: E3|5 . 30 IP5
FRN - 3lF]3 IIPH. COB =FIIN - 3113
RUN N0. =13
P@ Ill! NO. =_li]
BPF * I I;50
NO 01 BLRIIIT5 o):_
I|IIP 0111 lUlID.FI-5_,.0
IIIIP Ill I III[F+.FI_',II.5
lt;lll(l I'llfS.N I'lli+l-2!l.5@
lii ill II ?,11I "_lli4@
!;lilll' INill i_H/I .p',.IIIQ
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E CUBED PEEBLES TEST.
CONFIG w] FIIIL¥ TREAIED
SllE qO . DALE: B-JUN U3
IAPEz E315 . 30 IP5
FAN - 3113 HPH. COB -FAN = 3113
NJN NO. .I 1
POINT NO. -2*i3|Pf -IGGO '
NO, J BLOOIES m3_
I|MIe I1_¥ IOfG.PioSS.O
Rill40 P1_$5 I'HISl._l SO
BLrKR 5111 .2tqp
!_iliir NIll IPli_i I_l_,.l_.O0
fl/H PiLiffll_llll , IIl.illlO
N q i!lltlll I till IC,[ [.i .it
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I Ill K H|ll • ,'itIIB
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E CUBEO P[EBLE5 TEST.
CONFIG ',I FIIIL¥ IRERTED
5lIE IlO . rlAIE= O JUN-8_
IttPE= E315 . 30 II'S
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E CuBEO PEEBLES ff51.
CONFIG .1 IULLY 1A[A1EO
Sift qO . OlllE: A JLIN-03
IAP[: [3|5 • 30 115
FnN = 3113 tIPH. CIIFI =FAN " 3113
[ m, No. - L_.
pEI INI NO. _'qJ "
!_n Of OLnOfS "3_ 0
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t4i" lil 0 (,.FI.,,_.5
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E CUBED PEEDLES TEST.
CONFIG ml FIJILT TI_IIUTED
SITE qO . DAIE: B-Jl.lN03
TAPE: E315 , 30 11_'S
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E CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST.
CONFIG ml IULLT TREFITED
51 [E 4D . OlllE: 8-JIJN 83
IIIPE= E315 , 30 IP$
FRN - 3113 IIPM, COB =I_N - 3113
I ;_L;W U. -I$
PO IIII NO. .#q)
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E CUBED PEEBLE$ TE$T.
CDNF]G ml FULLY IREATE0
511E qD , DALE: B-JUN-03
]RPEz !170 . 30 IP5
FAN - 3250 RPN , CORE - l_ESO
RUN toO. =|
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E CUBED PEEBLES TEST.
CONFIG ml FULLY lflfRTED
5llE qD. OrllE: O-JUN-O3
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E CUBED PEEBIE5 TEST.
CflNF|G ml FULL)' lHflilEO
511E qO . OAIL: B-ILIN U3
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E CUBED PEEBLES TEST.
CONFIG el FULLY IREtliED
511£ _l] , DItlE; O-JUN-O':I
IAP£= 1170 . 30 IP5
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• E CUBED PEEBLE5 TEST.
CONFIG m] FULLY IHIATEO
SITE _0 . UHIE; 8-JUN-B3
IAPE: 1170 , 30 ]P5
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CONFIG *l FULI. T II:IFA1EO
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E CUBED PEEBLE5 IE5I.
CONFI_ zl fULLI lHEATEO
511E qO , DALE: 8-JUN-U3
IAPE: E315 , 30 1P5
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E CUBED PEEDIES TES1.
CONfIG .i FUll 11 TRI_FIIEO
Silk. LiD . DOll!: @-JUN-I:IJ
iflPl=: E315 . 3U IP5
FHN - 3113 FIPH. C(]A =FAN - 3113
NUN NO, -13
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E CUSEO PEEBLES TEST.
CONFIG ml FULL1 + #flEAIED
SllE lid . DATE:. 8-JUN83
TAPE: E]]5 . 30 ]PS
FAN = 3113 flPtf, roll "FAN = 3113
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E CUSEO PEEBLES |E51.
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